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"WESTWARD I GO FREE"
Some Aspects of Early East Texas Settlement
ARcHIE P. McDONALD
75
"Westward I Go Free."
In these feeling words Henry David Thoreau summed in personal
testimony the spirit of America. This spirit-the restless, ceaseless, un-
quenchable desire to move west, to find a fresh start, to sieze oppor-
tunity, to forget mistakes (or to have others forget them), to build
a nation, to manifest an individual expression or dream that might yet
be nameless or formless, or just to have something to do--is part of
all the reasons for moving west. Thoreau, and America, rejected the
human and geographic restraints that barred the other points of the
compass, and cleaved to the west because there the restraints were at
least invisible or imperceptible to t.he starry eyes of expectation. They
were real enough, however, for hostile Indians, dust, aridity, extremes
of heat and cold, snakes, poisonous plants, and sheer space are all
factors of reality with which even hope and faith must grapplei and
ignorance of them, man found, was no reprieve. Each in its turn, how-
ever, may be overcome by persistence, and in the cumulative victory
the new Man, the American, is born.
The Texan-American e.xperience, or super-American, as it has been
termed, is but a study in miniature of the general American frontier
process. Yet it has a uniqueness that makes it worthy of independent
study, if sometimes questionable as a typical chapter in the process.
The Texas frontier involves nature and its conquest as do other areas,
but the fact that it also involves a pre-existing Spanish and then Mexican
society lends to its development certain peculiarities that must be clearly
understood and recognized as leavening ingredients.
Texans, like other Americans, moved west to satisfy their desire for
one or more of the elements in the old, alliterative fonnula of "gold,
glory, or gospel." For many Texans, however, this might be better or
more accurately stated as either "running from" or Hrunning to,n with
the object of the appropriate preposition being supplied by the individual
soul. Because the limits of a topic as broad as the set.t1ement of Texas
cannot even be suggested within the confines of a single essay, arbitrary
boundaries must be established at the outset to define the aims of this
labor to give it a relative value. This essay shall concern itself. there-
tore, with some aspects of early East Texas settlement in tenns that
apply generally to that area and specifically to the Jasper-Newton county
center. It will also trace the course of the William McMahon fami1y,
and especially William's son James, in their immigration to and early
years in, eastern Texas.
In most respects the motivation of the McMahon family to come to
Texas was not dissimilar from that of countless others who made th.e
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lonesome trek. As captives of the American frontier, they were drawn
by the same desires of acqu.isitiveness and adventure that caused the
blood of thousands to race at the expectation of future wealth and
opportunity. :\ofen like the McMahons had been coming to Texas since
before anyone was around to notice. for the earliest American im-
migration was clandestine and was in clear violation of a restrictive
Spanish policy. The easiness of evasion, due primarily to the proximity
of Texas to the older settled areas of western Louisiana, plus the length
of the border with obvious problems of patrol, made the lure of trade,
land, and adventure too powerful to resist. For years clandestine im-
miuation and illicit trade were conducted with Indians and Mexicans
with the knowledge of Spanish officials, if without their approval. That
this intercourse was clandestine does not necessarily mean that it was
intrinsically evil, but the nature of its execution, plus the likelihood
of laTR'e profits. meant that it drew more than its share of colorful and
sometimes criminal citizens.
The Spanish tried futilely to check this unwanted influx by creating
a Uneutral ground" along the Sabine River, but this concession merely
whetted the appetite of the land-hungry Americans. The granting of
permi~sion to the Austins to legally transport settlers into Texas was
therefore really an e:z: post facto recognition of an already e.xisting
condition, a condition that was likely to persist anyway.
The Austin Colony, which proved to be only the first officially recog-
nized plantation of many that would follow, did not penetrate deeply
int-o Mexico. San Felipe de Austin, the colony's capital, was located only
about a hundred miles from the eastern border. Thus geographically as
well as culturally still linked with the United States, it was inevitable
that Texas settlers should cling to ties that would one day cause them
to renounce the religious and political promises that many had had
to make regarding fidelity to an adopted culture. Furthermore, the
Mexicans were not speedily coming eastward toward them, because a
wide bank of semi-arid land held them sufficiently to the west and south
to prevent real cultural assimilation even when sincerely attempted,
as in the case of Stephen F. Austin. The conclusion is inevitable that
Texas drew Americans, and it seems equally inescapable that eventually
the Americans would wish to reunite with their own kind.
There were a number of factors that facilitated the immigration
prt"Cess. For instance. the land of East Texas. while rolling and even
hi1ly in some places, offered no real impediment as had the Appalachian
Mountains or the Mississippi River. The virgin woods were frequently
higher than they were thick, and the lack of excessive rainfall meant
that land transportation, while still difficult, was not impossible. The
climate of Texas is often cursed for its extremes and changeableness,
but it is in reality quite moderate when compared to that of the re-
mainder of the continent, nnd it offers within itself a suitable diversity
for various enterprise~. Since most labors were agricultural or related
to rural services, Texas was ideally suited to receive and perpetuate the
cotton culture and chattel slavery that a majority of its new citizens
brought with them. As both institutions found an ideal environment
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in Texas, their earl}' success became a magnet that drew even more
Americans to Te.xas.
Samuel Hannan Lowrie in Cultural Conflict in Texas, 1 21-1835 has
rendered to a paragraph a number of factors that contributed to the
rapid growth of colonial Texas:
In summary, location and accessibility were conducive to dis-
putes and expedition~ which disseminated informatio!l as to the re-
sources of Texas, encouraged settlement br Americans, and hin-
dered effecti\'e control and extensive settlment by )Iexicans. Loca-
tion on the Gulf of )le.xico made entrance by water easy, but poor
harbors and shallow and raft-obstructed rivers materially less-
ened this advantage. Topography rendered land transportation
relati\'e easy, hindered by river crossings and mud in rainy weath-
er. Being adapted to agricult.ure and cattle raising, the soil
repelled )lexicans and attracted Americans, especially slave-
holders. The climate and the utilization of the river bottoms
encouraged the introduction of slaves, while the use of negro
labor tended to differentiate the population geogTaphically, by
occupation and class. Finally, though it offered serious draw.
backs, the climate was comparatively favorable to the introduction
of an Anglo-American population into Mexican territory, thus
laying the foundation for rivalry, antagonism, and conflict. 1
Because of such favorable conditions, the Anglo-American population
soon outnumbered the Mexican. At the time of Texas' first appli-
cation for statehood, a report by Henry Morfit indicated that but 3,500
Mexicans lived in the territory, as opposed by 30,000 Americans and
5,000 Negroes. Of these 35,000 Americans, probably as much as 90%
or more were first generation immigrants. There have been many
analyses of roster and muster ro1ls in the Anny of the Republic, and
soldiers for the period of the Revolution and for a few years beyond
who are native-born are few in number. The largest number of these
soldiers came from the older southern states, with lesser percentages
from the central and northeastern states.
As has been widely noted, the Spanish, and later the Mexican gov-
ernment, maintained the Roman Catholic church as an Established in-
stitution, and when the first Americans were legally admitted, Catholicism
was imposed as a condition o( migration. If the applicant was not a
True Believer at the time o( admission, he might agree to become a
Catholic, receive baptism, and be admitted. Once past this religious test,
the colonists had to take an oath of allegiance to be faithful to the
King and the Constitution, and it was required of Austin's colony that
its citizens be honest, industrious, and either fanners or mechanics,
and the empresario was held responsible (or their actions. Under the
Mexican succession these conditions were preserved 'with appropriate
adjustments. Just how strictly these religious qualifications were en-
forced one can only speculate; however, evasion would have been a
simple matter. As Henry of Navarre observed, "Paris is well worth a
Mass." This might be translated by the immigrant as "Twelve and a
half cent an acre land is well worth a little shower." William Red in his
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Texas Colonists and Religion, 1821-1 36, maintains that b)· a upious
fiction" toleration was really practiced. Austin admitted that many whom
he excused said they were unaware that they were supposed to bring
proof of their baptism. Customarily, S3}'S Red, the immigrant was asked
if he beli~'ed in God. in the Holy Ghost? and in the Apostolic Church?
in the e\'angclists? in Jesus Christ? An affirmath'e answer, and no
intelligence was required to give what was expected, was followed by
the proclamation "Ul1 bOll Cathlique" and the pronouncement of citizen-
ship.:: Obvious!)', some true Catholics and probably some true converts
were invoh'ed in these proceedings, and it would be improper to O\'er-
state the aspect of e\'asion; however, one must suspect that the majority
of the early Texas immigrants were flying false colors either from
mental e\'asion or indifference.
In all probability few colonists paused long to muse either the secular
or the eternal consequences of a false pledge. The)' were far more in-
terested in the tasks at hand-the finding and claiming of land, and
the making of a lh·ing. As has been previously stated, the ~lc)lahon
family and Newton County will be here presented as prototypes of early
East Texas settlers and settlements, with emphasis being placed on
William Friend :\lc~1ahon and upon his )'oungest son, James. Notice
"''ill of course be taken of other family members whose lh'es accommodate
the theme oC migration.
Newton County, not in legal existence when the first Mc:\1ahons
answered the call of the west, is in extreme southeast Texas.s It
lies just to the east of the Sabine River, which fonns its eastern
boundary and extends westward in varying widths averaging twenty·two
miles to Jasper County. It is eighty-five miles long. The land it now
occupies, which belonged successively to Spain and Mexico, was included
within the colonial grant to Lorenzo de Zavala, and a part of it lay
within the celebrated "Neutral Ground" between the United States and
Mexico. It was the object of much unauthorized settlement, both white
and Indian. Dr. John Sibley, Indian Agent for the nited States in 1801,
reported the presence of Alabama Coushattas in the area west of the
Sabine River, and some twenty Indian families were reported by Stephen
F. Austin to be living in the area in 1822, near the latter site of a
settlement called Biloxi. They were probably of the Biloxi tribe from
Mississippi. The earliest white settlers were in Bevil's Settlement in the
northeastern corner of the present county. All such settIemenl.t however.
had as yet no legal title, and no confirmation was made of their own-
ership until near the end of the colonial period. Loretuo )Ianuel de
Zavala did receh'e an empresan'o', contract to sett.1e 500 families in the
area in 1829. in an area e.,,<tending from modern Panola County to the
Gulf of Mexico. and including the present Newton County. Zavala
subsequently sold his contract in 1834 to American speculators who
were capitalized as the Galveston Bay and Texas Land Company. This
enterprise was more interested in the profits from its financial invest-
ment than in the settlement of colonists, but its agents did convey titles
to their customeTSy some of wbom, presumably, were in the area that
became Newton County. Under the scheme of the :\lexican governmenl.t
this territory was in the Municipalit)T of Nacogdoches until it passed
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under the control of the Municipality of San Augustine. which was
established in 1833.
With the guarantee of legal title more settlers began to come to
Te.'Cas \\;th an eye toward taking advantage oC its cheaper land and
growing opportunity. An existing road system including the Coushatta
Trace, and a number of branches connecting the various streams and
young settlements of the area facilitated their journey. Religious in-
stitutions began to spring up, and despite the Establishment of Roman
Catholicism, the Reverend Henry Stephenson moved to the county in
1835 and conducted the first Protestant services in the area. A Baptist
church was organized in Burkeville in 1844 at the home of Seaborn Woods.
The political organization was meanwhile moving forward in response
to the stimulus of new settlement. The revolution against Mexico was
successfully prosecuted and nine years later Texas was admitted to the
Union. The first Texas legislature met in 1845 to organize and initiate
state government. It established a number of new counties, including
Newton County, '\\Thich was created by dividing Jasper County approxi-
mately in half. north to south. Both counties were named for heroes
of the American Revolution, Sergeant William Jasper and Corporal John
Newton. There then ensued a lengthy debate concerning the location of
the county seat. The legislature ordered that a survey be run and the
exact center of the county be detennined, and that the county seat be
located on or near this exact point. The place selected was on Quicksand
Creek, some four miles from the present Courthouse. However, the first
meeting of the Commissioners Court was held in Burkevill~ approxi-
mately fiiteen miles to the northeas~ in the home of Mrs. Nancy
Cooper.4 For two years the Commissioners Court met in the home of
Joseph Irvine. In 1848 the citizens of Burkeville successfully petitioned
the legislature to have the county seat relocated in Burkeville on an
acre donated for that purpose by John Burke, for whom the settlement
was named. On July 10 the first court was held in the new courthouse.
Dissension arose over the validity of title to the donated acre on which
the Courthouse stood, and the seat again moved to its present site
in the newly created settlement of Newton. County Clerk John Moore
conducted the county's business in his home until a new courthouse
could be constrncted on land purchased for this purpose. Finally erected,
the new courthouse was a two-story frame building. Its second floor
was rented to the Masonic Lodge. Two years later the title to the new
land was found invalid, and the seat of the county again oscillated back
to Burkeville for one year. Here it was largely inoperative due to
isolation and boycott. Finally a public election was held and Newton
was declared to be the county seat by public selection.
In most of these proceedings the McMahon family figured prominently.
A reading of the Commissioners Court minutes, Jury List, and Marriage
Records suggests how deeply involved they became in the public business
and private development of the colony, republic, and state, with par-
ticular emphasis upon the county of Newton, and the settlements of
Burkeville and Newton. The first McMahon in Texas, however, came
to the San Augustine and Nacogdoches area to make his initial set-
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tlement. Samuel Daak McMahon and his son James B. McMahon arrived
in Texas in 1831, after having migrated from Doak's Crossing, Tennessee. Co
Although Samuel Daak McMahon is given the title of "Colonel" because
of his leadership in a revolutionary action at Nacogdoches, he is best
remembered as a religious rather than as a political leader. In 1832
McMahon was converted through prayer to the Methodism that was
the usual affiliation of his family, and he began to seek a preacher
of that denomination to immigrate to his area. The Reverend James
P. Stevenson, a resident of Louisiana, made a tour of eastern Texas
and preached a series of revival sermons in McMahon's home in July,
1833. These meetings are heralded as the first fonnal Protestant activity
in Texas. Following Stevenson's departure, the group continued to meet
and to study with McMahon as class leader. Today, at McMahon's
Chapel in Sabine County, a modern church testifies to the faith of its
fathers.
As Samuel Doak McMahon was fighting these early battles of sur-
vival, William Friend McMahon, often called Friend, Sr., was making
his way to Texas. William Friend McMahon was born in Ohio County, Vir-
ginia, on October 10, 1776.6 His wife, Margaret Cox, was born in Nelson
County Kentucky, on August 20, 1781. The McMahons raised a family
of five sons--William, Isaac, David, Friend, and James-and three daugh-
ters, Margaret, Hester, and Nancy. McMahon migrated first from Nelson
County, Kentucky, to West Feleciana Parish, Louisiana, beginning the
long journey jn November of 1808. After three years in Louisiana, the
family regressed slightly by moving northward to Clark County, Ar-
kansas, in the vicinity of Hot Springs. The year 1816 saw another
move to Hempstead County, Arkansas, and in 1823 the family moved
back to Louisiana, this time settling in Claiborne Parish. Finally, in
January, 1836, McMahon moved his family out of the United States
to Jasper County, now Newton County, Te.xas, in time to make a
small contribution to the revolutionary movement. Not all of the Mc-
Mahon children made this succession of moves; some remained in
Louisiana or Arkansas for brief periods, but eventually they were re-
united in their new Texas home. William, the eldest, enlisted in the
Army of the Texas Republic and was soon followed by brothers Friend,
and James. The latter's birthday was December 25, 1817j thus he was
but nineteen when he entered the army. James was rewarded for his
service by two bounty grants of 320 acres each for serving two tenns
of three months duration. His first enrollment was from July 15 to
October 15, 1836, and the second was from January to April, 1837.
Both grants, signed by Secretary of War Albert Sidney Johnston and
Acting Secretary Charles Mason, indicate that James McMahon was
honorably discharged.' Certificate Number 38 of Jasper County further
indicates that McMahon received a Headright grant of one-third of a
league of land as a colonist. The certificate, which is signed by John
Bevil, indicated by McMahon's testimony that he arrived in Jasper
County, Texas, in February, 1836, that he was then single, and that
he WllS entitled to the land upon payment of five dollars II••• for
each Labor of Temporal or arable land, and two dollars and forty cents
for every Labor of pasture land, which may be secured to said McMahon
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by this certificate." Surveyor's notes on the certificate indicate that the
land was located on the southwest bank of Yellow Bayou, in the Cow
Creek District of Jasper County. This headright was surveyed and
proven out prior to the military bounty grants.1I
William Mcl\'lahon farmed in his last home and continued to follow
his calling as a Methodist preachet·. The 1860 census lists him as living
with Friend, Jr.. who was also a farmer, a preacher, and a public
servant. This same censuS indicates that significant amounts of land was
owned by the various Mc).1ahon sons. All were farmers, save David,
who is listed as a lawyer. The 1850 census, however, had listed him as a
schoolmaster. lo
James Mc:\'tahon married Sarah Scott on August 13, 1841, and took
his wife to a homestead known as the "Blewett place," located between
Newton and Jasper. Later they moved to a site five miles below Newton
known as the "Hughes place" where they lived until McMahon died.
He was destined to remake that trip across Newton County many times
in the thirty years before his death, often on public service. A search
in the records of Newton, Jasper, Sabine, and San Augustine Counties
reveals how deeply the McMahons were involved in 'the development
of the area. An 1838 reference in the Jasper County Deed Book records
the sale of part of William, Sr.'s, Headright;lO in 1859 there is a
transaction concerning the sale of a lot in Jasper County by James
D. McMahon to Henry Potter of Galvestonjll in several places in all
counties the marriages of the various Mditahon progeny is certified;t:!
an Estray Book indicated that David McMahon thus acquired a Black
Pony that "took up" and in like manner James B. McMahon got a yellow
ox, and some years later, a mule. 13 A Jury Book in the Newton County
records lists James McMahon as an approved juror for the court terms
of July and September in 1847, and for March, 1849. The same volume
records his visit of July 23, 1850 when he claimed a crop and split of
the right ear, and an upper half crop in the left ear as being his stock
mark, and the letters IlJM" as his brand. Other distinctive marks and
brands are also recorded for his brothers and father. I"
It is in the minutes of the Commissioner's Court that the public life
and service of James and his brothers is most completely recorded. When
the county was organized, Friend was elected a Justice of the Peace, and
James was appointed election judge to preside over Precinct Three at
Friend's house. Friend was soon COUph' A.ssessor-Collector, and James
was active in various capacities as road""l.-...Niewer and construction over-
seer. His name is frequently found on the jury lists and on the rolls
of road-working crews. He is also listed as a patron of the W. C. Gibbs
school and is credited with a subscription of $14.26 for its support.
McMahon was assigned by tile Commissioner's Court to serve in the
Civilian Patrol in Precinct Three under the leadership of Captain W. C.
Gilchrist. Several times during the decade of the 1850's he served as
an election judge and a juror and he assisted his hrothers in such labors
as road construction and in the building of a new jail. His brother
David during these years was a rising attorney in Newton County. David
served a term as Justice of the Peace and for a time as the County
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Agent for the sale of public lands. Brother Friend McMahon continued
as Assessor-Collector, but he came under a cloud because of an alleged
mishandling of county funds. Friend and John Alster were charged with
disregarding an act of the legislature and with not being able to pro-
duce certain accounts and records. There was also a shortage of ap-
proximately $1.200 of county re\"enue. Neit.her went to jail, and. so far
as these records indicate. no criminal intent was demonstrated. Friend
later sen'ed the county again in public capacities and continued to preach
in the ~Iethodist c.hurch.l~
When Texas seceded from the Union to join the Confederacy. Newton
County was a willing partner to the transfer of allegiance. A muster
for the Count)' indicates that twenty-t.wo men answered the first call for
conscripts while only nine claimed exeml}tion.l'l James McMahon served
in Company 0, Twenty-first. Texas Infantry, othenvise known as Spaight's
Regiment. He is listed among those exempt from military seT\;ce in
1864, although no reason for his exemption is gh"en on the roiLI' Mean-
while, as the Court Minutes record, the wife of James McMahon was
issued Cot.ton Card Number 184 by the Military Board at Austin, worth
$12.00 the pair, as part of the state's assistance for the families of
soldiers.l~ David )1c~1ahon was dispatched by the county in 1864 on a
mission to General Edmund Kirby-Smith, commander of the Trans-
~lississippi Department, to infonn him of the destitution of man)' in
the county and to request that certain supplies be allowed to remain there
instead of being shipped to the army. The purpose was to relieve the
near famine that prevailed in some families. The success or failure of
his mission is not revealed. HI
As is recorded in his family Bible, "James ~1dlahon departed this Iile
on the 24th day of February AD 1873 Aged 55 years 1 month and 28
days.JI~o His life, and that of his family, has been modesU)' summarized
in Thomas Wilson's words: "There never was a )'IcMahon to go to nor
hold any yery high office, but I do not know of an)' that ever went to
Huntsville, except to go to Sam Houston Nonnal. Some of them preached,
but none were great preachers."21 This a"erage quality, or ordinariness,
of James l\1c)lahon and his family, is what makes them so typical and
central to the westward movement and to the building of this nation.
It was they and numberless others like them, hero and heroine, who
toiled at merely staying alive and holding on to some kind of civilization,
never realizing at all that the)' were being heroic, that built this
nation. Thus it has ever been-the restless spirit answers the siren
call of the west.. going freely and going anonymously, to make the glory
and the power.
FOOTNOTES
IThese introductory remarks are based on a general reading of early
Te.'\':as history. Those wishing to pursue the topic will find the following
works helpful: Samuel Harman Lowrie, CultRraJ. Conflict in Texas, 1821-
1835 (New York, 1932) j William Stuart Red, The TexM Colonista and
Religion, 18!1-1 36 (Austin, Taxas, 1924); Eugene C. Barker, Mexico
and TezQ.8, 18!1-1835 (Dallas, Texas, 1928); and Barnes F. Lathrop,
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Migration Into East Texas. 1895-1860 A Study FTGm the United State.
Census, (Austin, 1949); Mattie Austin Hatcher, The Opening Texas to
Foreign Settlement, 1801-18fl (University of Texas Bulletin, o. 2714,
April. 1927).
::William Stuart Red, The Texas Colonists and Religion, 18fl-18~6, 3, 18.
'The information relative to the geography and history of Newton
County was obtained from Your County Program, published by Newton
Count)· Program Building Committee (Newton, Texas, 1964), 7-47. Ad-
ditional information was obtained from )ladeHne Martin (ed.), Thomas
A. Wilson, S071te Early Sou.theast Texas Families (Houston, Texas, 1965) ;
from the minutes of the Commissioner's Court of Newton County, Book
A, Newton County Courthouse; and from interviews with Mrs. W. N.
Westbrook, Clerk of Newton County, who is here recognized for her co--
operative nature and in appreciation and recommendation to other his-
torians.
4The stormy early history of the location of the seat of Newton
County is told in the minutes of the Commissioner's Court, Book A.
~For information on Colonel Samuel Doak McMahon and McMahon's
Chapel, see C. A. West, "Te.xas' First Protestant Church" (n.p., n.d,);
Olin W. Nail (ed.), Texas Methodist Centennial Yearbook (Elgin, Texas,
1934), 10; Nail (ed.), History of Texas Methodism, 1900-1960 (Austi.n,
Texas. 1961),27-30; and Jesse Guy Smith, HeToe. 01 tlte Saddlebag. (San
Antonio, 1918), 18.
'The biographical infonnation on the McMahon family herein presented
was obtained from MaTtin, Some Early Southeast Texas Families, 53-61.
See also William McMahon, The Texas Almanac, 1872, (Houston, Texas),
104.
jThe original grants, numbers 3647 and 9112, are deposited in the
General Land Office, Austin, Te.'(as. Photocopies are in the author's pos-
session.
8For reference, see Abstract of All Original Land Titles Comprising
Grants and Location to August 13, 19-41 (Austin, Texas, 1941), 713. A
photocopy of this Headright is also in the author's possession.
'United States Census, 1850, and United States Census, 1860, Newton
County, Texas. Microfilm copies are available in the East Texas Room,
Boynton Library, Stephen F. Austin State College. Included here are
entries 37, 42, and 74 from 1850, and I, 2, 7, 19, and 53 from 1860.
10Jasper County Deed Book B, 34-35. All county records herein cited
are available to the public during regular office hours at the various county
seats.
lIJasper County Deed Book F, 114.
USee Marriage records from San Augustine, Sabine, Jasper, and New-
ton Counties. In Newton County there is a hand-written volume contain-
ing marriages, jury lists, and cattle brands that pre-date all other rec-
ords. Hereinafter cited as Marriage Record Book A.
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"San Augustine County, Entry Book E, 20-29, 92.
USee :\1arriage Record Book A, and Commissioner's Court Minutes,
Book A, 9.
l:;See Newton County Commissioner's Court Minutes, Book A, I, 7-9,
13, 27, 36-39, 47, 60, 70, 79, 84, 96, 117-119, 176, 191, 209, 279, 328, 349.
392-395, 419, 483.
!IList of Men Enrolled For Camps, 1962-1964, Newton County, l.
t7Jbid, 16; See also lnde'% to Compiled Sertlice Records 0/ Confederate
Soldiers from Texas, National Archives. Mierofilm 8-4, M-227, Roll No. 24.
18Commissioner's Court Minutes, Book A, 392-94.
tOlbid., 395.
~oThe James l\1c)1ahon Family Bible is in the possession of Mrs. M. N.
Schildknecht, Port Neches, Texas. The Family Bible of Ellen Eloise
("Jimm),'JJ) Mc)lahon Bass, eighth child of James and Sarah Scott Mc-
Mahon, is in the possession of Mr. and Mrs. Craig Parsons Bass, also
of Port Neches. Notarized copies of the family records from both Bibles
are in the possession of the author.
:!l:Martin, Some Early Sou.theast Texas Families, 61.
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In December of 1860, a New Orleans newspaper commenting on the
secession movement then underway in the lower South pointed out that
the motives of Texas in leaving the Union were different from those
of other Southern States. Texas was, the newspaper declared, ugrievously
disappointed at the poor results which followed to her from merging
of her independence in the federal Union," and moved by the expectation
o[ European alliances which would allow it to extend its boundaries
westward to the Pacific Ocean and southward to Central America, Texas
was "ready to cut adrift from a connection which has ceased to give
her that assurance o[ future development and greatn ss she had been
led to promise herself from its fonnation." The newspaper suggested that
Te.xas could probably expect support from both England and France in
a policy of territorial expansion so that by means of cheap labor sup-
plied from the Far East, Texas would be able to compete in the yield
of cotton and tropical products with the Southern States and the West
Indies.
While the newspaper declined to speculate on the correctness of these
views relating to Texas, it declared that they were considered "to be
realisable by men of most enlarged vIews and deep reflection in our sister
state," but they had little in common with sentiments that moved such
"speculating politicians" as Senator Louis Wigfall of Texas.
In conclusion, the newspaper declared that the Union was in danger
both from lithe honest and determined disunionists, .. controlling Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, South Carolina, and from Texas, because of the bril-
liant future a disconnection from us so gorgeously presents. This is
apparent to al1."1
The existence of sentiment for the re-establishment of the Republic
of Texas was also apparent to an English woman who was living in
Austin during the winter of 1860·61. She later wrote: IlThere were
now three distinct parties: one for remaining in the Union; a second
which demanded a Southern Confederacy, and a third which wished
Texas to resume her independence and to fly the Lone Sta.r flag
again."2
In 1860, Texas had been a member of the Federal Union only fifteen
years. For many Texans memories of the Republic remained, and to
some, annexation seemed a mistake. Therefore, it was only natural that
there were Texans who believed the best policy for their State in this
time of crisis was a return to the Republic. in a period of twenty·five
years, Texans had won their independence from Mexico, maintained a
republic for ten years, joined the Federal Union, and, then, after fif-
teen years in the Union, they were again facing the issue of disunion.
To many Texans, the Republic was a proud memory and the Lone Star
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flag was a symbol of their lo)'alty to the principles upon which the
Republic of Texas had been founded.
When news of Lincoln's election as president of the United tates
reached Texas early in No\"ember of 1860, the Texans were moved to
action. Their s)'mbol of resistance was the Lone Star flag. One news-
paper described the reaction to Lincoln's election in Brazoria Count)':
A look of contempt, mingled with indignation and determination
passed from man to man, until with one uni\-ersal voice of approba-
tion, they proposed the raising again of the Lone Star Flag. By
the assistance of kind and patriotic ladies, a beautiful flag was
soon made, and unfurled to breeze. .. The spirit of '36 is fully
aroused in old Bl'3zoria.
The Lone tar flag was raised also in Brenham, which caused the
newspaper there to comment:
Long may it wa\'e!!! and if the Black banner is planted at Wash-
ington, rna)' [the Lone Star flng] again become the stnndard of a
separate ationality!! under which the freemen of Te.x3s will rally
with the spirit which actuated the hearts of their fathers of yore,
for the maintenance of their rights and liberties!!3
Citizens of Gah'eston also raised the Lone Star flag. After visiting
Austin, Thomas Chubb wrote Go\"ernor Sam Houston on November 11:
"I arrived home safe and sound Friday morning and found Galveston
had ceceded [sic] from the nion and the Lone Star was floating from
the House tops. Uf
The Houston newspaper requested the opinions of leading citizens on
what action Texas should take in the political crisis. David G. Burnet,
a Cormer president of the Republic of Texas, repUed that he opposed
separate secession and that, in his opinion, only a united South could
survive. Burnet said he felt the election of Lincoln was not sufficient
cause for secession and that the Southern States should secede only if
forced to do so by hostile policies of the Lincoln administration. Francis
R. Lubbock, a fonner lieutenant governor of Te.xas. declared that his
first allegiance was to Te.xas and its laws. He favored immediate seces-
sion b)' Texas and he expressed a belief that the other Southern States
would take similar action.:'
Opinions were received from other Texans. Ashbel Smith, secretary
of state under the Republic of Texas, declared that Lincoln's election
was sufficient cause for secession. He favored a return to the Republic
of Texas with treaties with the other Southern States. He concluded that
"if I live, let me live a Texian, and if I perish, let me perish a Te.xian.'"
Former Congressman George W. Smyth expressed his vipw that the
election of Lincoln was not sufficient cause for secession but that he was
not opposed to a consultation of the people if it reflected the sentiments
oC nil citizens. He added that if the Union were dissolved, "Let Texas
stand alone in her independence. -Let her fall back upon her "consti-
tution of the Republic.' II; P. W. Kittrell, a former member of the Texas
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legislature, wrote that he favored secession only after every attempt to
gain assurances from the North for the security of and respect of
Sonthern rights had failed. Then, he declared, "We should sever our
connexion, and once more fling our banner of the Lone Star to the
breeze, and attempt to maintain our independent sovereignty if we
perish in the attempt-us A. P. Wiley of Huntsville declared that Texas
had no choice but secession, and that he would prefer that Texas should
re-establish a national state.·
E. H. Cushing, editor of the HOWJton Telegraph, also favored imme-
diate secession and the re--establishment of the Republic of Texas, and
he e),.-pressed the view that a large majority of Texans agreed with
him. He added that those who favored a Southern Confederacy looked
for this to happen only after Texas was independent. The editor de-
clared that mercantile interests could see no alternative except seces-
sion, but they favored a Southern Confederacy as offering more strength
to the government and affording a better guarantee of safety of life
and protection of property. Cushing warned that secession might bring
hard times for a year or two but that, once independent, Texas would
become the center of slavery and the harbor of wealth attached to slav-
ery on the North American continent. lO
The Houston newspaper reported that news of Lincoln's victory had
"filled the people of Texas with profound disgust." The newspaper men-
tioned that it had received reports from nearly every town within a
hundred and fifty miles, and that "everywhere the Lone Star flag has
been given to the breeze." In addition, the newspaper reported that a
blue cockade was being worn by many citizens, and that this was a
symbol that the wearer could "see no way of successful resistance but
in the withdrawal of their State from the Union."ll
The A1t8tin State Gazette reported that Governor Houston had been
sencling to other countries for fighting men to come to Austin. His object,
according to the newspaper, evidently was to prevent the raising of the
Lone Star flag on the Capitol grounds. The Gazette offered. the Gov·
ernor the protection of its office if he feared violence to himself, but
it e."{pressed the opinion that no one in the city wished to hann him.
The newspaper stated that a Lone Star flag had been raised in the
city, and declared that every citizen had a right to advocate secession,
"either in the public press or by unfurling a flag." The Gazette also
declared: HWe believe that Texas cannot safely or honorably submit
to Abram [sic] Lincoln, and that she will assert and maintain her in-
dependence." l :!:
Secession sentiment was reported from Richmond where a meeting was
held and the Lone Star flag was raised on the top of the Veranda
Hotel. "Nine whoops [were given] for the Lone Star banner and nine
times nine for the Lone Star Republic. Sink or swim, live or die, sur-
vive or perish, we give our heart and our hand to the movement." A
Lone Star Club of Fort Bend County was organized at Richmond. The
purposes of the club were "resistance to Northern Aggression, the de.-
fense of Southern rights and the protection of Southern institutions."
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A gold star on a blue ribbon was selected as the symbol of the organiza-
tion.13
The editor of the Houston newspaper voiced a common feeling when
be wrote:
The glorious flag of the Lone Star is dear to every Texian. It
waved proudly over a free country, which true men wrested from
the dominion of the savage. Tears flowed from eyes all unused to
weeping, when it was hauled down from the flag staff at the Capitol,
on the consummation of annexation. It may yet be raised again.
If so, it will not be dishonored. There are many of those sturdy
spirits still left, who gloried in that banner. Thousands of others
have been attraded hither by the history of this country, by its
unexampled. advantages, by the love of liberty that dwells among
our people. -Many of them love the Union, but all of tllem, we
believe, love Texas more. Whatever may be the action of Texas.
whatever steps she may take, whether to stay or go, that step
once taken, will be supported by a united people.u
From La Grange one Texan reported that the "Lone Star flag of Texas'
Independence" had been raised over the public square and a number
of speeches were given all of which sustained "the right of Texas in-
dependence from under the administrative leadership of a Black Re-
publican." In conclusion, he declared: HOld Fayette will stand to her
post and battle for her rights under the Lone Star flag, achieved by
the blood and valor of Texians upon the plains of San J acinto/'u
A public meeting held at Dallas on November 17, adopted a series
of resolutions. The third resolution declared: uThat rather than tolerate
an administration of the Federal Government upon the principles of the
Black Republican partY, we decidedly prefer that Texas should with-
draw from the Union, and take her place among the free and independ-
ent nations of the earth." Citizens of Walker County announced that
"the Lone Star, as the emblem of State sovereignty, has been unfurled
in our midst, and floats proudly and defiantly in the court house square
of our town."18
At Gonzales, a public meeting was distinguished by a two hour speech
by the Reverend James C. Wilson, a Methodist minister, who declared
that Texas had received "but few and slight and doubtful benefits from
annexation." Reverend Wilson commented that "a very large number
of our people are in favor, unconditionally and absolutely, of proclaim-
ing the Republic of Texas and leaving each State to act for herself."
However, Wilson declared that he preferred a Southern conIederncy to
separate independence for Tex:ans.1T
The Rusk Enquirer declared it preferred the Union but if "we are
to be slaves of fanaticism. we had better throw ourselves upon our own
resources either in a Southern confederacy or a separate republic/'1s
The Huntsville Item which was for disunion declared that it had ne\·er
seen any necessity for annexation. The newspaper concluded that "we
think the last straw has been laid on the camel's back. Hurrah for the
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Lone Star!" Reports from over the State indicated that the Lone Star
had been raised as a symbol of resistance in almost every town.~O
A Colonel Woodward of Austin County reported that he had met few
people while traveling through Eastern Te;"as who were opposed to se-
cession. He added: "A large majority of all parties are in favor of quit-
ting the confederation and say, no more confederations. I found in every
town, and on every county store I passed the Lone Star floating in
the breeze/'~l At a mass meeting in Brazoria. on November 17, the
Court House was decorated with Lone Star flags and mottos such as
lIWith the South or alone." Two committees were appointed to organize
minute men who would wear "a Te.xas star upon the left lapel of their
coats.::!:
From his ranch near New Braunfels, the journalist turned sheep raiser,
George W. Kendall, wrote to a Northern friend: liAs for Texas, so far
as I can gather, she is ripe and ready for Secession, and if the Union
is to be split I believe that our best course will be to 'go it alone.' "23
A fi.re..eating Texan, Ben McCulloch, wrote from Georgia to the editor
of the Gazette urging action on secession:
For God's sake don't let Te.xas be the last to move in this great
cause. Move she will, I feel certain; let it be prompt and in the
right direction. Don't let the State split on the plan. Should she
think of separate independence, now is not the time to speak of it.
That will be used by the submissiorusts allover the South to break
down the State rights party, by saying If we get out of the pres-
ent Union we can never form another; there will be as many Gov.
ernments as there are now States. This danger is only in our State.
We of the South are one people, with one common interest. Let
Texans throw no obsb.cle in the way of success. but act with her
sisters of the South, and all 'will be well, and our rights and our
honor will be in our o\vn keeping, either in or out of the Union.
Above all, let it not be said of Texas that she waited until the
other Southern States had secured her rights, before she took action
herself in the great cause.:!:"
Under the title, "The Future," the Gazette expressed its view:
Some of the sobmissionists are endeavoring to create the impres-
sion that the purpose of those in favor of resistance is to make
Texas a separate Republic. The charge is gratutitous and unfounded.
We believe that our safety is in secession. After the State shall
act. then the question of an Independent Republic, or Southern Con-
federacy, will arise, and will be settled by the people. We have heard
men express themselves in favor of each-perhaps the larger nom·
ber in favor of a Southern Confederacy. Whether for one or the
other, we are united in opposition to Black Republican role, and
will not permit ourselves to be divided by anticipating questions
not now before us.:!:G
However, by the middle of January, the Gazette was openly in favor
of Texas joining the Southern Confederacy. It advocated the prompt
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secession of Te.us, and added: lrwe can then aeeept the proposition
of South Carolina, and enter into a Southern Confederacy."20 Evidently
the secession of South Carolina had brought a change in the attitude of
the Gazette.
Charles De Morse, the editor of the ClaKk81!ille Standard, considered
the possibility of restoring the Republic of Texas; but he soon decided
that the fate of Texas was so closely involved with that of the other
Southern States that it would be unwise and impracticable for Texas not
to act with them.:T
However, some citizens of Galveston disagreed with the views of De
Morse. A group of former Unionists there led by Oscar Farish formed
a "Lone Star Association lJ to work for the separate independence of
Texas.28
Any discussion of sentiment for separate independence in Texas during
the winter of 1860·61 would be incomplete without consideration of the
attitude of Governor Sam Houston. On November 20, 1860, Houston sent
a letter to a group of Huntsville citizens presenting his views on the
political crisis. Honston declared that he regretted the election of Lin-
coln but added that, since Lincotn was constitutionally elected, "no al-
ternative is left to me but to yield to the Constitution." If the time
came, the Governor declared, when it was necessary to choose between
a loss of constitutional rights and revolution, he would choose the latter)!8
Included in the letter was a rather cryptic remark that lithe people
who have to bear the burtbens of revolution must themselves effect the
work."JO
Eight days later, Houston sent to the Governors of the other Southern
States a proposal for a consultative convention of the Southern States
in order to "preserve the equal rights of such States in the Union."u
Then, on December 3, Houston issued a long "Address to the People of
Texas" explaining his actions and defending them from attacks made
by secessionists. While waiting for reaction to his proposal from the
Governors of the other Southern States, Houston declined to call the
Texas legislature into special session as requested by many Te.xans.J :!
To a request by citizens of Leon County that he call a special session
of the Legislature, Houston replied that while there was no money in
the treasury, uIf I believe it is the general desire of the people of
the State, 1 will not stand in the WQ.Iy of a call of the Legislature/'ss
To a committee sent by citizens of Harris County to urge the convening
of the legislature, Houston reported.ly said that, with his conviction
of right and the impositions imposed by the Constitution, he could
not call a convention or convene the legislature but when a majority
of the people expressed such a desire by petition he would resign.....
After the committee returned from Austin, a group of Harris County
citizens issued on December 1, a call for a State convention to meet
at Austin on the fourth Monday of January, 1861. This call which had
been written by a group of secessionists at a meeting in Austin was
soon announced from other parts of the State.IlI
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Early in December, Governor Houston visited the cities of Houston
and Galveston. The Governor arrived in Houston on the night of De-
cember 6.38 However, he did not speak at Houston until the night of
the twelfth. In the interval, he probably visited Galveston. Governor
Houston was given a noisy reception by secessionists in the city of Hous-
ton. A reported 2,500 citizens turned out to hear his speech which was
frequently interrupted by individuals e."{pressing their disapproval of
his tardiness in calling the legislature. Houston's speech consisted mainly
of a recounting of the many services and sacrifices he had made to
Texas. He declared that it was folly to believe that he would mislead
Texas.31
The reception given the Governor on his tour evidently caused him
to change his tactics. When he returned to Austin, he issued on December
17, a call for a special session of the legislature to meet January 21,
1861. Houston gave as a reason for the call of the legislature his desire
that "a free expression of the popular will through the ballot box," could
be given on the course that Tex.as should pursue, "in order to main-
tain, if possible, her rights in the Union, as guaranteed by the Federal
Consti tution.fl3S
Ten days later, Houston issued a proclamation for an election to be
held on February 4, 1861, of seven delegates to a Southern convention.1t
On New Year's Day, the Governor spoke at Waco. Houston declared that
he would yield to the decision of the people, but should secession come
he would prefer "a separate Republic of the Lone Star." The audience
answered him with three cheers for South Carolina."o
However, Houston was not, as usual, disturbed by opposition. On
January 7, he reasserted his position in a letter to J. M. Calhoun,
the commissioner from Alabama to Te.'Xas. In answer to Calhoun's re-
quest that Te..'"(as join Alabama in fonning a Southern Confederacy, the
Governor replied that Texans might prefer u a separate Nationality,
to even an equal position in a Confederacy, which may be broken and
destroyed at any moment, by the caprice or dissatisfaction of one of
its members." Houston added: uTexas has views of expansion not com-
mon to many of her sister States. . . . The same spirit of enterprise
that founded a Republic here, will carry her institutions Southward and
Westward." He ended with an appeal for Uat least one firm attempt
... to preserve our constitutional rights within the Union."u
Houston was, perhaps, dreaming old dreams. Essentially a Union man,
he had begun to see the handwriting on the wall. It is possible that
he knew before he wrote the letter to Calhoun that secession could not
be prevented. If be could not keep Texas in the Federal Union, then he
could restore the Republic of Texas and re-new his old plans of expan-
sion to the Pacific.
The day before the legislature was to meet, Governor Houston wrote
to General D. E. Twiggs, commander of U. S. troops in Texas. The
Governor asked Twiggs whether he would surrender Federal forts,~
nals and property within the State to a State officer on the order of
the State Executive. Houston wrote that he was moved to this course
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of action because he bad received information that a mob was planning
to seize the Federal property."
When the legislature met on January 21, 1861, Governor Houston
sent a message e>"1>ressing his views on conditions facing the State of
Te.'Xss. Referring to the political crisis, Houston declared that the Federal
government seemed to be "tottering to ruin," and he declared it was
their duty to restore the Union Uto its original pride and grandeur if
we can; and if we can not [sic], to see that our own liberties perish
not bene!'lth its ruins. tJ He added that he felt the time bad come for the
solution of the question of relations with the Federal government, and
he believed all would be well if the issue of secession was left to the
people.'"
On January 30, the Governor sent to the legislature a copy of Joint
Resolutions adopted by the legislature of Tennessee offering aid to any
Southern State facing coercion. Houston added this comment:
Having called you together to provide for an e.'C}Jression of the
sovereign will of the people at the ballot box, I also deem it my
duty to declare that while the freemeu of Te.."as are deliberating
upon this question no impending threat of coercion from the people
of another State should be pennitted to hang over them without
at least meeting the condemnation of their Representatives. What-
ever that sovereign will may be when fairly expressed, it must be
maintained. Texas as one man will defend it. While the Executive
would not counsel foolish bravado, he deems it a duty we owe to
the people to declare that even though their action should bring
upon us the consequences which now seem impending, we will all,
by our views in the past or the present what they may, be united.··
The following day Governor Houston replied to a committee sent by
the Secession Convention to obtain the cooperation of the Governor. Hous-
ton pledged his aid in submitting the question of secession to a vote of
the people. He added: uAnd when the voice of the people of Texas
has been declared through the ballot-box, no citizen will be more ready
to yield obedience to its will, or risk his all in its defence [sic], than
myself. Their fate is my fate, their fortune is my fortune, their destiny is
my destiny, be it prosperity or gloom, as of old, I am with my country."·:i
When the legislature gave its approval to the Secession Convention
subject only to the provision that it submit the question of secession
to a vote of the people. Houston a.pproved the resolution but added
this comment: "With a protest against the assumption of any powers,
on the part of the said Convention beyond the reference of the question
for a longer connection of Texas with the Union, To the people."""
During the campaign before the vote on secession, Houston remained
silent, although most Texans, both secessionists and anti-secessionists,
were vocal. In answer to rumors that he was in favor of secession,
Bouston replied that he was "in favor of peace, of harmony. of com-
promise, in order to obtain a fair expression of the will of the people."
He added: "I still believe that secession will bring ruin and civil war.
Yet, if the people will it, I can bear it with them. lifT
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The Governor issued, on March 4, a proclamation "declaring that a
large majority of the Yotes :received and counted ... are in favor of
the -secession' of the State of Te.'"(as from the United States of Amer-
ica..... The following day the Secession Convention, by a vote of 109
to 2, adopted an ordinance joining Te.xas to the Confederate States of
America.49 This action ended Governor Houston's cooperation with the
Convention, and, the ne.",t day, Houston informed a committee of the
Convention that the only power the Convention had was Uto submit the
question of Secession to a vote of the people."<iO On March 8, the Con-
vention answered Houston by unanimously declaring:
Resolved that this Convention do now declare that it not only had
power to pass and submit the ordinance of secession, but that also
it possesses and will e..xercise the right, on behalf of the people of
Te.x8s, to do whatever may be incidental to the same, and that
may be necessary and proper for the protection of the rights of
the State in the present emergency. and that it will as speedily
as practicable consummate the connection of Texas with the pro-
visional government of the Confederate States of America, whose
constitution has already been ratified by an ordinance of this Con·
vention.51
Then on March 14, the Convention adopted an ordinance "for the
continuance of the e.~sting State government" which included a reqtJire..
ment that all State officials take an oath to support the Confederate
States of Amenca.52 When Houston did not appear to take the oath,
the Convention deposed him and declared Lieutenant Governor Edward
Clark the Governor of Te.xas.G1
Despite offers of aid from both the Lincoln administration and his
supporters in Te.xas. Houston refused to resist his ex:pulsion from office.
He issued a long address to the citizens of Te.xas and sent a message
to the legislature defending his course of action and protesting UALL
THE ACTS AND DOINGS OF THIS CONVENTION, AND I DECLARE
THEM NULL AND VOID ,.... Houston retired from office and the
legislature declined to interfere with his removaJ.lHi
Governor Houston was not the only person seriously seeking to pre-
vent Te.xas from joining the Confederacy. However, the leaders of the
secession movement in Texas did not share his views and neither did
they entertain any serious thoughts of restoring the Te..xas Republic
on a pennanent basis. Since many of those who favored the restoration
of the Lone Star Republic had originally been opposed to secession, these
people were viewed with suspicion by the secessionists who saw in the
proposal an attempt to weaken the South and the institution of slavery.G'
Many Unionists continued to oppose secession at least until an attempt
at compromise between the sections had been made. U compromise failed,
they favored a peaceful separation of the South from the North. A group
of such men in Houston fonned the Harris County Club for United
Southern Action.tOT
It is difficult to judge on what basis the delegates to the Secession
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Convention were elected. A slate of candidates in Nacogdoches and An-
gelina counties in favor of Southern cooperation defeated a slate pledged
to state action and a Southern Confederacy.1I8 However, the winning
delegates voted for secession in the Convention. lI • This is only one ex-
ample of the inconsistent pattern that e...asted in the election of delegates
to the secession Convention.
Despite this uncertainty over the attitude of the delegates, the lead-
ers of the secession movement were able to predict the exact pattern
the movement would follow. On January 17, George J. Durham, secre-
tary of the Executive Committee of Te.xas, "'TOte to Howell Cobb that
he had been directed by the commi ttee to apprise him of uthe true con-
dition of public sentiment in this State" as to secession. Durham reported
that the legislature would sustain the Convention despite the hostility
of Governor Houston, and that the Convention would pass a secession
ordinance which would go into effect as soon as it had been ratified
by the voters. He assured Cobb that ... "of our co-opemtion with the
Gulf states there can be no doubt/'eo
The Secessionist Convention met at Austin on January 28, 1861. O. M.
Roberts, associate justice of the Te.xas Supreme Court, was elected pre&-
ident of the Convention by acclamation. The Convention quickly adopted,
by a vote of 152 to 6, a resolution declaring "that without determining
now the manner in which this result should be effected, it is the delib-
erate sense of this Convention that the State of Texas should separately
secede from the Federal Union."18
On January 3D, the Convention received from the Speaker of the Te:<:as
House of Representatives a copy of the Ordinance of Secession passed
by the State of Alabama. It included a resolution inviting the other
Southern states to send delegates to a convention at Montgomery, Ala-
bama, on February 4, 1861. The ordinance was referred to the com-
mittee on Public Safety."
Then Spencer Ford of Caldwell County offered a series of resolutions
providing for the selection of seven delegates to the convention at Mont-
gomery in order to aid in the formation of a Southern. confederacy.
The resolutions were laid on the table. Following that action. A. P.
Wiley of Walker County offered a resolution providing for the appoint-
ment by the Secession Convention of three commissioners to attend the
convention at Montgomery to assure that convention "of the co-operation
of Texas in extending and strengthening a Southern confederacy, as soon
as her people can act authoritatively in the premises. ..." Peter W. Gray
of Harris County offered a substitute resolution declaring "that the peo-
ple of Texas are in favor of the speedy formation of a federal union
with other slave-holding States." Both the resolution and the substitute
were laid on the table-G'
The committee on Federal Relations offered an ordinance to dissolve
the union between the State of Te..'lCas and the other States. It included
a provision (Section 2) for the submission of the ordinance to a vote
of the people of Texas.e.. That evening, Wiley offered a substitute ordi-
nance providing for the submission, at the same time as the secession
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ordinance, "of any constitution of general government for the Southern
United States that may be adopted at Montgomery, Alabama, with a
view to make Texas a party thereto, or for the rejection thereof....n
The substitute resolution offered by Wiley was laid on the table.lI~
The following day, January 31, the Convention refused by a vote of
145-29 to strike out Section 2 of the Ordinance of Secession.Gll How-
ever, that evening, the delegates voted to replace a phrase referring to
uthe interests and prosperity of the Southern people," with the phrase,
"the interests and prosperity of Te.xas and her sister slave-holding
States."61 Then on February 1, the Convention adopted the Ordinance
of Secession, declaring Te.xas to be "a separate sovereign State," by a
vore of 166 to 8.-
The next day, the Convention adopted U a declaration of the causes
which impel the State of Texas to secede from the Federal Union."
The declaration included a statement that: IIBy the secession of sbe of
the slave-holding Stares. and the certainty that others will speedily do
likewise, Texas has no alternative but to remain in an isolated connec-
tion with the North, or unite her destinies with the South!'110 Obviously
there was another alternative, but the committee that prepared this
declaration evidently did not wish to acknowledge it.
On February 4, the Convention voted, 102-38, to send seven delegates
to represent Texas at the Montgomery convention, "in order that the
views and interests of the people of Te.x.as may be consulted with ref-
erence to the constitution and provisional government that may be es-
tablished by said Convention." That evening the Convention elected the
seven delegates to represent Texas.70 However, a resolution offered by
A. T. Rainey, providing that "when the ordinance of secession takes
effect on the 2nd day of March next, Texas will immediately unite with
the other States which have seceded in the formation of a Southern
confederacy," was laid on the table. The Convention adjourned that night
until March 2.'1
Concern that Te.xas might not join with other Southern States in a
confederacy was shown by commissioners sent by the States of South
Carolina, Georgia. and Louisiana.72 General John McQueen of South
Carolina was present at the passage of the secession ordinance and he
spoke to the delegates the same afternoon. McQueen invited the Con-
vention to send delegates to the Montgomery convention in order to form
u a government with a homogeneous people, identical in interest with you,
and whose effort it will be to perpetuate the institutions of our fathers."
He added that he was gratified that he would he ahle to report on his
return to South Carolina "that your own noble State of Texas, in her
own way, and at her own time will very soon be .•. ready to unite
with them in a Southern Confederacy."71
On February 4, General J. W. A. Sanford of Georgia was presented
to the Convention. Sanford told the delegates that when the Ordinance
of Secession was ratified by the voters of Te.xas, "a great question arises
in regard to your future position." He declared that the people of the
Southern States still wished Uto be associated together under the same
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general government." Therefore, (II cannot but indulge the hope that
no unhallowed ambition or selfish purpose "ill array itself in opposi-
tion to a policy so indispensably necessary to the prosperity, happiness
and safety of all.''1'"
During the adjournment following the first session of the Convention,
George Williamson of Louisiana arrived in Austin. His views were pre--
sented in a letter to the Convention sent to its president on February
11. The Louisiana Commissioner also sought Uthe hearty co-operation
of Texas in the fonnation of a Southern Confederacy!' He added: "The
people of Louisiana would consider it a most fatal blow to African
slavery, if Texas either did not secede or having seceded should not
join her destinies to theirs in a Southern Confederacy."Tl5
On February 23, James H. Rogers, a member of the Convention, in
New Orleans to procure anns for the State of Texas, wrote to the
Governor of Louisiana. In reporting on the action of Texas, Rogers
evidently felt it necessary to reassure the Governor of the intentions
of the State of Texas. He declared:
... The determination of the people of Texas is fi.xed! What-
ever may be the consequences, Texas has thrown her influence, and
will throw ber sword into the seales with her Southern sisters. The
relations both social and commercial which have grown up and
so closely entwine each make the interests and futu.re destiny of
Texas and Louisiana the same. The idea of a separate republic
has never been seriously entertained by the people of Texas.
The enemies of secession have attempted to embarrass immediate
action by intimating such a course. J beg to assure you, as the
recent action of OUI Convention in sending delegates to the Mont-
gomery Convention indicates, that Te.xas will link her destinies with
the fortunes of her sister cotton and sugar growing States, and the
banner which waves over their patriotic sons, in peace or war, will
float over the undaunted sons of the "Lone Star State." The man·
sion and cottage hearthstone shall be made desolate, and the west
bank of Red River become a frontier, belore a hostile Federal troop
will from her direction ever place foot upon the soil of Louisiana.TIl
Shortly after the Convention recessed, its president, O. M. Roberts,
wrote the Governor of Georgia. Roberts reported the passage of the
Ordinance of Secession nnd its submission to the voters. He wrote that
there was no doubt of its ratification by a large majority and thnt there
was full assurance of the cooperation of the branches of the State gov-
ernment when the Ordinance was ratified. He added: "It is the earnest
desire of the people of Te.xas to unite their destiny with that of each
and all of the slavehold.ing states in one common Federal Union."TT
On February 10, Roberts issued an address titled, liTo the People
of Texas." He described the action taken by the Convention and urged
every voter to go to the polls on February 23, and express his wishes
on the issue of secession. He stated thnt the Texas Convention had sent
delegates to a convention at Montgomery which hoped to establish a
general government, based upon the Constitution of the United States,
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for those States that had seceded. Roberts mentioned the many ties
that Texas had with the States of the lower South and their desire to
united with Texas in a common destiny. Roberts urged that Texas not
turn its back on the States of the lower South "but share their lot for
weal or woe," and vote on February 23 not to continue to live under
'1Black Republican rule." The possibility of Texas returning to the status
of a separate republic was not mentioned by Roberts.78
A group of Unionists, who were either members of the Convention
or the legislature, or both, issued on February 6, an H Address to the
People of T.."as." They acknowledged the wronga born by the South
but expressed their opposition to secession as a remedy for those evils.
The IIAddress" questioned the powers claimed by the Convention and
declared: "It may be that if you secede from the Union, you may wish
Texas to unite her destiny with other slaveholding States j but surely
you will claim the right to be consulted as to the tenns upon which you
will unite with them." The Unionists concluded with a plea for calm-
ness, and for an attempt, if possible, to restore the Union. If this were
not possible. then let Texas uchoose whether she will stand alone. or
unite her destiny with that of others."TI
The Convention re-convened on Saturday, March 2. The following
Monday, the vote on secession was counted and Texas was declared to
be since March 2, 1861, fla free, sovereign and independent nation of
the earth," and the Lone Star flag was unfurled from the dome of
the Capitol and saluted by a clischarge of artillery."
On March 5, an ordinance of union between Texas and the Confed-
erate States of America was presented to the Convention. That afternoon
the ordinance was amended so that a provision requiri.ng the submission
of the permanent constitution of the Confederate States to a vote of
the people of Texas was deleted. The ordinance was then adopted by
the vote of 109 to 2.81 This was the action that brought the Convention
into conflict with Governor Houston and led to the removal of the Gov-
ernor by the Convention.
On March 20, the Convention adopted an ordinance conferring juris--
diction over the forts, navy yards, arsenals and light houses in the State
of Texas upon the Confederate States of America. The same day the
Convention received a certified copy of the Constitution of the Confed-
erate States of America.82
Resolutions calling for the submission of the Confederate Constitution
to the voters of Texas were referred to committee.8a On March 23, the
Convention took up the consideration of the permanent Constitution of
the Confederate States. A proposal to submit the Constitution to a vote
of the people of Te..xas was defeated, 93-32. The Convention then adopted
the ordinance ratifying the Confederate Constitution by a vote of 126
to 2.84 That evening the Convention voted to establish a committee of
three to prepare a brief exposition of the activities of the Convention
as an address to the people of Texas. On the following Monday, March
25, the Convention adjourned sine die.86 The address authorized by the
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Convention was prepared by a committee composed of Pryor Lea, John
Henry Brown and John D. Stell. It is dated March 30, 1861."
The Address first mentions the origin of the political crisis which has
led to secession. It declares that the object of the secession movement
was the separation of the Southern from the Northern States with
the fanner subsequently to be joined in a confederacy U as the best means
if not the only mode of securing essential and inalienable rights." But it
also mentions the special situation that had existed in Texas:
In this State. the public mind was exercised by the question of
our final separation from all other States j but the idea of such a
result had no favor; and the apprehension of it was used as an
argument against secession, while the objection was met by the as-
sured policy of a seceded confederacy. Hence, with few exceptions,
the advocates and opponents of immediate and separate secession of this
State commenced and prosecuted the canvass, differing on the leading
proposition of secession but uniting in opinion that consummated seces-
sion should result in confederation as an incident. So the decisive
issue was on secession.sT
In reference to the election on the question of secession, the Address
declared that while the uelection was to be decisive on the question
of separation, it was in its nature to be conclusive on the question of
confederation, unless some une.xpected event should occur to require an-
other direct and formal e.xpression of the public will." It defends the
Convention against charges of usurpation and declares that the Conven-
tion had the power to "do whatever the occasion required, but no more."88
In addition, the Address defends the Convention in its action in rat.-
ifying the permanent Constitution of the Confederate States since the
people Ufelt the importance of early relief from strife within this State
as to its political position."8o
The two Austin newspapers differed in opinion on the actions of the
Secession Convention. The Intelligencer condemned lithe gross usurpation
of power by the Convention," and praised the resistance shown by Gov-
ernor Houston. uIn the estimation of the patriots of Texas, his course
has been right, and the people will upon reflection become thoroughly
convinced of this fact."IlO The Gazette defended the Convention from the
charges of usurpation. "Before the Convention submitted the secession
ordinance to the people of Texas, the delegates to the Montgomery Con-
gress were elected. The papers which advocated the secession ordinance,
also advocated a Southern Confederacy. Therefore, the people of Texas
in ratifying the secession ordinance. indicated their desire to join the
Southern Confederacy." The newspaper then charged that opponents
of the Convention could not be satisfied "without selling the State to
Lincoln."01
However, at least one other Te.xl1s newspaper did not agree with the
Gazette. Charles De Morse, editor of the Clarksville Standard. declared:
We feel that our political rights have been outraged by a body
which we assisted in calling into being in its purely primary dem-
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oeratic fonn ... to which we, like all good citizens who voted
for it, imparted all the power it had ... of which the annexation
of Texas to the new Confederacy and a change of the State Con-
stitution were no part-never considered or suggested.02
While the coming of war silenced the controversy over Texas JOlnIng
the Confederacy, the following year a history of the secession move-
ment in Te.'X:as mentioned the sentiment for separate independence:
Pending the brief period between the passage of the Ordinance
of Secession by the Convention and its ratification by the people,
and up to the time of the final annexation of Texas to the Southern
Confederacy, the Lone Star flag, the former emblem of our inde-
pendence as a Republic, was generally used allover the State as
evidence of the almost universal desire to resume our State Sov-
ereignty. There were numbers in various parts of the State, em-
bracing many of the early settlers, who took active measures to
organize what was called Lone Star Associations, advocating the
r~stablishment of the Republic of Texas in opposition to anne.xa-
tion to the Southern Confederacy. Gen. Houston waa understood
to be in favor of attempting to maintain the separate independence
of Texas in case of her secession from the old Union. However, the
members of the party were so few that no general organization of it
ever took place.u
There can be no doubt that sentiment did exist in Texas during
the \vinter of 1860-61 for the re-establisbment of the Republic of Texas.
It was substantial but exactly how strong it was there is no way of
knowing. It was not well organized, but it found its way into editorials,
letters and even poetry. T. J. Stokes offered these lines under the title,
HThe Single Star," which could be sung to the tune of uThe Yellow
Rose of Texas":
The Single Star of Texas,
Now let it single be;
That blazing star of beauty,
Oh! that's the orb for me i
And let it hang suspended,
In rays of freedom bright,
The glory of the nation,
The fullest Star of light."
But this sentiment fou.nd no favor with the leaders of the secession
movement in Texas who were detennined that Texas would join the
Southern Confederacy. O. M. Roberts, the president of the Secession
Convention, did not indicate any awareness of the sentiment for re-
establishing the Republic of Texas. llll And John H. Reagan, a promi-
nent member of the Convention, was in favor of joining the Con-
federacy. On his way to Austin to take part in the Convention, Reagan
passed through Houston and sent a note to the editor of the local
newspaper which read: HNothing will be done at Washington to give
this country repose. And our State must place herself in line with
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the seceding States, if she would be true to the best interests of tbe
people."to
Willard Richardson, editor of the Galveston News, wrote a friend
from Austin during the early days of the first session of the Con-
vention. He promised: UBut of one thing you may be certain, and
that is that the Slave States will present tbe most united front to
their enemies that was ever yet presented by independent States. You
will speedily see them all Confederated togther into a Solid phalanx,
and il they are conquered, the plains of the South will have to flow
with the blood of their assailaints [aie].''tl
The leading Unionist in Te.."{as, James W. Throckmorton, was not
in sympathy with the sentiment for the re-establishment of the Texas
Republic. Throckmorton in a letter to Reagan expressed his opposition
to secession but declared that if the North would not remedy the wrongs
done the Southern States then the South would have only one course
open and that was to withdraw from the Union.'
Governor Sam Houston was the most prominent advocate of the re-
establishment of the Republic of Texas. But his support came too late.
He had already lost the confidence of the secessionists and his advocacy
of a return to the Republic of Texas probably killed any chance the
movement might have had. In addition, it gave the Unionists grave
doubts about the sincerity of his support of their cause."l
The movement for separate independence was not tied either to the
secession or the Union cause. It was a separate sentiment, never fully
organized and always remaining in the background. It was not favored
by the leaders of the Texas secession movement who wished to join
Te.xas to a Southern Confederacy. Like a majority of Te.xans, they felt
the ties of family and culture as well as of political and social insti-
tutions with the rest of the South. In addition, there were man~· ob-
vious advantages in a confederacy with other Southern States. Tn
case of a war, a Southern union might be necessary for survival.
Whether the majority of Te.xans actually preferred to remain a
separate republic or join a Southern confederacy is unknown. In any
case, the citizens of Te.''C8S were not given a choice in the matter. The
Convention, for good or bad, made the decision for Texas. And the senti-
ment which motivated the Convention in making its decision was aptly
summed up later by Francis Lubbock:
As an original question, secession, perhaps, would have failed to
carry in Te.xas; but, the six leading cotton States having already
resorted to an e.xercise of the right, banded themselves together
in a new confederation, and fonned a new government, Tex:as was
apparently confronted with the alternative of becoming a part)! to
the new compact, remaining in the Union, or resuming her SO\'-
ereignty as a separate republic. Had she desired to desert her sister
States ot the South in this hour of need and peril (which she did
not) and resume her fonner station as a republic, it was realized
that she could not preserve a neutral attitude and maintain herself
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in that condition. The idea of remaining in the Union, and thereby
arraying herself with the avowed enemies of the South, was not
to be thought of. The course that was adopted was the only one
that was open to her. 10G
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FUNDS FOR THE REPUBLIC
A Saga of Wine and Swine
CHARL£S W. BROWN
107
For ten years the Republic of Texas floundered on the edge of bank-
ruptcy. A mounting debt, rapidly depreciating currencies, and lack of
revenues plagued the Republic all of the days of its Iif.. Although the
Republic was never able to solve its financial problems, it did not hesitate
to explore any possibility that might lead to a solution. One of its boldest
schemes was the attempt to borrow $5,000,000 in France. This also
turned out to be one of the most fascinating and perhaps one of the
more amusing episodes in Texas history.
The founding of the Texas Republic preceded by one year the Panic
of 1837 in the United States, a financial crisis of immense magnitude.
Had times been better in the States, the Republic undonbtedly would
have fared better, but attempts to raise money in the States largely
met with failure because of the scarcity of funds. Texans then began
thinking in terms of borrowing from the capital markets in Europe.
The European loan became an obsession-if only it could be negotiated,
then all problems would be solved. Attempts to negotiate the loan resulted
in many diplomatic entanglements, embarrassing situations, and amusing
involvements.
The central figure in the dramatic episode was not a citizen of the
Republic. General James Hamilton, a citizen and fonner Governor of
South Carolina, was to carry the hopes of Te..,,<ans for some four years
as he represented the Lone Star Republic in the Courts of Europe.
General Hamilton was a man of financial genius and extensive financial
connections, but he was mistaken in supposing that he could change the
views of the ministers of the ancient Courts.1
General Hamilton had won many admirers in Texas because of his
stand on Texas independence.2 For some strange reason Governor George
McDuffie of South Carolina had opposed independence and Hamilton
had strongly defended it. Because of his sympathy for the Texas cause,
President Sam Houston offered Hamilton the command of the Te"t:as
Army. Hamilton declined to accept the offer because of personal matters,
• but be kept in close contact with officials in the Texas Government.
General Hamilton first entered into the financial affairs of Texas in
the latter part of 1837, when he wrote his friend Colonel Bernard E.
Bee, Texas Secretary of War, and offered to go to Europe during the
summer to negotiate a loan.3 He received a reply from Colonel Bee in
January infonning him that his services were accepted and that he
would be appointed as commissioner to negotiate the loan. Upon ~
ceiving this infonnation, Hamilton immediately headed for the North
to put his immense talents to work.
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Hamilton wanted to visit the financial centers in the North in order
to learn the most promising means of securing a loan in Europe. After
consulting with many lrnowledgeable persons, including Nicholas Biddle,
the President of the Bank of the United States in Philadelphia, he felt
that he had learned enough to guarantee the success of the loan. On
April 5th, 1838, he wrote a letter to Henry Smith, Secretary of Treasury
of the Republic, to inform him of his accomplishments. Hamilton had
been advised by Biddle to sell thirty-year bonds in denominations of
British pounds rather than in dollars. The Te."{as government had con-
sidered offering ten percent interest on the bonds, Biddle recommended
that the interest rate be set at five percent even if they would have
to be sold at a discount. This would show public confidence in the credit
of the Republic and make the bonds more saleable.
Hamilton was not a man of great patience, and he did not wish to wait
for the inevitable delay that Smith's approval would require, so he had
$500,000 worth of bonds printed at his own e.'<PCnse in Philadelphia.
The bonds were in denominations of 600 pounds and 250 pounds bearing
five percent interest. He sent these to Secretary Smith with his letter
of April 5, requesting that both Smith and President Houston sign
the bonds. In addition to this, he asked for a. ten percent commission
on all bonds sold. He called upon the Government to pass a law author-
izing the loan and granting authority to the Commissioner to sell the
bonds on the most advantageous tenus.
General Hamilton's efforts proved to be in vain, for while he had
been assured the appointment as Commissioner by his good friend Col.
Bee, President Sam Houston had other ideas. Houston appointed A. T.
Burnley and a Mr. Gilmer to serve as Loan Commissioners, but this
did not dampen Hamilton's spirits. After learning in May that his loan
proposal had been turned down and that he was not appointed as Com-
missioner, Hamilton left for Europe. In October when he returned from
Europe he again wrote the Secretary of Treasury offering his services.·
He felt that his request for a ten percent commission had prevented his
appointment, and he defended this as a reasonable level of compensation.
While in Europe, General Hamilton had negotiated a loan for the
state of South Carolina. The success of this loan reached the ears of
the Texas Loan Commissioners, so Burnley sought out General Hamilton
to obtain his advice.G Hamilton studied the Loan Law that had been
passed by Congress and made several suggestions that would render
European success more probable. He felt that the Act of May 16. 1838,
should be amended to give one loan commissioner full authority to act
in case of the death of the other, and that in addition to a general
pledge of the faith and credit of the Republic, that such customs revenues
as may be necessary be set aside for interest and principle payments.
He recommended that starting in 1842 a sum of $300,000 per year
be set aside and invested in the United States to form a sinking fund
for ultimate redemption of the bonds.
The advice to Burnley was not the end of Hamilton's service to Texas,
for Gilmer resigned from the Commission before they could embark for
•
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Europe, and Hamilton was appointed to take his place. In November
of 1839 General Hamilton headed for Te.."'Cas to meet with Congress,
hoping to strengthen their public credit and prospects for succ~bY
procuring passage of the legislation he had recommended.o
Hamilton hoped to be able to place the loan in England. The next
best alternative seemed to be France. While spending several days in
the French atmosphere of New Orleans, Hamilton hit upon a scheme
that might guarantee the success of the loan. If Congress would give
the President authority to eliminate the duty on French wine, would not
the French Government be induced to aid Texas by taking the whole
loan? He wrote two letters to the Secretary of Treasury in January
urging such an approach.? Whether the taste of French wine in New
Orleans had any influence on this scheme is not known.
Hamilton's mind continued to generate ideas. In addition to the plan
for offering commercial concessions to the French, he strongly recom·
mended the establishment of a National Bank, half public and half
private in capital structure, to provide financial stability to the Republic.
He offered to have the finest talents in the U. S. engaged in drawing
up a charter for the Bank.
Hamilton's letter of January 5, 1840, contained a request that was
to be repeated several times. He urgently asked for a copy of the Act
authorizing he and Burnley to pledge the bonds. On February 8, he
repeated this request from his home in Charleston,S and, as usual, he
had some recommendations to make. First, conditions in England did
not appear favorable because several of the American states were
fiercely competing for funds and their credit had been badly hurt, thus
France seemed to offer the greatest hope. Because of this, M. De Saligny,
the French chah'ge' de affairs in Austin, should be conciliated by every
possible means so that he would make a favorable report to his government.
It was at this point that Hamilton came up with another scheme to
induce the French Government to provide financial aid. He suggested
that France would come heavily to the aid of Texas if the latter would
take possession of the mines at Santa Fe, work them with French capital
and engineers, and offer France one-half of the proceeds. This induce-
ment along with the promise of tariff reduction might do the trick.
Whether Hamilton's scheme had any influence on the ill-fated Santa Fe
expedition, begun in June 1841, is not evident.
On February 13, 1840, Hamilton reported some bad news. Pennsylvania
had not met the interest payment on its bonds in London, causing a
tremendous drop in American securities in that market.9 He again begged
the Secretary of Treasury to send him authority to pledge the bonds,
requested that he see M. De Saligny to draw up a list of articles to
be made duty free if France offered aid, and pointed out the necessity
of maintaining peace with Mexico.
Finally, in late February Hamilton learned that Congress had passed
an act giving he and Burnley authority to pledge the bonds and the
authority to offer tariff concessions to France.10 He wrote to the Treas-
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ury requesting copies of these acts and informiug them that he had
written M. De Saligny to learn the best footing for reducing import
duties to France. It was his own feeling that wine should be admitted
free for eight years, brandy at a reduction for five years, and perhaps
reductions on other articles should be negotiated.
Hamilton patiently waited in Charleston for some type of action from
the Texas Treasury. To a person of his zeal, it must have been a fros-
trating experience. Time was of the essence-the financial crisis grew
worse and relations with Mexico were not improving. In March, a )Ir.
T. P. Harkins of Texas was journeying to Virginia and chanced to meet
General Hamilton in Charleston. Surprised to learn that Hamilton was
not seeking funds in Europe, Harkins soon wrote a letter to the Sec-
retary of Treasury attempting to press upon him the urgency of the
situation. Harkins wrote the following:
Boydton, Va. Mar. 6, 184011
Dear Sir:
I left Texas on the 17th of Feby and bad not tbe least idea
of writing Gen. Hamilton in Charleston; but to my great surprise
I found him at his residence instead of being in Europe acting in
his official capacity. But on investigation I found as ascertained
that notwithstanding we have confered upon him the agency of
our infant Republic in effecting the loan proposed by our govern-
ment, important as it is the matter has been neglected, particularly
on your part in retaining the proper documents that he ought
to have in his possession-before he could act with-Certainty you
ought to refflect that our government is hanging upon a verry slender
tenur and it is important that you who fills the most important
office in the republic should attend now particularly to your business.
Gen. H is becoming somewhat disgusted at your course and I have
no dout but he does not Receive the necessary credentials from you
by which he can effect beyond doubt-He will resign as our-agent
do for God sake attend to the interest of our and your -Republic
T. P. Harkins
Perhaps Harkins' letter generated some action, but on March 15 Ham-
ilton was still waiting for the documents. Finally, the trip got underway
and Hamilton and Burnley arrived in London around the first of June. They
reported in a letter that bonds issued by Maryland, DUnoi!, and Indiana
were selling at tremendous discounts.12 Hamilton felt that France could
best be approached after the Chamber of Deputies adjourned, so he
planned to spend two weeks in Bolland while Burnley journeyed to
France to mingle with capitalists. In two weeks they were to meet in
Paris to feel out the French government. Since there. had recently
been some changes in the ministries, the prospects in France were
uncertain.
On October 3, Burnley and Hamilton sent a detailed report to Secretary
of Treasury James Starr, who had replaced Smith in that post, detailing
their plans and prospects.18 The main details of their report were as
follows:
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(1) Money markets were se"erely depressed.
(2) Texas was the victim of a most wanton, false, and slanderous
attack by a meeting of abolitionists held in London.
(3) Rather than force securities on the market, it seemed best to
wait until false prejudices would subside.
(4) General Hamilton secured recognition by Holland, was negotiating
with Belgium minister for certain recognition and hoped to obtain
recognition from England.
(5) Did not feel it wise to apply to French government for assistance
at that time because of their enormous expenditure in preparation
for war.
(6) Felt confident of getting at least a half million dollars in the next
thirty days.
Prospects for the loan in Europe seemed to hinge upon peaceful re-
• lationships between Texas and Mexico. Every rumor that an attack was
underway would send fears through the European banking community.
Then it was learned that the Te.xas Congress was considering a proposal
to assume certain debts owed by Mexico to Great Britain in return for
recognition by M:e.xico. H The Loan Commissioners revised their strategy.
One of them would return to Texas to urge approval of this indemnity
proposaI.u It was decided that General Hamilton could be of more use
in Europe, so Burnley returned to do his part in gaining Mexican recog-
nition, an act that would make the loan a certainty. However, the Congress
was not convinced and failed to approve the plan.
At last success was imminent. On March 7, 1841, Hamilton reported
that he had made a contract with the Bank of Messrs. J. Lafitte & Co.
for sale of the bonds.10 Lafitte & Co. were to issue the bonds in their
llame and sell them for the equivalent of $50, at six percent. In return
for this, Hamilton had deposited the Texas bonds with them to secure
payment of the bonds they would issue and he had pledged the public
lands as authorized. His letter announcing the contract was addressed
simply to the Secretary of Treasury, since he had not been informed
as to who the new Secretary was. Indications are that the Treasury had not
been blessed with people who would communicate by mail.
Hamilton took this opportunity to announce to the new Secretary,
Whoever he might be, that he had two enormous projects underway.
The first project was concerned with the organizing of an elaborate
system of land sales by which the whole loan could be paid off in ten
years without levying one cent of tax. The second project was concerned
with the establishment of a National Bank. He had engaged two of the
best heads in Europe to work up the details of these proposals, and
felt that a special session of Congress should be called to consider them
when they were more fully developed.
The loan was now set, the money would 800n be forthcom.ing, and all
problems would be solved. The contract with J. Lafitte & Co. had been
signed and a prospectus had been issued.17 M. Guizot, the French Prime
Minister, had assured in writing that the Government would guarantee
the loant and both King Louis Philippe and the ?t:l.inister of Finance
...
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bad given their oral consent. Confident of success, Hamilton wrote the
following letter to a New York newspaper:
Paris, Feb. 4, 1841"
To the editor of the New York Times and Star:
Sir: As the commissioners of loans of the Republic of Texas were
instructed by his excellency President Lamar, in the event of their
effecting a negotiation of the loan for that republic, to make a public
announcement of the fact, that meritorious holders of the securities
of government, who may have aided the country in the hour of its
necessity, may not be the victims of the speculation of those acting
under secret infonnation, I will thank you to state in your paper
that I have this day concluded in this city a contract with the bank
of Messrs. J. Lafitte & Co., for the Te..-,:as loan.
I am very respectfully your obedient servant,
J. Hamilton
Hamilton left immediately for England to supervise the sale of the
Lafitte bonds in that country. Then a chain of events in Te.xas, some
almost unbelievable, culminated in such a way as to turn certain success
into irreversible failure. Ii
The scene now turns to Te.xas. The French Government was repre-
sented in Austin by one M. De Saligny, who was the brother-in-law of
the French :\1inister of Finance.1o It was hoped that De Saligny would
give a favorable report to his Government, thus greatly aiding the
negotiation of the loan. Hamilton in his letters had often emphasized
the importance of good relations with De SaUgny.
In February of 1841, a bill was pending before the Texas Congress
providing for the incorporation of a French company for the purpose
of bringing 8,000 immigrants to Texas.:l:O De Saligny was very much
interested in this bill which provided for the settlement of three million
acres. The bill passed the House, but was lost in the Senate, and aroused.
much unnecessary prejudice against the French in the process. This
was a blow to De Saligny.
Another blow resulted in more serious consequences. One of De Saligny's
servants was beaten by a Mr. Richard Bullock, an Austin hotel keeper.21
Some of Bullock's pigs had intruded into De Saligny's horse stables and
had eaten a considerable amount of corn. The servant, in return, had
killed Bullock's pigs, for which he was severely beaten. De Saligny,
upon learning of the incident, filed a formal protest to the Texas
Government. A portion of his formal complaint was as follows:
I have for a long time suffered from the many hogs with which
this to\vn (Austin) is infested. Every morning one of my domestics
spends two hours in putting up and nailing the palings of the fence,
which these animals threw down for the purpose of eating the corn
of my horses; one hundred and forty pounds of nails ha\~e been used
for this purpose. One day these hogs entered even to my chamber,
and ate my towels and destroyed my papers.~:
Bullock was bound over for trial, insisting that his original grievance
•
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stemmed from the fact that the French diplomat had refused to pay
his hotel bill. He had lived in the hotel before he had established himself
ne.",t door. De Saligny wanted Bullock punished in accordance ltwith the
enormity of the offense-an odious violation of the law of nations."
De Saligny was not satisfied with the handling of his complaint so he
left his post.
It was understood that the French fleet was coming to the Gulf of
Me.'dco to settle this unfortunate affair.2S The Texas envoy in Washington
mentioned this possibility to the American Secretary of State and the
British Minister, and both promised to send squadrons to take care of
the French. But when Houston returned to office, he sent a kind letter
to France which satisfied her wounded honor, and De Saligny returned
to his post.
Meanwhile, in London, May of 1841, where General Hamilton had
arrived to sell some bonds, he learned that the Journal Deba.ts, a special
organ of the French Court had come out with a strong article against
the loan.:' Likewise, the lIfesscnger & Moniteur had carried a semi-
official statement by the Minister of Finance, who just happened to
be the brother-in-law of De Saligny, taking a similar course. As a result,
J. Lafitte & Co. postponed the sale of bonds until they could investigate
the change in attitude. Hamilton decided to return to Paris, certain that
the King would uphold the honor of his Government by standing behind
the loan as promised. Louis Philippe had not put it in writing, however,
and the Lafitte bonds were never placed on the market.
In September, Hamilton sent word to T.."as that he was about to
negotiate a deal more desirable than that with Lafitte & Co. In addition,
he sent a proposal drawn up for him by Mr. John Horsley Palmer, former
Governor of the Bank of England, on the subject of a National Bank for
Texas. He promised to draft a bank bill for presentation to Congress
upon his return.
The details of Hamilton's new deal were spelled out in a report to
the Treasury Department dated November 3.2$ King Leopold I of Belgium,
in return for certain commercial concessions, would guarantee the loan.
Hamilton would soon be returning, accompanied by a commissioner from
the Belgian Government, to get the approval of Congress. Under the
agreement as proposed by Belgium, Te..'Xas would admit manufactures
of iron, cotton, wool, and linen at half the duties of other nations and
arms and munitions duty free.:e
On February 22, 1842, President Houston submitted the Belgian trade
agreement and loan proposal to Congress without comment, but that
body did not adopt it. In fact, the previous month, Congress had repealed
all laws pertaining to the $5,000,000 loan. Thus the grand scheme, guided
by General Hamilton for some four years, had come to a disappointing end.
Although Hamilton's mission had ended, he still desired to be of
service to Te.xas. In October of 1843, he wrote to the Treasury re-
questing appointment to a collectorship soon to be vacated at Sabine.2 1'
There is no evidence that his services were accepted. December found
him still trying to collect some money owed to him by the Treasury.28
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Perhaps it was just as well that Hamilton failed, for it is believed
that if the negotiation had been successful, the money would have been
used to send an anny of at least 10,000 men into Mexico in 1841.~8
Even in failure, General Hamilton made many concrete contributions to
the struggling Republic-in tenns of friends won, people favorably in-
fluenced, formal diplomatic recognition-not to mention the $457,380
loan he arranged with the Bank of the United States in Philadelphia
before leaving for Europe.'o
What motivated General Hamilton to serve as a commissioner? Was
he after personal gain, or did he become devoted to a cause? In the
words of one historian. "That he labored honestly for Texas there can
be no doubt.""1 A man of Hamilton's vast talents could have contributed
much more to the Republic. Why his talents were not further utilized
is a complete mystery. His National Bank plan might have contributed
more than anything else to a solution of the pressing financial problems
of Texas. It took anne.xation to solve those problems. In his dual role
as diplomat and loan commissioner, Hamilton should have won the
respect and admiration of those citizens he so diligently served. May
present and future Texans pay him the respect that he earned.
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THE ODYSSEY OF DAVID ffiVIN
RoBERT W. SHANK
The years 1830-1870 were among the most SignifiCBOt in United States
history. It was during this period that western expansion, Jacksonian
democracy, civil war, and industrialization wrought major changes in
American life. The personal BOd politicB1 career of Jndge David Irvin
(1798-1872) reflected in many ways these larger national issues. He
was born in the Virginia county where Thomas Jefferson's father served
as sheriff. As the youngest in a large family Irvin pursned his fortunes
in the Wisconsin Territory where the staunch patronage of Andrew
Jackson supported the young lawyer in a federal judgeship until political
reversals forced him into e..Ule on the Guadalupe River in Te.xas. Here
he spent his days defending the Southern cause and damning Recon-
struction policy which offended his political inclinations and economic
status.
William Irvin, David's father, began his ministry in 1769 in the
Hanover Presbytery of Virginia, and during the American Revolution
he served as a lieutenant in the Fourth Virginia Regiment. Marriage to
Elizabeth Holt produced ten children of whom David was the youngest.'
David's father died in 1809, leaving a will which provided his son fla
negro named Nelson . . . a horse . . . and his portion of the money
arising from the sale of lands/' It was Reverend Irvin's desire that
"David [should] have liberal education hut should this not be con-
venient [he might] be put to a trade . . . under the care of a good
man possessing Godliness in a rational way.Jl2
David received the education prescribed, and it was during his days
as a student, perhaps at the College of William BOd Mary, that William
C. Rives became the friend who would many ye81"S later effect the ap-
pointment of his classmate to a judicial post in the Northwest.'
In 1824 Irvin commenced a legal practice in which "he met with
little success," and eight years later President Andrew Jackson ap-
pointed him to the federal judiciary in the Territory of Western
Michigan. By this time Judge Irvin had matured to a full six feet
in height, with "auburn hair, blue eyes and narrow features." His
"extreme neatness and parsimony" were characteristics which reportedly
account for disappointment in marriage in Virginia and later in St. Louis:"
After four years on the Michigan bench, Irvin was secure in the
Democratic Party and Jackson favored him again with a territorial
judgeship in the newly created Territory of Wisconsin. Despite vigorous
protest from the Whigs who suffered much from Jacksonian patronage
in the region, Irvin's appointment as First Associate Justice of the
Territorial Supreme Court was ratified by the Senate.o
The few extant documents relating to Irvin's personal characteristics
•
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describe the judge during his days on the Wisconsin bench. One observer
stated that:
He was not considered a profound lawyer, but with a strong vein
of practical common sense and a natural love of justice. . . .
He had a retentive memory and was a close and discriminate ob-
server.... He had a keen relish for field sports, and felt a par-
ticular interest in his horse, his dog and gun. . . . The discharge
of his judicial duties always seemed irksome and disagreeable to
him, and . . . He was as much a citizen 0'£ St. Louis as Madison-
of Missouri or Virginia as Wisconsin. . . . He always preferred
southern society.
Judge Irvin was depicted at this same time as considerate Uto his
relatives but [with little) . . . sympathy for others. He had not taste
for books or reading of any kind, not even the current newspapers,
but, ... devoted mucb of his time to his horse [Pedro). his dog and
his gun." His decisions were handed down from a specially constnIcted
bench on which he reclined to ease the "strong vein of practical common
sense!' One such decision had to do with a case involving two swindling
brothers-in-law. Judge Irvin considered the facts presented and declared
he was fllike the woman who saw her husband and a bear fight. 'Fight
husband, fight bear. I don't care which whips!" Another report pictures a
jury returning with a verdict favorable to a certain claimant in Irvin's
court. ItAs the winner of the suit sat in the bar with his counsel, the
Judge's dog, York, became annoyingly familiar, and he unluckily gave
the dog a kick, which caused a yelp to reach the master's ear. The judge's
brow instantly grew dark and he set the verdict aside."s
The distance from Madison and Mineral Point, Wisconsin, to the
Judge's southern haunts was great, and he made special efforts to
inform himself of property and family affairs by correspondence and,
when possible, by personal visits. He told Thomas Irvin, a brother,
in 1845:
I have been holding court sometimes 160 miles from home. but
they are over for the season and I shall . . . set out for Iowa
Territory with the view of selling my farm. . . . [He continued
telling of the sickness of a sister who lived in Ohio], the land in
whicb our best .•. perish and die. If disappointment could humble
the human heart and make Christians of us all, I am sure that
the land of Ohio would be holy ground....'
Irvine owned many town lots in Mineral Point, the major settlement
in the lead mining district of Wisconsin. Judging by his file of land
certificates, notes, and receipts, it was during the boom of 1836 that
his fortunes began to accumulate. In addition to the town lots, he held
property in Iowa, Green Bay, Madison and LaFayette County, Wis-
consin.1 These properties would be lost in later years as the result of
negligence, the difficulties of absentee ownership, following the Judge's
exile after 1848, and the effects of Reconstruction policies.
Judge Irvin's financial success was due to interest earned on loans
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put out by his St. Louis agents. The first record of such enterprise i.
dated May 14, 1846, when $2,000 was loaned by George Collier at
10 percent. Subsequently (1847-1872) the William M. Morrison and R. J.
Lackland accounts with Irvin grew in his favor showing assets in
1847 as $757.59 and in 1873, $36,377.55.'
Irvin's twelve-year judicial tenure in Wisconsin Territory was the
prodnct of hi. Democratic party alliliation and the friendship of William
C. Rives and Andrew Jackson. As northern influence and economic
issues fed the Whig party in the area, a climate was created in which
Irvin's Southern orientation was more than just a handicap. The major
political figures during the territorial period of Wisconsin history were
Colonel Henry Dodge, Democratic governor from 1836 to 1841 and 1844
to 1848, and Judge James Duane Doty, Whig chief e.xecutive from 1841
to 1844. Dodge possessed the qualities of a frontier politician, and
during his administration, Irvin's position was secure and his aspirations
grew. But Doty, a well-educated lawyer of refined manners, had been
deprived of office at the time of Irvin'. appointment, and his hostility
plagued the latter'. attempts to gain a territorial delegate'. seat in
the U. S. Congress and the governor's chair as well.10
Political maneuverings did not obscure wider issues from Irvin's
consideration. The followi.ng letter implies an interest in the Mexican
War and the Southwest and illustrates his connections with St. Louis
notables:
We are all e.xited here for several days in relation to war with
Mexico and GenI. Ta.ylor's situation in Texas. . . . There is much
talk and uneasiness . . . for Taylor's safety being surrounded
by from 5 to 7000 Mexicans and only 2200 . . . at his camp. . . .
Col. Hitchcock direct from his camp says they can not take him
as he is entrenched on all sides . . . has 30 days provisions and
stores.... Col. H. thinks they can defend themselves against any
attack unless surprised in the night. . . . Uncle Sam I think is
caught napping with a handful of men in Tex.as to defend against
so strong a force.... I learn from New Orleans volunteers are
not very readily obtained there and at Galveston they appear to be
slow to move. . . . Our Santa Fe traders are in a awkward fix
with some 2 to 300,000 $ worth of goods, wagons, mules, etc. ready
to leave Independence in this state for Me.."Cieo.... I fear they have
an unprofitable seasons work on band.u
Territorial acquisitions after 1848 proved. destructive to national unity,
and old political coalitions began to crack. Whig and Democratic or-
ganizations in Wisconsin were transformed when New England inftuence
was exploited successfully by the former, and southern Jacksonian
strength in the lead mining region began to wane as the tariff and
internal improvement programs of the Whigs made converts.1.2 In 1847
Wisconsin delegates gathered to draft a state constitution. A survey
of those present proves the awkward position of Judge Irvin. Only six
delegates had Southern backgrounds while sixty-four were from the
free states or demonstrated free-soil inclinations. Of the six Southerners,
•
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•
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at least two appear in letters as associates or friends of Irvin, but none
of the sL"rty-four free-staters are found as signatories in his corre-
spondence. Irvin's old opponents, "influencial . . . persons who urged
President Jackson to treat the district judgeship as vacant by reason
of Judge Irvin's non-residence," were finally to achieve their goaLU
Following the admission of Wisconsin as a state in 1848, Judge Irvin
made his home in St. Louis and must have prospered there. He wrote
to his brother:
My bealth is so good that T hardly know how to behave myseif.
When I go into the streets and see . . . elderly looking gentlemen
I instinctively take the Irishman's perpenclicular, walk as high as a
Georgia major and to myself say, 'go it whilst you are young, for
when you are old you can't'.....if
Irvin enjoyed financial success as well as good health in the city.
By 1853, however, he had decided to move to "wild cotton lands on
the Gladalupe River of Texas." As a result of a disappointed romance,
political developments, or an invitation from relatives and friends al-
ready in Texas, Judge Irvin purchased a 1125-acre tract in what was
then the Prices Creek settlement, now Thomaston, Texas.1.I
It was probably in 18S3 that tbe Judge recorded his impressions of
a journey from Galveston to Austin, where he verified his title.
On the 18 day of Nov. we arrived at New Orleans on our way
to Te.."{as, and on the following . . . Sunday we went to hear
Mr. (the universalist) preacher, when we had inflicted
upon us the most remarkable explosion of gas that I ever suffered
under.... We left New Orleans 22nd and after a stormy passage
reached Galveston 24, which place contains 4000 inhabitants, less
by 2000 formerly. On the same day we reached Houston which
has about 6000 inhabitants, lies on the northern side of bayou, at
the head Steamboat navigation, and very level and unhealthy. We
left the next morning on horse back and traveled 25 miles. On
the next day the morning was warm until about 10 o'clock, when we
were met by dashing norther, driving the rain at a most furious
rate, through which we were obliged to ride for 9 miles to the
first house where we staid til next day nbout noon when we again
tried the road and were again at the end of nine miles driven
into shelter by rain.... On the next morning we reached the Brassos
between which and Houston the land is all poor and fit only for
grazing and over which great numbers of deer are feeding. We
crossed the Brassos and passed over a fine country as far that day
as Independence via Washington on the Brassos each having about
2000 inhabitants. Thence in 2 1/2 days we reached Austin via Bastrop,
a small to\vn on the Colorada. Crossing and recrossing that stream
the same day. On the 4 day of Dec. up to 9 in the morning the
weather was very wann when in a moment the wind dashed down
from the north with rain and shortly after hail and snow and sleet
to such excess of change of weather that animals died that night
of cold. tO
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After Irvin's exile from Wisconsin, several old acquaintances attended
to his lands there. Henry S. Baird, John Rountree, and John Bracken
paid taxes, etc. and may have lined their pockets at Inrin's a-pense.
Baird wrote many letters seeking Irvin's advice and pennission for
disposition of property.
One letter revealed profits in speculation to be declining:
As the taxes seem to increase. . . . I have determined to sell
off my wild land as fast as opportunities occur and acting on the
same principle I have concluded to sell yours also unless you order
otherwise. A heavy fall of snow still hangs on while you are
luxurating on green peas and strawberries! No doubt-a great coun-
try that Texas.l'l'
Irvin's correspondence relating to land transactions included an offer
by W. W. Leland of New York to e."change Mineral Point properties
for Texas soil. Leland's holdings in Bexar, Galveston, and Harris Counties
were as impressive as his personal references: flI refer you to Rt.
Hon. Sam HOllston, Hon. A. Rusk ... and Judge Devine."l!
"Wild cotton lands on the Guadalupe" were remote, but not so in-
accesibte to account for Irvin's virtual disappearance from 1855 to
1859. H. S. Baird wrote letters, finally to postmasters, and remitted
drafts in 1854, 1855, and 1857 without reply; several drafts were never
cashed and are filed still in the Judge's papers. Baird then inquired of
Irvin's old friend, William C. Rives, as to the whereabouts of the old
Virginian, but without success. Even Thomas Irvin, David's last remaining
close relative, lost contact with his brother. UI
What little is known of Irvin's life in DeWitt County, Te."(as. is re-
vealed in letters from his relatives who cared for his plantation while
he attended to business or pleasure in St. Louis. Virginia, and in
England and Scotland. Jane Gooch, a niece, passed on the news in one
such missive:
I am rejoiced to hear you have recovered from the Choler. I
was in hopes you would spend the summer in uninterrupted health.
as you appeared so feeble before you left, but I hope ere this you
have recovered your boasted good looks and acthTity . . . [Express-
ing hope the Judge would return by October she reported that a
nephew1 was busy working at the mill while another was at the
new fence, but the weather is so wet that it is almost impossible
to do a day's work . . . by our last accounts the yellow fe~r had
abated at Galveston.... We made about 30 gallons of wine and as
you say. when you and our friends get here we will eat potatoes and
drink wine and be merry, if we should live another year, it will be
worth attending to as it looks to be very good.
Jane's problems were common to women of the ante-bellum South;
she complained: "you promised me you would try to get a good woman
for the kitchen. I have been trying to learn Len. but I do not believe she
will never make anything not so much as a com field hand....20
•
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John, a nephew, told the judge in another communication that there
had been "14 deaths at Indianola," that he had finished repairing the
floor in the Judge's room, and that "the corn and Irish potatoes were
good and the sweet potato crop the best in the country:'21
Stancling today beside Irvin's water weU, the only remnant o'f his
plantation, and looking across the Guadalupe Valley the observer is
led to reflect on what daily conditions of life there must have been
one hundred years ago. It is certain that isolation was the pervading
influence. Only two homes are visible from this site a mile west of
Thomaston which has declined from the boom days of the 1870's when
Prices Creek was renamed with the advent of the Gulf, West Texas and
Pacific Railroad from Victoria.
Prepared for a journey to St. Louis via Indianola or perhaps a trip
to the now extinct county seat of Clinton, the Judge might have ap-
peared on the porch of his log house in his uPanama hat, black stallion
cravat, satinet vest with pearl buttona, silk handkerchief and check linen
coat-" These items would have been purchased at the Crockett Cardwell
Store which was located 15 miles to the north and served as a stage-
stop and political center of the county east of the river.22
Receipts from the Cardwell Store, a structure standing from 1839-
1916, illustrate what was required to maintain a household of several
adults, two young boys, several Negro slaves and their overseer. Tex-
tiles made up the bulk of purchases. Cassi.mer, Lowells, cottonades, Kes-
siger, Denim, Cambric, Irish linen, and Damask ranged in price from a
few cents to $3.50 per yard. Sugar was 12 cents a pound and tobacco
30 cents a plug. Selected factory garments included: men's brogans
($3.30), men's black wool hats ($2.50). hoy's hats ($1.25), buck gloves
($1.50), silk handkerchief ($1.25), and a lady's Leghorn hat ($2.50).
Some of Irvin's hardware purchases were: bridle ($2.00), horse collar
($1.00), nails (.10 lb.), trace chains ($1.00), sorsingle (.75), scythe blade
($1.25). shovel ($1.25). rod iron (.07 lb.), spring steel (.13 lb.), cow-
hide (.10), buck skin (.50), shot (.12 lb.), caps ($2.30 dozen), plates
($2.00 dozen), wash howl and pitcher ($1.25). tooth brusb (040), violin
strings (.10)."
CardweU's calculations show Irvin's debts for 1856-57 as $144.82. In
May, Irvin delivered 1132 pounds of bacon and in August, 1056 pounda;
with oue Suffolk hog credited to him in February his credits by sum-
mer's end were $842.45. It has been trnly stated many times that pork
paid the bills of early Texans.:·
David Irvin was an inveterate speculator. Wisconsin land and St.
Louis lending enterprises were supplemented in 1851 when he optimistically
purchased patent rights to a steam engine and commented: ur think
it must become almost the universal power, both on land and wate.r."2f1
In 1869 he sought advice on northern oil and coal properties and he
also invested in Texas coastal land.:t The following report on a future
Texas resource was penned by John J. Linn, noted South Texas pioneer,
especially for Irvin's considerations:
Sometime in the year 1834 in the early part of the month of
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March I was on a schooner from New Orleans bound for Lavaca
Bay . . . we came to a part of the Gulf that was covered for
acres ... with oil which had the strong smell of aspbatterra so
strong that it became disagreeable . . . someone proposed to see
if it would burn. To this I objected by saying if it would we might
be the sufferers . . . this oil comes from the bottom of the Gulf
and after it has gone through some process of nature it is found
in cakes on the Gulf shore from ten to 30 or more pounds weight
and when boiled with tar . . . makes a lasting pitch for vessel's
bottoms.~T
At the time of Te..'"(as secession, Judge Irvin was sixty years old.
His Texas real estate holdings and personal property were reported
respectively at $8,000 and $17JOOO.~ In view of his age and other com-
mitments it is unlikely that he userved with the southern troops during
the Civil War," as was once recorded.!i The Judge's duty for a time
at least was to oversee the distribution of corn to families whose pro-
viders were in Confederate service. The county relief agent reported
that certain of these provisions were not of acceptable quality:
Those soldiers wives you was to deliver your corn to have no-
tified me they will not accept such corn as you sent. They say if they
can't get better corn they will make some other shift. They
will not have the name of being helped by the county if it is to
be such nubbins as that....80
After ten years in Texas, Irvin had developed political friendships
and on one occasion his influence was felt in the state capital. A legis-
lator who failed to sign his letter reported in June, 1864, that he had:
laid before the Senate [Irvin's proposal] relating to the law of
divorce [and it] passed the Senate but was not acted on in
the House [He continued e>..-plaining why J. J. Holt, supported
by Irvin for the state Supreme Court, was an unlikely candidate]
he has never been in public life e.xcept as a member of the Con-
vention [Secession] and lately as Dist. Judge-this ... deprives him
of political friendship which however we may deprecate it has a
powerful influence ... by the mass of the voters very little
attention is paid to anything but the events of the war If the
times were different ... the result would be different.1t
Cotton and livestock were the primary concerns in Irvin's section and
his business contacts were numerous and widely dispersed. In November.
1864, he sent regrets to a friend that he was prevented "from being on
the Brazos as soon as ... intended ... [since] he had been confined
three weeks." He inquired of his correspondent Uwhat appear to be the
prospects for the Czar [likely a prize horse or mulel. If they are sufficient
to warrant the experiment I will send him to you as early as convenient
that the people may see him."a:! The same interests are reflected in a
note from a friend in Victoria who
had to go to Lavaca ... to ship some Gov't. cotton on a blockade
runner ... but intended to come up during ne>..-t week to look at
,
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... the colts. In the interim I hope you will have them broke
to the harness so that I can use them without any trouble in case
we make a trade.;)3
Though Texas was less involved in Civil War encounters than her sister
states to the east, the conflict was nevertheless of major concern to
Texans. Judge Irvin was informed of its progress by Robert Gooch, a
nephew, who described field conditions during the Red River Campaign:
I have not had a single days sickness in two years. We have gone
into winter quarters ... built very good cabins ... we have plenty
of good holesome [sic] food to eat ... consisting of flour, bacon,
sugar, molasses, potatoes and last of all corn and beef which is
our abomination ... our little camp has quite an impressing ap-
pearance consisting of eight Regiments ... camped in regular order
... each regiment side by side with the Street some thirty feet
wide which are kept very clean and everything presents the neatest
appearance.... it is the general opinion of all that the Yankees
will come to Shreveport ne.xt spring. And if the river gets very
high [we can e.xpect to see] ... the scenes of Mansfield and Pleasant
Hill acted over again but I fear not with the same success. For our
little army is growing smaller everyday and the Yankees are certain
not to come with a smaller force.... I am satisfied from what I
have seen that all this country east Red River will be given up in
the Spring ... we will be fighting on the soil of Te.xas instead of
Louisiana and Arkansas.U
If the Confederate defeats evoked despair, Reconstruction policies were
even more ve.xatious to the old Virginian. In September, 1867, Judge
Irvin pronounced to an old friend in Mineral Point:
You appear to wish to know particularly what is the effect of
the military rule ... to which I only have to say, that if you can
imagine the most dirty, filthy and lousy despotism that ever was
inaugurated, then you may have an idea. ... Many of our most
practicable planters are moving to Mexico (south of Tampico which
is one of the finest regions of the world) preferring to risk the
guerillas of Mexico to those of Radicaldom.u
Judge J. J. Holt shared Irvin's sentiments; be informed the latter
of conditions in the port of Lavaca during the early military occupation.
We will during the present week (February 4, 18661 be relieved
somewhat by the removal of the Negro Regiment which has been
here for some time keeping us in the straight and narrow path of
our duty to one of the best governments of the world but do not
conclude ... we are to be permitted to go on our way ... without
further care on the part of this Liberal government. Not so, but
having behaved ourselves reasonable well and submitted patiently
to all exactions and appropriation of our property ... we will hence-
forth be placed under the fatherly ... guardianship of two compa-
nies of Negroes. So you see we are slowly securing the confidence of
said great and good government.a•
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Judge Irvin witnessed the re....LClmission of Texa8~ but his life ended
too soon to allo\v him the most certain joy of celebrating the state's
"redeemption" in 1874. On March 23, 1872, he died after suffering a
fatal "stroke at the dinner table while in conversation with Judge Wil~
liam Larabee Callender." Callender, a much respected Yankee and one
time editor of the unionist Whig organ, the Fronkfort Commonwealth,
had been justice of the peace and district clerk in Victoria during the
Throckmorton administration. He married Sallie Sangster, Judge Irvin's
favorite niece, in 1869.1T
In the absence of a will the Judge's properties suffered from division
and separate administration in Texas and Missouri; final settlement
of the estate was not accomplished until 1883. The Missouri portion came
to $46,000, and the Texas properties totaled approximately $19,000. A
number of outstanding notes at the time of his death illustrate the Judge's
penchant io'r generosity toward kinsmen and friends several of whom,
like H. Clay Pleasant, are not well known figures in local annals.1S
Nearly a century has passed since Judge Irvin's headstone was set.
Few visitors to the site can appreciate the irony when viewing the ad-
jacent grave of Judge Callender, who shares the same cemetery plot.
This irony, that of a die-hard secessionist and an equally adamant union-
ist meeting after experiencing vastly dissimilar migrations and political
dispositions, is compounded by the fact, unknown perhaps to the prota-
gonists, that the shared a distant but definite ancestral lineage.1t
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TEXAS' THEATRICAL IMPRESARIO
C. RICIlA1Ul KING
Much of the success of the theatre in Texas for almost four decades
can be attributed to Henry Greenwalt, who, as manager of halls in
Galveston, Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, and Waco between 1869 and
1906, was able to arrange for stellar attractions of the American stage
to tread the Texas boards. As president of the Texas, Arkansas, and
Louisiana Theatrical Circuitl and as organizer of a booking agency
with headquarters in New York City during the years between the Civil
War and World War I, Greenwall was in a position to keep before
Te.xsns the best of theatre. He did so with an adroitness and with an
understanding of the times and of the audiences who patronized his
opera houses. J. S. Gallegly in Footlights on the Bord.er writes, UHenry
Greenwall's effort to develop and preserve the independence of the 'pro-
vincial' theatre was the most notable contribution a representative of
the far Southern area made to the American stage.'''! Unfortunately, as
often happens, the name of the impresario is almost forgotten in Texas
today, his name even failing to appear in the two-volume The Hand-
book of Tex/J8.
A native of Germany, Henry Greenwall was brought to New Orleans
by his parents in 1837, when he was five. He remained in New Orleans
until the final shot of the Civil War ended one of his dreams. An ardent
sympathizer with the Southern cause, he would have enlisted in the
Confederate Army except that he was charged with the responsibility of
helping care for the large family in his home.1 He was successfully
employed in a brokerage house when his older brother, Morris, was dis-
charged from the anny. Determined to enter business together, the
brothers moved to Galveston; they had no occasion to regret that move.
In 1867, an actress of note, Augusta L. Dargon, became stranded on
the Te.xas coast. Usually cast in heavy roles, she was capable as a come-
dienne, yet she found herself in debt to the Greenwall Brothers broker-
age finn.
Instead of selling her effects for whatsoever they might bring,
Morris conceived the idea of renting a theater and affording Miss
Dargan (sic) the opportunity to play her repertory and thus re-
trieve her fortunes. The fact that she had not had much success on
her own account did not deter him. He was confident that with his
aid she would do well. An old frame building on Market Street was
converted into a makeshift theater, and Miss Dargan was featured
as the star of the stock company.•
A building was leased by the Greenwall Brothers later and extensive
repairs and improvements were begun. Changes in the structure were
described in the Galveston News:
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The galleries have been extended all around, two boxes added, and
3 large addition of dressing rooms is being constructed. The old
advertisement curtain has been consigned to the lumber room, and
a new one supplied, painted in the city-which, though somewhat
bourgeois, is abont as well looking as the drop cnrtains in any of
the theatres in the country. When the huilding is finished it will be
as pleasant and commodious and handsome as we are likely to have
a theatre in many years. The Messrs. Greenwall, who now have it
in charge, thoroughly understand the tastes of this community, and
being gentlemen of liberal views, of ample means, nnd determined to
carry it through, we predict a season of success to them, and of
great enjoyment upon the part of the many citizens who will now
have an opportunity to gratify their tastes, without being crowded
to suffocation, as in the "cozy little temples of art of last winter/'o;
A special showing of the remodeled Galveston Theatre held October
26 drew U a great many persons including quite a number of ladies," who
found the hall u a comfortable place to pass the long winter evenings
near at hand...." Members of the press who inspected the huilding
commented that "the gentlemen who have rebuilt the Barn are well sat..
isfied. .. ."1 Headliners of the troupe contracted to play in the remodeled
Galveston Theatre were announced November 3, and included J. T.
Herndon, first low comedian and stage manager; T. G. Drummond, lead-
ing man of the Brittania Theatre of London; and Miss Sophie Miles,
leading lady of the Brittania.7 In the November 13, 1867, issue of the
Galveston Daily News. Henry and Morris Greenwall announced that
gentlemen wishing to take their families to the grand opening of the
theatre could purchase ticketa at the hook store managed hy J. E. Mason,
where plans of the interior of the opera house were displayed. It was
suggested that patrons invite their wives to accompany them to select
their seats.8
With the hall "now in every respect as complete and comfortable as
money can make it .. .," Galvestonians eagerly awaited the arrival of
the steamalUp Tybee from New York, for it would deliver a dramatic
corps. The Tybee arrived November 18, and the following days the
Greenwall Band created interest in the theatre hy serenading residents.
Interviews with "some of our old theatre goi.ng citizens" led one critic
for the Daily New. to predict that "the present season will yield a iiI>-
eral remuneration to the enterprising Greenwalls as well as fill a vacuum
in the dramatic line that has been anxiously desired!'O A story in the
newspaper on November 20 revealed that the leading lady o'f the troupe
would read an address written especially for her by Miss Mollie E.
Moore, and although a large house was expected, the reporter wrote:
II••• the very best order will be maintained at nIl times. Upon this
the Greenwall Brothers are determined." The GreeDwalls' advertisement
in the same issue of the Dail1l News gave the prices for the evening
perfonnances of London Assurance and Swiss Swans as $5 to $10 for
private boxes, $2 for orchestra seats, $1.50 for parquette seats reserved,
$1 for dress circle seats, and $ .75 for accommodations in the gallery.l0
The opening night event was described in the Galveston Da.ily News:
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GreenwaU's Theatre
The opening night of a new Theatre is always an event in any
city, and that of the Galveston was especially interesting to us, in-
asmuch as it was our first attempt to inaugurate the drama, on
the scale in which it usually e.'Cists in a metropolis. Despite the fact
that the whole day had been marked with inclement hours, the
weather being fitful and variable as the temper of a spoiled beauty,
the auditorium was graced with an army of beauty, fashion, and
elegance, not equaUed by either of the gala nights of the Opera,
last spring. Never before has so brilliant an audience assembled in
our city.
Before the play, Miss Sophie Miles read the opening address by
Miss Mollie Moore. Were we disposed to perpetuate a pun, we should
say that the poetress wrote with ]lfaTe than her usual grace and
exceeded her previous efforts by several Mile8. ...11
The response, prepared by Edward A. Ferris, a member of the news·
paper staff ended "ith a couplet:
And in the coming Winter, Spring, and Fall,
We'll strive to deck with greenbacks our Green.waU.
A "comparatively small house" the next night with "many empty
seats," was termed a surprise by an amusement writer for the Gal-
veston newspaper, who noted that beyond a doubt the theatre was
"better fitted up than any we have had; the scenery is superior in
every respect... ." He later mentioned that the company's wardrobe
had not arrived but was expected that morning. Costumes would, he
admitted, lienable the troupe to appear to much better advantage than
in the trumped up costumes they had been compelled to use the past
two nights."12 In a column containing an apology from the GreenwnlIs,
the critic wrote, "We have observed the same old hat used by Macbeth
coming out in the afterpiece upon the carroty head of Dickory."u Ar-
riving on board the Clinton December 11, the costumes were welcomed
by the critic:
During the last few nights the great importance of appropriate
costumes has been more apparent from the lack of them on pre-
vious occasions. Indeed the wardrobe of the company seems to be
abundantly stored ,,-rith the most elegnnt theatrical paraphernalia.HI
So long as the Greenwall Brothers produced such numbers as Rough
Diamond, Time Tries All, Money, StiU Waters Run Deep, Conjugal
Lesson, and Delicate Ground, the theatre was not a sell-out, and a local
journalist reported:
... We regret to see, however so many vacant chairs when the
acting is so excellent, and when the enterprise is one which is of
so much advantage in a business point of view to the people of
Galveston. We imagine, of course, that the Messrs. Greenwall had
an eye to the main chance when they inaugurated the enterprise,
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but this does not at all render it the less deserving of patronage.
They are, however, gentlemen of energy and business qualifications,
and are determined to succeed, and we believe, will do so. When our
friends from the interior visit us more freely we except to see full
houses.Hi
When the Star Stock Company of Galveston began staging Shakes-
pearean dramas, the attendance improved. OtMllo, performed December
18, "did certainly fully answer the wishes of friends of the drama. here,"lI'
and Richard the Third was given December 21 lito quite a large house."l1
When the Greeowalls produced Arrah-na-Pogue late in January, 1868,
the theatre was "jammed full of people" to see stage mechanics create
a sinking tower effect, which has been billed as lithe greatest novelty
of all times." A critic for the Galveston paper predicted that the play
and the acting ability of the company "induce us to believe that the play
season has commenced with the Greenwalls."18 Despite the well wishes
of the press, the season did not pass without incident. In March, just
before the curtain went up one evening, one of the actors became intox-
icated and stabbed the property man with a pair of scissors. The per-
former was "ejected from the green room immediately, and his place
supplied without any trouble or delay."li Near the close of the season,
however, the Greenwalls balanced the notoriety received from the stabbing
incident by tendering the services of their Star Stock Company to per-
form a benefit for Bayland Orphans' Home "on Easter Monday." The
e.~iration of the company, after three successful months. drew editorial
tribute from the Galveston Daily News.
Any nigbt for three months we have been able to driven [sic]
away the cares of the day and forget the inefficiency of the supply
of local news in witnessing their superb representations of life
and action in other times and lands. We also reflect that though
the lessees may not have realized large profits. the community at
large has been very greatly benefitted in a pecuniary point of view
by the season performances of the company. The theatre has been
what it has not been in Galveston for many years, at all times a
pleasant, respectable and orderly place of amusement. A large amount
of money has been weekly distributed by the members of the com-
pany amongst classes of people here, to whom it has been a real
benefit, to boarding house keepers, retail merchants, tailors, shoe-
makers and painters. The business men of the city have been able
to invite their patrons from the interior to a pleasant entertainment
rendering their stay here agreeable and in many instances prolong-
ing the time they had intended to remain in the city.20
On April 2 the GreenwalJ Brothers managed Miss Sophie Miles in
Arrah-na-Pogue in the Perkins' Theatre, Houston, which was lighted
by gas lights for the first time. Appearing opposite Miss Miles was
Drummond. Not all went well, though. Accused of mistreating the troupe,
the Greenwalls countered with charges that the Houston contract had
been violated.21
The fall season opened in Galveston in September, 1868, and included
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such popular dramas as Richard the Third, OUT American COll.nn, and
Leah the Forsaken. Foul Play, by Dion Boucleault, was perfonne<! early
in the season, making Galveston the first Southern city in which the work
was produced, a.n accomplishment attributed to "the enterprise of the
Greenwall Bros."z: Under the Gas Light was performed ten consecutive
times with an eleventh presentation scheduled later in the week for lithe
gentlemen and ladies who will be here from Houston and the interior."2.
Despite the apparent satisfaction members of the troupe gave patrons,
a critic for the Galveston Daily News chided local citizens who had been
in the largest theatres of the world but were ..turning up their cos-
mopolitan noses and 'phoo phooing''' the perforntances of the Galveston
stock company. He wrote:
The dramatic company perfonning at our neat little theatre is
not composed of a galaxy of theatrical stars, but of a troupe of
stock actors, who can afford to perfonn for moderate salaries. and
do not complain at the lack of convenience and elbow room that
larger theatres and more roomy stages afford. Taking all things
into consideration then, we do not only have no fault to find. but
feel inclined to commend and praise rather than condemn and cen·
sure.:!"
For the opening of the season at the Perkins' Theatre, December 14,
1868. Fanny B. Price perfonned Nobody's Daughter, the first time that
the drama was produced. on the Te.xas stage. liThe fashionable few" who
saw her were moved to tears by her portrayal.
As manager of Perkins', Henry Greenwall maintained his reputation
for keeping the opera house respectable. On January 7 the audience
had gathered, but no performance took place. During the first scene of
Roseda-le, stage manager R. D. Ogden discharged Maude St. Leon fol-
lowing a discussion backstage. When Belle Boyd, a member of the
troupe, came to the defense of Miss St. Leon, words passed between
ber and Henry Greenwall. Miss Boyd rushed on stage, informing the
audience that she bad been "grossly insulted by Mr. Greenwall/' and
declared that she would not continue her engagement. She told the au-
dience that Greenwall had Questioned her conduct during the war.:1 She
retired from the stage, and Ogden apologized tor having to suspend the
perfonnance.:!8
Bad weather for a period of several weeks and the misunderstanding
with Miss Boyd and Miss St. Leon were brightened by a proposal of the
Galveston Daily New8 that the Grecnwalls be honored with a benefit
February 29. 1869. Scheduled for the evening were Roney Moon by Tobint
and Love Chase by Sheridan Knowles, and the News urged attendance
through this notice:
The Messrs. Greenwall have done all that the resources at their
command would allow to gire our people an acceptable place of amu~
ment. That they have succeeded is beyond the Question of a doubt.
And the best talent the country affords has been engaged, and the
plays have been produced with all properties and effects of a first;..
class theatre."
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Another benefit was scheduled for the Greenwalls on the night of
March 11, 1870, when a "large and enthusiastic audience" attended a
perfonnance by the Buckley Serenaders. The Greenwalls, the reporter
editoriaIized, "ought to be well satisfied with the substantial testimonials
of appreciation."!1 When the manager left by steamer for New Orleans
in the spring of 1870 "for the purpose of engaging a troupe (probably
the Morl""ci Ballet Troupe)," the editor of the New. paid additional
tribute to the theatre:
As our citizens are aware, the theatre has been closed for the
last week past, and the demand for some place of amusement has
been so great as to determine the manager to meet it without fur-
ther delay."
An advertisement for the Perkins' on March 7 renamed Henry Green·
wall as lessee and proprietor and announced nightly performances.
By 1871, Henry Greenwall was so firmly entrenched as a manager of
theatrical entertainments that a reporter for the Houston TeLegraph
referred to him as lithe well known theatrical manager" in announcing
arrangements for re-opening Perkins'. He continued:
We understand that the principal moneyed men of the city ha.ve
pledged their support to the new management. The company which
Mr. Greenwall proposed to bring forward is now in New Orleans.
It was originally engaged for the new theatre, now being built, and
soon to be completed, corner Market and Tremont streets, and is
represented as a first·class troupe of dramatic artists.30
The leading lady of this new troupe was Augusta Dargon. As the
year progressed, uall the Houston papers" were writing "in the most
flattering tenns" of the troupe then performing in that city.
. . . They are unanimous in pronouncing [them] the very finest
troupe that has ever visited Te.xas. Mr. Greenwall the manager deserves
great credit for his public spirit in providing the lovers of the
drama in our State with an opportunity of witnessing the efforts
of artists who hold the first rank in their profession; and we are
looking with impatience for the completion of the Galveston theatre,
that we can enjoy a similar pleasure ourselves.
A column of news items in the Galveston Daily News concurred:
The theatrical company now engaged at Perkins' Theatre is su-
perior to any which has heretofore visited our city, and has been
better patronized than its predecessors, showing that the taste and
discrimination of our citizens require cleverness in the stage, and
are not satisfied with any and every exhibition which may be placed
on the boards. The company has tendered the manager, Mr. Henry
Greenwall, a complimentary benefit. Mr. Greenwall deserves it richly
for his enterprise. Houston is so much in love with his fine company
that an effort will be made to retain it and leave Galveston out
in the cold.11
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On February 28, 1871, the Galveston Daily News reported the com-
pletion of the Tremont Opera House, which was leased to Morris and
Henry Greenwall. Houston was alive with rumors Hthat a number of
gentlemen of wealth contemplate the erection of a first class theatre in
this city ... after the plans of Niblo's Garden, New York."I:!
Fortune smiled on the Greenwalls. Augusta Dargan toured Australia
under the management of Morris Greenwall, and Henry Greenwall had
persuaded Willard Richardson, founder and editor of the Galveston Daily
News, to erect the Tremont Opera House. Upon the death of Morris
in 1882, Henry took Edward A. Greenwall into the partnership. "The
father and son prospered and by master strokes extended their control
until they had a practical monopoly of the show business in Texas."38
In 1883, Henry leased the Dallas Opera House, which under his direction
"received an endless caravan of entertainers."u Two years later, Green-
wall was writing in the New York lI1i1Tor that Tc..xas was one of the
best fields for good attractions. HWe have no use for ham-fatters ...
and poor shows must keep out of this state," he warned.all Greenwall
assumed a three-year lease on the Tremont in Galveston in February,
1884. and the owner agreed to "refurnish the house with improved chairs
and to spend the sum of $1800 in making improvements. U The contract
stipulated that "beyond that surn any excess up to $400 is to be borne
by Mr. Greenwall. ..."Ie Greenwall then took over the Sweeney and
Combs Opera House in Houston and renamed it Houston Theater.1T When
Greenwall added Fort Worth Opera House in 1890, the building was
remodeled to seat 1,213 persons." With the addition in 1892 of the W"""
Opera House to his list of interests in the state, Greenwall became Texas'
outstanding theatrical manager.
Yet, billing often proved a problem for the theatrical czar; he once
found himself faced with another concern in connection with the Tre-
mont Opera House. In January, 1884, J. H. Haverly's troupe was sched-
uled to arrive at the theatre on the same date that the :Minnie Maddern
combination was to come into town, each having received a contract
for the same date. Greenwall, deciding that he could schedule Haverly's
production of Tlte Silver Kino to better financial advantage on the dates
he had booked Miss Maddern, had proposed to cancel the Maddern group
and offered $300 for the dates. Miss Maddern's husband-manager, Har-
rison Grey Fiske. rejected the offer. Negotiations continued i Fiske de--
manded $450 plus train {ares from Galveston to New Orleans. Once
in Galveston, the manager hinted that he would seek an injunction to
prevent the Haverly players from opening their show. A conference
between lawyers was called, and Fiske agreed to accept $300. The Mad-
dern combination left the Tremont Opera House for Vicksburg.3D
As manager of the Tremont. Greenwall already had been named defend-
ant in a civil rights case. In June, 1875, he was charged
... with depriving Mary Miller, a citizen of the United States
of African descent, the full enjoyment of the accommodations, ad-
vantages, facilities, and privileges of a certain theatre, known as
the Tremont Opera House, in the city of Galveston, and then, to
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wit, on the 20th of March, 1873, open as a place of entertainment.
It is further charged that Mary Miller had purchased a ticket
of admission to the theaterj had entered the same and was forcibly
expelled therefrom by the defendant, and was denied the privileges
and accommodations of a theatre on account of her race and color.4.0
As reported in the Dallas Weekly Herald, the incident involved Hseveral
negroes" who endeavored to force an entrance to the dress circle.
Thei.r tickets had been previously purchased by white men. Man·
agel' Greenwall took up their tickets and refunded the money to the
negroes. It is thought it will be made a test case in the courts.4.1
District Judge Amos Merrill on June 13 read his charge to the jury,
which at two in the afternoon announced that it could not agree upon
a verdict. Despite the judge's urging, the foreman e."{pressed his belief
that members could not agree "if they remained out until next Jan·
uary." Yet, foreman Albert Somerville later announced, flWe the jury
find the defendant guilty." Judge Merrill remarked that were it in his
power, "he would set fine at one cent, but the lowest sum, according
to law, was five hundred dollars." The court then suggested that the
matter had been "brought through the cowardice of Mr. Greenwall,"
who lacking 'Imoral courage" after selling the tickets, had been absent
on the date of the performance.4.2
• • •
Death came to Henry Greenwall on November 27, 1913. Surrounded
by his family and a few intimate friends in his apartment over the
Greenwall Theatre in New Orleans, he died of Bright's Disease, from
which he had su.ffered several years, complicated by the infinnities of old
age. Eighty-one years old at the time of his death, he was the "oldest
active theatrical manager in tile United States."-" Funeral services were
held from the family apartment and burial was in the Metaire Ceme-
tery in New Orleans.
The FOTt Worth Record, where he held theatrical property, paid trib-
ute to Greenwall in this manner:
Full many a tear of sorrow will be shed when the news of the
death of Henry Greenwall is read. Gentle and tender, loving and
loyal, he was a man who drew to him friends who never put his
friendship to test in vain.
The author of the obituary for the Record cited an incident of
a company stranded in Galveston twelve years earlier. The local man-
ager had planned a benefit to raise enough money to pay the fares for
the members to leave town. He wired Greenwall suggesti.ng that after
expenses were met, the remainder be turned over to members of the
stranded troupe. Greenwa11 fired a message in return. stating that the
Greenwall circuit would stand all the expenses and if enough money were
not raised through the benefit, he personally would supply the deficit.""
The New Orleans Times-Demccrat paid honor to the man who had
been identified for more than twenty years with the management and
ownership of New Orleans theatrical houses:'~
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He was a man of great imaginative insight and broad mind. His
most signal service to the actors of America was accomplished
during his fierce and brilliant battles for the life of the independent
theater. Though he went down to defeat through the treachery of
supposedly firm allies, his efforts to inspire the independent spirit
of the profession will never be suffered to elle out.40
When Bronson Howard's Shenandoah was produced at the Boston
Museum on November 18, 1888, Daniel Frohman was in the audience.
Stranded in Boston without financial resources, he believed that the play,
unsuccessful at first, had potentiality, so he secured rights to produce
the drama outside Boston. To receive the financial backing necessary for
completing the transaction and getting the drama on the stage of the
New York Star Theatre, Frohman took Al Hayman and R. W. Hooley
into partnership, Hyman and Hooley contributing $1500 each and Froh-
man adding his energy, time, and talent. The combination of Frohman,
Hayman. and Hooley eventually became the so-called Theatrical Syndi-
cate, a commercial enterprise which made no pretense of de'V"otion to
art but which was responsible for stabilizing the theatrical profession
in the United States.H At a time when almost every community of any size
had a theatre and when managers of these halls made spring pilgrimages
to New York to negotiate for individual attractions to keep their the--
atres operating the following season, the Syndicate began successful
operation that would continue until 1910. Managers depend upon suc-
cessful negotiations; companies also were at the mercy of the method
for successful bookings. The Syndicate, consisting of Sam NLxon and
Fred Zimmennan of Philadelphia. and Charles Frohman, AI Hayman,
Marc Klaw. and Abraham Erlanger of New York, owned or controlled
approximately forty theatres throughout the United States and the book-
ing agencies which supplied these theatres with attractions. Strength of
the Syndicate lay not in its control over theatres of the country, but
in its control over regions, so that traveling companies were forced into
Syndicate halls in order to avoid long. unprofitnble gaps in their itineraries.
Theatre managers who accepted the Syndicate·s terms were assured a
steady stream of performers without undue competition. and producers
and actors who signed Syndicate contracts were rC'~arded with engage-
ments in the leading opera houses throughout the country. Unwilling
to experiment with plays which cUd not promise certain success, the
Syndicate often resorted to dramatization of novels rather than gambling
with works of unknown but gifted American writers. Greenwall refused
to join the Syndicate, which had been organized to drive him out of
business. He called a meeting of stars in his Grand Opera House in
New Orleans, and the meeting was attended by such celebrities as
Francis Wilson, Richard Mansfield. James O'Neill, Fanny Davenport,
Harrison Grey Fiske. A. M. Palmer, and others. Greenwall leased
houses in Atlanta. Memphis, Nashville, and Savannah in order to build
a southern circuit, and he opened his e.xchange in New York.
Opposition to the Syndicate was strong at first but did not continue.
Actors regarded by the Syndicate as leaders of the opposition were offered
extra inducements in the way of bookings and of New York engage-
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ments in order to win them to the Syndicate's stable. Some of Green-
wall's trusted employees turned against him. He admitted he was whipped.
In 1909 he sold out his interests in Galveston and Houston, but re-
tained his property in Dallas, Fort Worth, and Waco, which was under
the management of Ph.il Greenwal1.408
It was Henry Greenwall who first thought of the booking system that
was popular when opera houses yielded to modern picture theatres.
He revealed his plans to Abe Erlanger one evening. His idea, as he
explained it, was not to create a monopoly but to provide continuous
entertainment for the southern circuit. Seeing the possibilities of the
plan, Erlanger seized upon it and from it derived a fortune. When he
sought to deprive southern states of talent, he found Greenwall in his
way. Greenwall established the American Theatrical Exchange of New
York, which was in existence at the time of his death, as a booking
agency for the south.
Of Greenwall, it was said:
One of the most virile figures of American theatrical life dis-
appeared from mortal ken and passed behind the scenes of this
world Thursday morning at 2 :55 o'clock, when Henry Greenwall
reached the last stage of the sunset journey and lifted the curtain
of eternity.40
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N. H. SMITH'S LETTERS FROM SABINE PASS, 1863
Edited by
ALWYN BARR
Sabine Pass, which separates the coasts of Texas and Louisiana and
provides access to the Sabine and the Neches rivers, was a pivotal
point throughout the American Civil War. The Te.xas Secession Con-
vention voted to fortify the pass in March, 1861. A local citizens' com-
mittee soon thereafter erected temporary works and provided the first
artillery for the post, two antiquated twelve-pounders. A battalion of
Confederate troops was raised by Lieutenant Colonel James B. Likens
in 1861 for defense of the pass, and was reorganized in 1862 under
Lieutenant Colonel Ashley W. Spaight. Confederate control continued
until the fall of 1862, when a yellow fever epidemic and inadequate
artillery forced the garrison to spike its guns and retreat before Federal
warships which entered the pass. In January, 1863, a surprise attack by
improvised Confederate cottonclad gunboats captured two Union block-
aders off Sabine Pass and regained control of the estuary.l
Major General John B. Magruder, commander of the Confederate
military district of Texas, New Me.."Cico, and Arizona, then sent his
engineers to Jay out new defenses for the protection of the pass. New
works were drawn up and heavier cannon were brought in by Colonel
Valery Sulakowski and Major Getulius Kellersberger. Once construc~
tion was underway, its completion was left to Lieutenant N. H. Smith
who arrived in early August to assume command of a detachment of
heavy artillery, fonnerly sappers and miners, which had been on tempo-
rary engineering duty at Sabine Pass since May, 1863.2 They were
probably assisted by the garrison and possibly by slave labor.
Before the project was finished, a Federal invasion force appeared
on September 7. In the battle of Sabine Pass which followed on Sep-
tember 8, Lieutenant Dick Dowling assigned Smith to command the
section of thirty-two--pounders in the fort's sLx-gun battery. The Con-
federate cannoneers then proceeded to disable and capture two Union
gunboats while driving the remainder of the invasion fleet out to sea.
In his report, Dowling said that Smith. "by his coolness and bravery,
won the respect and admiration of the whole command." Following the
victory, Magruder concentrated additional troops in the area., and Sula-
kowski and Kellersberger made extensive improvements and additions
to the fortifications at the pass.s
Naturally, Smith from time to time wrote to his commanding officer
in Galveston, Captain M. G. Howe, both before and after the battle.
Four of the lieutenant's letters have been preserved in the Howe Col-
lection in the Archives of the University of Te."{as Library. Although
Smith left no account of the battle itself, the letters provide a some-
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times humorous suggestion of conditions at Sabine Pass in August and
September, 1863.
Smith's spelling has been changed only in the case of proper names,
since it is otherwise generally understandable. Periods and commas have
been added to clarify his statements since he used almost no punctuation.
All changes are in brackets.
Engineers Office
Sabine Pass Aug 26'/63
Capt M G Howe
Commdg S rappers] and Miners
Dear Capt
Yours of the 15th came to hand Two days Since and Should
have been answered byt that I awated this oportunity[.] If the name
of [Sergeant F.] Weinberg does not appear on the power of attourney
sent you it is yerry Strange for I was sure he bad Signed, his intention
was to have signed- I have payed the whole party bere nine in num-
ber for two months Extra duty amounting to forty five Dols pr man
for all e.xcept Weinberg and him I paid fifty one whicb I think you
will find corred by the Rolls of last month[.]
I send Corp [August] Pau[ts]cbe after clothing for the detacbment
here[.] you will please furnish him, some of the men are naked and
otbers barefooted!,] all want something[.]
Yours Truly
N H Smith
Lt Hvy Art on Eng
Service and in chg Sabine
Eng Office
Sabine Pass Aug 26th/63
Capt M G Howe
Dear Capt
You will please send me by Corp Pau[ts]che one of my
horsesL] I would prefer you sent the mustang unless Capt Kossy wishes
to buy him at the price I offered Say $250.00[.] in case you send him
let the Capt use the sorell, the musquetoes are so bad here that it is
almost impossible for a man or horse to live and I do not wish to have
the sorel suffer if I can prevent iU.] if Capt Kossy wants the mustang
send the other and oblige[.]
Your True friend
N H Smith
I wish to God you would relieve me at this place[.l
Head Qr Army MusQuetoes5
Sabine Pass Aug 26thJ63
Capt M G Howe
You ,,\;11 perceive my letter is from the general Hd Qr of this
post[.] would to God that I had not been so mucb honorred but it is
two lateL] Should you unfortunately be obliged to stick your nose out
from under the bar after the sun goes down you can then have a
practical demonstration of what I mean[.] in otherwords should it ever
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Respectfully Yours
N H Smith
Lt Sappers and Miners
Your friend (in suffering)·
N H Smith
allow for the imagination [.]
be your misfortune to be sent to this accursed of all places bring with
you a bar sufficiently larg for you to lay with your feet strached out
for I am just out of bed and my feet are so badly swolen that I can
hardly wear a shoe- I am here Capt for God knows how long[.]
you Know what it is to finish up a piece of work like this and have
no material to do it with [.] I have the quarters of the troops to build
yet[,] some where near one Thousand feet of piling to driver,] the fort
to palisade[,] four Guns yet to Mount with God Knows how much
moreL] to commce with I have not one pile[,] about fifty palisades[,]
no lumber for quarlersLl with an order just l"eCVd. to send. the best man
Corp [George] Rube to Niblets BluII'L]' oh curse the Luck[.] I wish
I was back in Galveston- Write me by Pau[ts]ch and give me all the
newsL]1
'My hands are blistered writing this letter[.]
Capt. M G Howe
Sappers and Miners
Capt
You will please send. me to this place by first safe oppor-
tunity four suits of clothing for our men at this place as I had that
number Stolen during the late engagementf.]
Eng Office
Sabine Pass Sept 16th 1863
P S
This place is hell[.] I wish you were here to help me[.] I have none
and the Col [Sulakowskil is in more of a burry than be was in Gal-
veston in Feby_8 I am working now about 18 hours in 24[.]
Your Sincere friend
(Write me a long friendly letter) N H Smith
FOOTNOTES
lErnest W. Winkler (ed.), Journal of the Secession Convention of Tuas,
1881 (Austin, 1912), 133; K. D. Keith, "Military Operations: Sabine
Pass, 1861-63," Burke's Tezas Almuooc and hnmigrants Handbook for
188$ (Houston, 1883), 65-68; Alwyn Barr, IITexas Coastal Defense, 1861-
1865," Southwestern. Historical Quarterly, LXV, 4, 6, 12-13, 18-19.
2Getulius Kellersberger (Helen Sundstrom, trans.), Memoirs of an
Engineer in the Confederate Army in Texas (Austin, 1957), 29-31; V.
Sulakowski to Captain Edmund P. Turner, August 2, 1863, War of the
Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official. Re_d. of the Union and Con-
federate Armies (70 vols. in 128; Washington, 1880-1901), Series I, Vol.
XXVI, Pt. 2. 133; Muster Roll of Captain l\'I. G. Howe's Company of
Heavy Artillery Assigned to Engineer Service, from 30 June, 1863 to
31 August, 1863 (IV!. G. Howe Collection, Archives, University of Texas
Library).
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'Report of Lieutenant R. W. Dowling, September 9, 1863, Official Rec-
ords, Series I, Vol. XXVI, Pt. I, 311; Frank X. Tolbert, Dick Dowling
at Sabine Pass (New York, 1962) j Andrew Forest Muir, "Dick Dowling
and the Battle of Sabine Pass," Civil War Hiatory, IV, 394-428j Jo
Young, "The Battle of Sabine Pass," Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
LII, 398-409; Alwyn Barr, "Sabine Pass, September, 1863," Texas Mil-
itary History, II, 17-22.
'The number 6 was written over the number 3 at this point.
~Kellersberger, lIfemoiT8, 31, confirms Smith's constant references to the
near plague of mosquitoes in the Sabine Pass area.
'Niblett's Bluff, on the Louisiana side of the Sabine River a few miles
above Orange, was a major Confederate supply center for goods being
sent from Texas to the Southern troops in Louisiana.
'This i. perhaps the only statement of Confederate preparedness writ-
ten in the days immediately preceding the battle. Apparently only the four
cannon were mounted in the interval before September 8, 1863. V. Sul-
akowski to J. KeUersberg, October 5, 1863, Official Rec<>rds, Series I,
Vol. XXVI, Pt. 2, 298-299.
8Sulakowski also had been in charge of the constrnction of fortifications
in Galveston after the recapture of the port city by Magruder on Jan-
uary 1, 1863.
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The Tyler County Historical Committee is serving as host to the
Texas State Historical Society Museum Convention which will be held
in Woodville, September 30 and October 1, 1966. Frank Taylor, of the
Smithsonian Institute, will serve as director. A tour of the historical
sites in Tyler County has been arranged as a part of the convention.
The John Henry Kirby Museum, a project of the Tyler County Com-
mittee, has been completed. The Museum is equipped with audio machines
which tell the story of Peachtree Village and the Old Kirby Chapel.
Old time music is played as a part of the stories, which helps the visitor
to adapt himself to early days in Tyler County.
The Tyler County history tour, which is held each March, has con-
tinued to be a success. The March 1966 tour was perhaps the most
successful of all the tours.
The Angelina County Historical Society has received a Texas Historical
Building Medallion for the Henry Havard Home which is located two
miles south of Zavalla on Farm Road 1270. Henry Havard, 1811-1877,
built the house in 1853 at Old Marion. The log house has been moved
recently to its present location and has been restored and furnished
with relics and furniture of the period.
The Havard House belongs to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tatum and is the
only museum in Angelina County.
Dr. Gail Medford is the president of the Angelina County Historical
Society.
The Smith County Historical Society and Survey Committee continues
to be one of the most active county organizations in Texas. The Society pub-
lishes a newsletter and also nChronicJes," which is an interesting historical
publication and is well done. The fall issue of the nChronic1es" will
include an article by Howard Pollan on the Goodman family; an article
by Bob Hayes about Tyler's first Episcopal rector; a story of Indian
trials across Smith County by Elsie Wills; a story about the Army of
the Texas Republic and its war with Chief Bowles; and a picture of a
group of confederate veterans taken about 1900.
The monthly meetings of the society al"e well attended. The September
meeting ,,,iU involve a study of where the people who came to East Te.'"<as
came from and why they came to Texas. The society will soon have an-
other book off the press and 210 copies have been reserved.
Jefferson continues to receive deserved recognition for its Jessie Allen
Wise Garden Club's program of restoration of historical buildings and
for its annual pilgrimage.
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In The Odessa American for July 17, 1966 Ed Syers in his column
"Off the Beaten Trailu calls Jefferson Hour Pilgrimage City." Syers, in
Wl"iting about Jeffers." on the Bayou, a publication of Rebecca M. Cam-
eron and Ruth G. Lester says,
Historians Lester and Cameron modestly touch on the extraord.i~
n.:try effort by which Jefferson ladies saved their town. They scrubbed
to restoration ante-bellum splendor, [aic] showed it. Each spring,
Jefferson's home pilgrimage draws thousands, but you can visit any
day.
Today, the century-ago metropolis booms again. Flanked in beauty
by Caddo and Lake 0' The Pines, Jefferson on the Bayou is be-
coming a leisurely tourist mecca.
The Marion County Historical Survey Committee observed the week
of July 4 through July 10 as "County Historical Appreciation Week-"
July 4 was designed as HHistorical Beautification and Pioneer Day" and
the meeting was held at the Caddo Lake Camp of Dr. and Mrs. W. S.
Terry. Mrs. Terry is chainnan of the County State Historical Survey
Committee, and committee members supervised the planting of bluebon-
net seed on the banks of the lake.
On July 5, as a part of «History Appreciation Week," the medallion and
interpretative plate for the Jefferson Museum W3S dedicated. The mu·
seum is ordinarily known as the Federal Building and Post Office. The
dedication ceremonies were opened with the Reverend Louis Knight giv-
ing the invocation. Mrs. W. S. Terry spoke on the imparlance of both
the RAMPS Program and the "History Appreciation Week" as desig-
nated by Governor Connally. Mrs. Jack Ballard, vice-chairman of the
survey committee, spoke on the history of the building and its uses.
A. K. Payne, President of the Marion County Historical Society, unveiled
the marker, and the Reverend William Heard gave the benediction.
The Jessie Allen Wise Garden Club has had the Jefferson Playhouse
(the old Jewish Synagogue) measured for renovation. A Catholic Order
built the building in 1869 or earlier and later sold it to the Hebrew Con-
gregation who used it for many years. The building is now owned by the
Garden Club, and is used as a playhouse where the "Diamond Bessie
Murder Trial," a factual and legendary story of old Jefferson, is pre-
sented during the annual pi1grimage. The present project will likely
cost about $50,000 and the ultimate construction is expected to be near
$165,000.
Working under a United States National Park Service Grant, four
architectual students under the direction of Professor Willard Robinson
of Te.'{as Technological College are recording exact plans and measure-
ments of ten historical buildings in Jefferson. The final detailed plans
of each of the buildings surveyed will be placed in the Library of
Congress. The project, and there are only three states where such
projects are active in 1966, is the culmination of nearly fifteen years
of steady effort on the part of the Jessie Allen Wise Garden Club
and Mrs. Dan Lester to secure this recognition of Jefferson, the Bayou
City.
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Nortbeastern Te..~as, for a time, was claimed by Arkansas as a part
of Miller County. For that reason some of the records of the area are in
Miller County. The Morris County Historical Survey Committee has gone
through some of the records of Miller County in search for records of
educational institutions of the 1840's which were located in what is now
Morris County. Deeds and records of several schools were found. One
of the early school of the county was Chapel Hill College which was
located in Daingerfield by the Marshall Presbytery of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Chlll'Ch and e:'Cisted under Presbyterian sponsorship from
1852 to 1869. The Thirteenth Te.xas Legislature authorized the Dainger-
field school fl••• to issue and grant certificates to the students of the
institution who complete the collegiate courses of study adopted by the
faculty ..." In 1879 Chapel Hill was transferred to the Jefferson Dis-
trict of the Methodist Episcopal Church South and operated under the
name of liThe Jefferson District High School" until 1905 when the prop-
erties were transferred to the Daingerfield lndependent School District.
An official Texas Historical Marker for the site of Chapel Hill College
was dedicated Sunday, May 15, 1966.
J aho Manley Richardson, a distinguished East Te.."C8S teacher and a
major in the Confederate Army, came to East Te.'Cas from Georgia in
the 1870's. Major Richardson was a co-founder of Bowden College of Bowden,
Georgia. Bowden College was established in 1856 and closed its doors,
after the regular school term, in 1936. Much of the information about
Richardson which is now in the possession of the Morris County Historical
Society was obtained when residents of Bowden were planning a his-
torical marker for the college site. Richardson attended the Citadel in
South Carolina, graduated in first place in a class of twenty-five from
the University of Virginia, was awarded a Bachelor of Science, summa
cum laude, from Harvard University in 1864, and in 1888 was the recip-
ient of an honorary Ph. D. from Bowden University. Richardson was
the author of a number of books and articIesj some were translations
from French. Richardson taught in the public schools of Sulphur Springs,
Leesburg, Pittsburg, and Daingerfield. He died in 1898.
A Confederate Information marker has been obtained for Hussey and
Logan's Mill and Gin Factory, which \\'llS established in 1855 and went
out of business in 1897. Dedication services are being planned.
An official Texas Historical Marker has been erected near the site of
Spearmans Ferry on United States Highway 259 in south Morris County.
In 1870 the Te..xas Legislature authorized the toll rates that the Big
Cypress Bridge Company could charge for a toll bridge at the fonner
site of the ferry.
The survey committee is also continuing the work of listing ceme-
teries in the Count)'. James Thompson, a Revolutionary War soldier is
buried in the Daingerfield Cemetery.l John Peacock, a soldier of the War
of 1812 and son-in-law of Thompson, and William Peacock, the son of
John Peacock and a sheriff of Paschal County, Te.X88, along with two
soldiers of the Texas War of Independence, :Major William H. Moore and
Private John V. Cherry, are also buried in the Daingerfield Cemetery.
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The survey committee has made a copy of the 1841 tax rolls of Red
River County and the 1844 tax rolls of the "Southern Division of Red
River County," which from 1841 to 1842 was known as Paschal County.
The tax rolls of Paschal County, however, have not been fOWld.
A Restoration Award was presented to Mrs. W. C. Windsor of Tyler,
on June 20, 1966, for her restoration achievements in restoring "Rose--
land," the old Hambrick House. The Hambrick House is fourteen miles
west of Tyler, in Van Zandt County.
John Ben Shepperd, president of the Texas Historical Stete Survey
Committee, served as master of ceremonies for the program which was
held on the front porch of the home. Mrs. Russell Laney of Wills Point,
chairman of the Van Zandt County Historical Committee, gave the weI·
come address, and Mrs. Dan Lester of Jefferson, a member of the Texas
State Historical Survey Committee, explained the significance of the
award.
The "First Lady of Texas" Mrs. John Connally presented the award
to Mrs. Windsor. Mrs. Connally praised the Te.~as Stete Historical Sur-
vey Committee for its efforts to commemorate restoration projects and
paid tribute to Mrs. Windsor for her achievement.
Mrs. Smith Reynolds and Mrs. Sam Bright of Tyler, granddaughters
of the late Burrell Hampton Hambrick who built the Hamhrick House,
were program guests. Hambrick built the house soon after he came
to Te.xas from Virginia in 1850.
The Bowie County Historical Survey Committee was one of ten coun-
ties in the state to receive the Distinguished Service Award in 1964 and
one of eight counties to receive the award in 1965 and with other win-
ning committees was entertained by the First National Bank of Odessa
while at the state conference in 1965. The committee also made the
Quote Busters Club in 1965, the first year the Cluh was organized. It
again made the Quote Busters Club for February, 1966.
Bo\\o;e County was given five Centennial Markers by the Texas Cen·
tennial Commission in 1963. Since November of 1963. the Bowie County
Historical Survey Committee has erected nine Official Texas State Historical
Markers and four other sites have been approyed to receive markers.
In 1965, the Committee received a Confederate Stetes of America
marker for Harvey Sanders, who fought at Shiloh. Chickamauga and other
battles in the Chri] War. After being wounded twice, he became a guard
at the Confederate Wbite House.
When Richmond fell on April 3. 1866. Harvey Sanders wns selected as
an escort for the departing President, Jefferson Davis. Five weeks later
on May 10, near Irwinsville, Georgia. Federals captured him and his
party.
Harvey Sanders was released in a year. Later he came to Texas and
lived in Bowie County near New Boston until his death in 1925. He was
honored for years as the last man of the Davis bodyguard.
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The dedication ceremony for the Sanders marker was held September
13, 1965, with Mrs. L. M. Burch. chairman of the su!H:ommittee on
Historical Markers and Landmarks acting as master of ceremonies. Sen·
ator A. M. Aikin, Jr., introduced Lieutenant-Governor Preston Smith, who
gave the dedicatory address. l!.1rs. Dan Lester, Chairman of Region Five,
discussed "RAMPS." the State Historical Survey Committee's Program
for Texas. Mrs. Minor Davis, President of the Te.,>arkana Chapter of
the United Daughters of the Confederacy had charge of the unveiling
of the marker.
Mter the dedication ceremony. the mayor of New Boston entertained
the distinguished guests and members of the Bowie County Historical
Survey Committee with a luncheon.
On June 6, 1966, the Bowie County Historical Survey Committee ded-
icated a Texas Historical Marker for the Dalby Springs Methodist Church.
The first families to settle in what later became known as Dalby
Springs were the Benjamin Booth and Mrs. Annal Bullock Dalhy families
who came to Texas in 1836 and 1839 respectively. Church services held
at Dalby Springs after 1839 were at first held in private homes or under
an arbor built from trees. The first school house was built in the early
sLxties. The school building was used also for many years for :Methodist
Church services and other public gatherings.
The first church house was built at Dalby Springs in 1887 and it was
put together with square nails. The building is still in use. It has one
large room, with frosted windows, rounded at the top, and a long steeped
roof. A huge bell is at the back of the church.
One of the first ministers to preach to the early Dalby Springs settlers
was the Reverend H. M. Burrows. He was also a physician and would
not accept a fee for his church services.
County Judge Robert Dalby acted as master of ceremonies for the
dedication of the Dalby Springs marker and State Representative Bob
Bass gave the dedicatory address.
A marker for one of the oldest settlements in Bowie County, now the
thriving town of De Kalb, has been approved. David Crockett had the
honor of naming De Kalb.
The officers of the Bowie County Historical Survey Committee are:
Mrs. A. A. Forester, chairman; Mrs. J. R. Crowder, secretary-treasurer;
Mrs. L. M. Burch, chainnan, sub-committee historical makers-landmarks;
H. E. Fagan, chainnan, sub-committee finance; Mrs. H. W. McClure,
chainnan, sub-committee historical preservation; :Mrs. R. M. Davis. chair-
man, sub-committee history and touristj A. A. Forester, chainnan, sub-
committee legislation.
Exnctly foul' and two-tenths miles south of Courthouse Square in
Jasper on the east side of Highway 96, the Jasper County Historical
Survey Committee has erected a directional sign:
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HISTORICAL MARKER
STEPHEN WILLIAMS, hero of the
REVOLUTIONARY WAR
2-1/10 miles
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Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bradshaw graciously consented for the sign to be
placed on their property fronting the highway, but this was not only
because of their special interest-Mrs. Bradshaw is a descendant of this
veteran of three major wars. He fought in several battles of the Ameri-
can Revolution, he was in the battle of New Orleans after the War
of 1812, and he was in the battle of San Antonio with three of his
grandsons.
The sign is thn!e feet in width and four in length with black letters
on white background. The monument itself was erected in 1936 during
the Centennial and marks the old Williams homesite. It is located on
Walnut Run Creek about three miles southeast of Jasper in the Stephen
Williams Survey, Abstract No. 43, and was on the old Jasper-Belgrade
road. The present owner is Temple Industries. Mr. A. H. Snell, Com-
missioner of Precinct No. Three and Mr. Garland Bridges, forester for
Temple Industries, cooperated in building an all-weather road to the
site, and Mr. Bridges had an area of about five thousand square feet
around the marker cleared and grass planted. Temple Industries main-
tains the area.
By the way of answering an inquiry about the possibility of kinship
between the Samuel S. Lewis and Colonel William McFarland families,
early settlers of Jasper County, Mrs. F. L. Benthall, Sr., 2005 Bauer
Drive, Houston, Texas, 77055, sent the following information:
COLONEL SAMUEL S. LEWIS, EARLY TEXAN
Samuel S. Lewis, son of John and Sarah Lewis, was born in
Virginia, July 4, 1784. He was married to Sarah Lemaster, daughter
of John and Sarah (Vest) Lemaster on August 7, 1804 in Henry
County, Kentucky. She was born in Virginia March 12, 1785.
By or before 1806 Samuel and Sarah moved to Clark County,
Indiana. Sarah was a sister to James Lemaster who married Nancy
Kimberlin, and it is possible that Samuel and Sarah were at Kim-
berlin Blockhouse; this has yet to be proved.
We know the Lewis family remained in Clark County until after
1810, then moved to Orange County where Samuel laid out the town
of Orleans, Indiana. The original plat shoW's it was signed by Sam-
uel Lewis and William McFarland on March 1, 1815 as owners of
the land. The Battle of New Orleans (January 8, 1815) was the
inspiration for choosing of the nnme. In 1965, Orleans, Indiana,
celebrated its sesqui-centennial. Their history records it to be the
oldest town in Orange County and states:
liThe first house was built by Samuel Lewis, and, as saw mills
had not yet found their way to this frontier, it was made of logs,
and was used as a tavern for several years, where the wants of
the weary pilgrims to this Western World could be supplied, and
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where at night before a blazing fire they were beguiled with the
marvelous stories of the new country's wonders and adventure. In
1817 Samuel Lewis built the first brick building there."
During the War of 1812 Samuel Lewis' service has been diffi-
cult to determine. When his widow, then living in Newton County,
Te."tas, applied for Bounty Land she stated her husband's papers
had been stolen by Indians. She was elderly and her memory did not
serve her well. She knew her husband had served from the spring
of 1813 to tbe spring of 1814. Sbe thought perhaps his company was
cOllllTUlnded by Captain Zacharia Lindly (or Curry) in the regiment
under the command of Col. Wm. McFarland, or a Col. DePaw. It
is possible he was in Captain Craven's Company which was mustered
in for one years service May 1, 1813, or he may have served later
in the Indiana Militia. as many men did.
Le\\is and McFarland had many land transactions. We find that
on May 21, 1814, Samuel Lewis received a patent from the President
of the United States, and in Salem, Indiana, on March 3, 1815.
Samuel Lewis, Esq., of Washington County sold it to Wm. McFar-
land of Jeffersonville, Indiana, for $196.25. Other deeds show they
bought and sold property for several years.
Later both families moved to Louisiana where they sojourned
before entering Texas. Ouachita Parish, Louisiana, records show
Samuel Lewis sold all his remaining land in Orange County, In-
diana, to his brother, James, on August 5, 1828. The Lewis' third
daughter, Anne, was married to Lewis Donaho while the family was
in residence in Louisiana. Marriage records show the ceremony was
performed by her father, Samuel Lewis, while he was Justice of
the Peace in Ouachita Parish, on February 3, 1831. His eldest son,
Martin B. Lewis, had established his family by this time and his
first born son, John Kenny Lewis, arrived in the same parish July
15. 1826.
The family moved to Tc..xa5 between the 1st and 5th of March, 1832,
as stated in the certificate of character dated January 20, 1833. Lewis
produced testimony that his servants and other property being in
Texas since January, 1830. The Alcalde was Wm. McFarland.
The McFarland and Lewis families continued their friendship after
the move to Texas as they are mentioned a number of times in the
McF81'land Journal which was kept during the years 1837 to 1840
by Thomas S. McFarland, a son of WilJiam.
A notation dated January 30,1837:
Ti8-ited Col. Lewis yesterday morning at Dr. Lawhon's-was pleased
to see the old gentleman--()btained some infonnation concerning the
acts of Congress, of which he is a member. He has presented. me
with a very handsome pipe of German manufacture, made of por-
celain, gold, and Buffalo horn, and well finished in 8\"ery part. I
was much pleased with this handsome mark of friendship and token of
esteem,-Co1. Lewis left here for home this morning with Madam
Lewis.
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Mrs. F. L. Benthall Sr.
2005 Bauer Drive
Houston, Texas 77055
Texas State Library Archives:
Samuel Lewis sen'ed as Lt. Col. in Melton McQueen's Company
with Bullock as Colonel in the Battle of Nacogdoches, and was in
the Battle of San Antonio de Bexar in 1835 during the Texas Revo-
lution.
He and his son received baunt)' land on Cow Creek for this service.
Sam Houston signed a grant for 1 2 league of land in Jasper County.
The Handbook of Texas. and Biographies of The Texan record that
Samuel S. Lewis was a delegate to the First Consultation, and a
Representative from Jasper to the First and Second Congress of
the Republic. He died during the second tenn in February, 1838.
Just this year (1966) there eame to light an old ledger kept by
)lartin B. Lewis, Samuel's eldest son, which gave the birth dates
and residences of his own and his father's families.
The children of Samuel and Sarah Lemaster Lewis were: Martin
B., January 13, 1 06; John T., February 14, 1808; Charlotte, May
28, 1810; Elizabeth, March 4, 1813; Ann, May 29, 1815; Wm. Mc-
Farland. )Iarch I, 18J7; )Ialinda, )farch 30, 1824; all in Indiana.
Another notation reads:
"Samuel S. Lewis, en. Died on his own Plantation in his own
Dwelling House in Jasper County, Te.'\':as, Feb. 10th, 9 Qc. A. D. 1838
being 53 years 7 months & 6 days of age."
Another: "Charlotte Harper Lewis, a daughter of Martin B. Lewis
& Nancy Lewis was born in Jasper County, Dec. 14, l835-Whilst
the taking of Bexar."
A complete list of the children of this couple is given in this old
ledger.
It also contains a rare document, "A Musterrole for Beat No. I,
Jasper County Texas, August 3, 1861. The names of Hancock, May,
Pace, are some of those listed.
• • •
The above is submitted for the interest of families in Jasper and
Newton Counties who may be descendants of early Texas families.
T am descended from Samuel Lewis through his third daughter Ann
who married Lewis Donaho. They left that area before the Civil
\Var and my mother never knew any of her people except her grand-
mother Ann Donaho who lh'ed until 1890. he died in Bexar County,
Texas.
I should like to e.."(change infonnation with anyone who has data
on these early Te..'\':as families.
What prompted the inquiry was the fact that Colonel Lewis named his
youngest son William )lcFarland. )lcFarland in turn had a son named
Samuel.
The Freestone County Historical SunTey Committee did not begin to
operat-e until 1963. Its first undertaking was to get pennission to mount
the Civil War cannon at Fairfield on wheels and present it at the Cen-
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tennial Commemorotion of the battle of :\lansfield. Louisiana, where the
gun gave gallant sen·ice on )lay ,1864. The gun, which for about forty
rears had rested on a block of concrete, was one of four which Captain
T. D. !'ettle of the famous Yal\'erue Battery brought back to Fairfield
at the close of the Civil Wa:r in!:"lead of tuming them over to Federal
authorities at Nacogdoches. On April I 196·" the cannon was the star
performer on the Centennial Commemoration program at :\Ianslleld.... ·ow
on its carriage, it again l"Csts on the court house grounds at Fairfield
with an official Texas Civil War )Iemorial Information ),Iarker beside
it. Cnptain T. D. Nettles' son, T. D. ~ettJes of )1 art, unveiled the marker,
which states that:
On February 21, 1862, the guns of McRae's Federal battery were
captured by the Texans under General Henry Hopkins Sibley at the
battle of Vah'erde, ~ew ~le.\:ico. In 1862, the Texans, with the cap-
tured guns, formed an elite battery of their own, manned b;r soldiers
picked from throughout the Sibley brigade. The)' named it the "Val-
verde Batter)'." Joe Sayers, later to be governor of Texas, and T. D.
Nettles were made captain and first lieutenant, respectively. In
1 63, Nettles became battery commander, the position he held until
the end of the war.
At the time the marker for the cannon was dedicated, two other
Civil War memorials were also unveiled. One is for Colonel William L.
)toody who organized and led into combat the first company of Con-
federates from Freestone County. The other is for Captain L. D. Bradley
who led twenty of his company, Com pan)' B, 2nd Battalion, \VauI's Te.\':as
Legion, and eighteen other men and recaptured the Railroad Redoubt
during the seige at Vicksburg, which was the only breach to that time
that had been made in the Confederate lines. )1rs. Mary Moody Northern
of Galveston, granddaughter of Colonel Moody and a gre.:'1.t niece of
Captain Bradley, later colonel, unveiled the two markers.
Three other Texas Ci"il War ~1emorial Information Markers have been
erected in Freestone County and are for Butler Soldiers' Homes, Rev-
erend George Washington Baines, and General John Gregg.
Freestone Count)· was a leader in providing homes for entertaining
Confederate soldiers in transit between their homes and their militar)·
units. Two homes at Butler were among those most fa'·orably known in
Ute state.
Re"erend George Washington Baines, great grandfather of President
L)'ndon B. Johnson, resigned the presidency oC Baylor l:niversity at
Independence to become a war time pastor of Baptist churches at Fair-
field, Butler, and Rehoboth in Freestone Count)·, and at Springfield, then
the county seat oC Limestone County. ~linutes of the Butler Baptist
Church show that Baines was called to the pastoral care oC that church
"on Saturday before the 3rd Sabbath in October, 1 63." In 1866, because
of bad health, Reverend Baines resigned us pastor of the churches and
moved to Salado. Melissa Ann Baines, mother of Reverend Baines' ten
children, died soon aIter he came to Freestone County and is buried in
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the Fairfield Cemetery. The wiCe of another fonner president of Baylor
University while the University was located at Independence is also
buried in the Fairfield Cemetery; Rebecca W. Graves, wife of Henry Lee
Graves, the first president of Baylor. Graves was also president of Fair-
field Female College from 1859 to 1870.
John Gregg, in whose honor Gregg County was named, came to Free-
stone County (rom Alabama about 1 54 to practice law. He became a
civic leader, district judge and in 1 61 represented Freestone County in
the Texas Secession Com·ention. He was one of seven Texans sent to
represent the state at the Provisional Congress of the Confederacy, in
:\lontgomery, Alabama, and went with that body to Richmond. Virginia,
as a Confederate congressman.
He returned to Freestone County to raise a regiment, the Seventh
Texas Infantry, and was its first colonel. In 1864, he commanded the
Texas Brigade, and was its first colonel. The Texas Brigade had once
been commanded by General J. B. Hood. Gregg was killed leading the
Texas Brigade near Richmond, October 7. 1 64.
During 1965, th Freestone Count)' H istol'ical Survey Committee placed
historical building medallions on Stewards Mill CountT)' Store and Har-
mony Church at Stewards ;\li1l (seven miles northeast of Fairfield), and
on the Dr. Emmet Headlee house, first residence built in Teague in 1906.
In ~Iay of 1966, the owner of the old Freestone County jail, built in 1857,
ad\'ertised it for sale. The old jail was to be torn down for the hand-
made brick with which it was built. The Sun'ey Committee organized a
drive for $5,000 to purchase the building for a museum. About $7,500
has been raised to date and the building will be restored and will become
the Freestone Count)' Historical :\luseum.
The Harrison Count)' Historical Society will continue for the third
year the publication of the "Historical Herald" under the editorship of
Eugene Spl1Jell. The "Herald" has created wide-spread interest. and is
mailed monthly to more than 200 members and subscribers.
The Historical un-e)' Committee erected an official state marker at
the entrance to the Old :\Iarshall Cemetery. Il notes these historical
personages buried there: Governor Edwllrd Clark; Confederate Brigadier
Generals Walter P. Lane and Horace Randal; and John T. Mills, As-
sociate Justice of the Supreme Court, Republic of Texas.
The Harrison COUnty Museum acquired earl). in the summ l' as a gift
from the city the old :\Iarshall fire alarm bell. Weighing 900 pounds and
2 inches indiameter, it was purchased in 1 77 b)' local \'olunleer fire
compan.ies, the Salamanders and the Stonewalls. AIter almost fifty years
of silence the old bell rang out on the Fourth of July, 1966, in a city.
wide bell ringing program commemorating the signing of the Declara-
tion of Independence.
The :'1useum during the first six months of 1966 registered over 1000
\'jsilors. ~tany were from out of lown and out of state. Touring the mu-
seum has pro\'ed very popular with student and other groups.
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Retired Federal Judge T. Whitfield was the honored speaker at the
June meeting of the Historical Society. This picnic meeting was held
at t.he Josephine Davidson :\temorial Chapel deep in the woods of north-
east Harrison County. Judge Davidson erected the chapel a number of
years ago to honor his mother.
The Hunt County Historical Society I'('centlr 1"e-eledcd Fletcher War-
ren as president for another year; General Hal C. Horton as vice-presi-
dent; :\Irs. Ed :\1. Jones, recording secretary; :\Irs. Norine P. Morris,
treasurer; ~Irs. R. L. Jones, reporter; and W. Walworth Hardson,
curator and correspondent.
Under President Warren's leadership the study of local history, as
related to adjacent counties, has been continued. Judge Truett Mayo,
County Judge of Van Zandl Count)., was a recent speaker on this theme.
He was the sixth representati\'e of a county adjoining Hunt to ad-
dress the societ)T. The others ha\'e been from Collin, Fannin, Delta, Hop-
kins, and Rains. Two more counties are yet to be heard from in tlle
series, Kaufman and Rockwall.
The society has also been favored with a paper by Dr. \V. E. Sawyer
of the History Department of East Texas State Vniversity. He discussed
"East Te.\'::lS Cnder Binion." This was another chapter in the history
of the l:nh'ersity being written by Dr. Sawyer, who is an active mem-
ber of the society. Other members doing noteworthy historical work are
former society president, Dr. R. L. Jones and Mrs. Jones, of Commerce.
Dr. and Mrs. Jones have collaborated in a number of well documented
Tex"as history articles appearing in EUlft TezuR Hi8torical JotlT1Ial. Soltth-
weatenl Historical Quarterly and other publications. Dr. Jones is the
former head of the History Department of East Texas State University.
President Warren represented the society at the three-day symposium
in Houston on historic presen'ation and restoration.
Through its affiliated agency, the Hunt Count)' Historical Surve)' Com-
mittee, markers ha\'e recentl)' been placed honoring Judge James Hooker
of Hooker Ridge; the Harrell Camp Ground, early religious camp meet-
ing site of the pioneers; and St. Paul's Episcopal Church, now the old-
est church building in Greenville. Two more markers are being processed
for later dedication. W. Walworth Harrison is chairman of the Count)T
SunTey Committee.
Emma Haynes, of the archives committee of the Polk County Histor-
ical Survey Committee, was made the historical research chairman when
the committee decided to collect the history of the county and of pioneer
families for publication in two volumes. )liss Haynes had written a his-
tory of Polk Count)· in 1936 and has wanted to revise it. She attempts
here to tell how she and others went about collection of this material:
Perhaps the primar)' and most important step was the work of
the county chainnan and the local newspaper and radio stations in
keeping the activities of the committee, and its aims, before the
public, which aroused interest among many who later were of great
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assistance in the project. Questionnaires were mailed out to both
present and former residents of the area, about half of which were
returned with pertinent information. The first volume of County
Deeds was read and many notes were made to get the general set-
tlement of the county and names as a basis for further research
on family histories. Capable people were asked to write their own
family histories. This saved time and work for the committee and
also kept the family histories from being stereotyped as they were
allowed to write in their individual styles, with no form to follow.
Planning, replanning, and more planning cannot be overemphasized.
Tnterviews included questions on economic, social, and religious life
of the people. Much of the information thus secured will be used
in the general histor}". Index cards have heel! kept in a purse so
that they would be readily accessible when someone was contacted who
could furnish information or who could refer me to someone who
could. The local paper published a list of one hundred and fifty fam-
ilies, requesting names and addresses of descendants. Five of the
replies pro\'ed most valuable. Other research was made of all rec-
ords (e.xcept criminal) in the Polk County Courthouse; deed records
of adjoining counties; early minutes of churches in the county; obit·
uaries; the history of the Masonic Lodge; material given or loaned
to the archives of the local museum; census records and old Texas
Almanacs in the Houston Public Library; and census records and
other material in the East Texas Room of Stephen F. Austin State
College library.
Delta County has been awarded two Texas Historical Building Medal-
lions. The Medallion for the Chapman House reads as follows:
PRE-CIVIL WAR HOME, BUILT
ABOUT 1858; RESTORED IN 1880.
FOUNDATION IS OF NATIVE BOIS
d'ARC BLOCKS; SET AND CAPPED
WITH HAND-HEWN SILLS.
THREE 20-FOOT ROOMS HAVE
FRONT PORCH DOOR ENTRANCES.
KITCHEN IS 20 BY 20 FEET.
RESIDENCE REMAI 'ED IN
CHAPMAN FAMILY UNTIL 1954.
RECORDED TEXAS HISTORIC LANDMARK, 1956.
The second Medallion was for the First National Bank Building:
FIRST NATIONAL BANK.
OLDEST BANK IN DELTA COUNTY.
FOUNDED 1889 AS PRIVATE FIRM
OPERATING IN A GROCERY STORE.
CHARTERED AT A NATIONAL BANK
IN 1891. ERECTED TH IS B ILDING
1909, AND IN 1925 MERGED WITH
GUARANTY STATE BANK. HAS HAD
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CO~TINUAL GROWTH A~D PROSPERITY.
THE FOUNDER, WM. J. ~lcDONALD
(1844-1926), AT HIS DEATH LEFT
A GREAT FORTUNE TO ESTABLISH
AN ASTRO 'O~lICAL OBSERVATORY OF
THE FIRST ORDER-THE ~IcDO~ALD
OBSERVATORY, IN WEST TEXAS.
RECORDED TEXAS HISTORIC LANDMARK, 1966.
Miss Ruth Read Eppner, of Palestine, has submitted the following
article about earl), Anderson County and her grandfather and grand-
mother .....ho were early settlers of the county. :\Jiss Eppner's grand-
mother, Susan S. Scott, married Judge John Byler Mallard in Mississippi
on :\larch 15. 1844, and Mallard and his wife came to Texas and set-
tled near Fort Houston in 1845, and moved to Palestine in February
1846. John Byler MalJard was the first attorney in Palestine, was a
member of the Fifth Texas Legislature, the second Chief Justice of An-
derson County, and assisted in taking the first census for Palestine in
1848. This census shows:
White families Number of whites Negro slaves
Mallard 3 3
Tuggle 7 3
Reeves 4 1
Joost 5 S
~lcClure 4 2
Grigsby 4 0
DeBard 5 3
Jowers 4 4
Jasper 6 1
J. C. Ratcliffe 5 0
Mrs. White 4 0
Galloway 3 0
Fowler 5 1
J. Ratcliffe 3 0
Other residents Ii\·ing near
Palestine 80 10
142 31
After Te..xas became a state in the United States, a wave of immigra-
tion came to Texas from the United States, and Anderson County con-
sisting of 1,088 square miles, on July 13, 1846, was separated from
Houston Count». The county seat was also changed from the original
site, Fort Houston to Palestine which was in the center of the county.
The Parker family, a prominent family in the county. ga'·e the name
Palestine to the new county seat in honor of t.heir native town Palestine,
Illinois. By 1850 Palestine was said to have had two thousand popula-
tion.
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The first courthouse in Anderson County was a frame building on the
northeast corner of the square. This building was replaced by a brick
structure in 1866-56 costing $6,000.00. In 1872 the county voted $150,000.00
in bonds as a subsidy to secure the International and Great Northern
Railway. These bonds were paid off by 1892. In 1880, a new jail was
constructed which cost $2~,OOO.00. In 1885-86 a third courthouse was
erected which cost $40,500.00. The present Courthouse was built in 1913-14
at a cost of $250,000.00 and a new jail was constructed in 1931-32 at a cost
of $60,000.00.
The Mallards, in the meantime, had purchased twenty-one blocks in
"Old Town" Palestine. and thus acquired valuable property. The Mal-
lards had seven children, the oldest, 1\lrs. Bettie M. Oder, was a teacher
in Palestine for forty-six years. In 1848 the :\laUards built their
home using slave labor and this home, which is still occupied and is
now owned by Mrs..Maggie Miller and her family, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Bradberry, is one of the oldest homes in Palestine.
Judge John Byler Mallard, Judge William Alexander and Judge John
B. Reagan had formed a partnership by 1852 when Reagan ran for
district judge. Judge ~fallard died in 1854. and on ~Iarch 8, 1857 Judge
William Alexander and Susan Scott Mallard were married, and im-
mediately left for Rusk on their honeymoon. A so-called bridal party
accompanied the bride and groom to Rusk. The bridal party included
the editor of Palestin.e Adl'ocate who wrote an account of the trip. A
few miles out of Palestine, one of the buggies broke down and the
occupants of t.hat particular buggy had to return to Palestine in a
The Mallard House
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borrowed buggy, the other buggies of the party continued and reached
the Cherokee Hotel in Rusk by six o'clock in the evening. The party
after a dinner at a private home a few miles out of Rusk on )fonday
evening, returned to Rusk and spent the night at Bracken House.
The editor in his account deS<.'ribes Rusk in 1 57, and ends his story
by s3}'Ing the party returned to Palestine on MaJ'Ch 10 without incident.
Judge Alexander and Susan continued to live in the )Iallard House
and t.wo daughters, Barbara Alexander Eppner, born December 14, 1 57,
and died August II, 1941. and Sue Ale.'{ander, born December 10, 1859,
and Died December 12, 1873, were born to this marriage.
\Yilliam Ale.xander - 181-1-1872
•
•
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This house was the first home in Palestine to be marked by the
Daughters of American Re\'olution, when a stone marker was erected
in 1952.
Judge ''''illiam Ale.xander was born in Glasgow, Scotland, September
10, 1814, and came to New York with his parents in 1822. He obtained
a law degree from Yale and for a time practiced law at Tuskegee,
Alubama. and received a license to practice before the Alabama Supreme
Court, January 11, 1850.
Alexander arrived in Galveston late in the year 1850 and immediately
went on to Palestine and lived there until his death. On February 1, 1851,
he received his license to practice before the Supreme Court of Texas.
In 1860 he was appointed b)' GO\'ernor Sam Houston, Chief Justice
of Anderson County and served in this capacity until 1865. Alexander
joined the Presbyterian Church September 11, 1853, and became a
de\'out member. He helped establish the first public school in Palestine
and served on the first school board. He worked to obtain the bond
issue by which the International and Great Northern Railroad was in-
duced to come into Palestine.
William Ale.xander died January 11, 1872. The state medallion grave
marker was the first marker awarded in Anderson County to an early
settler. He is buried in the Old Palestine Cemetery.
Two members of the East Texas Historical Association have received
promotions. Dr. P. B. Williams, head of the history department at
Lamar State College of Technology, ",ill become on September 1, Dean
of the School of Liberal Arts. Dr. Ralph A. Wooster, Lamar State Col-
lege of Technology history professor, who has written extensively, in-
cluding several articles that have been published in the East Texas
Historical Journnl has been promoted to t.he position as head of the
history department.
The Board of Directors of the East Te.xas Historical Assoc.iation, at
a July, 1966, meeting, adopted an official seal for the Association.
This seal will appear on the back cover of the Journal and on the
Association letterheads and envelopes,
The Smith County Historical Society is publishing Dougla.B's Texas
BatteTl/ CSA, edited by Lucia Rutherford Douglas. This book tells the
story of "The History of Texas' most famous ConCederate artillery unit
told Cor the first time in the words of its commander," Only 1,000
copies will be printed, and each copy will be numbered.
The pre-publication price will be $6.40 postpaid and including the tax.
Checks may be made payable to the Smith County Historical Society
and mailed to Miss Mary K. Haynes, 918 Camellia, Tyler, Texas 76701.
The Monte Verdi Mansjon House has passed from the ownersrup
oC the Devereaux family and changed hands numerous times. ]n 1958
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the house was O\\"Tled by J. J. Sinclair of :\Iinden and had been un-
occupiffi fOT a number of years and by 1959 was almost a complete
loss. The dilapidated house came to the attention of .\Iayor and :Mrs.
Emmett Lowery of Texas City who bought :'otonte Verdi and began
.\1onte Verdi Restored, 1961
)lonte Verdi Before Restorntion
•
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its restoration in 1959 and had completely restored the house by 1961,
When one visits Monte Verdi it is not difficult to understand why
Julien De\'ereaux chose the site for his home, As Dorman Winfrey writes:
The hill is beautiful and views from it in all directions are breath-
taking. In one direction there is the distant haze of the Angelina
River bottoms; in another direction one can see Henderson, some
twent)1 miles away. From the Monte Verdi :\Iansion House the view
in all directions, including some of the most striking parts of Rusk
County, is one of supreme beauty at any time of the year.
Professor Ralph A. Wooster, program chairman for the 1966 annual
meeting of the East Texas Historical Association, has arranged a tour
of ~lonte Verdi Plantation immediately following the end of the afternoon
program.
lIn an earlier issue of the East Texas Historical Journal, the state-
ment was made that only two Revolutionary soldiers were buried in Te.xas.
2Palestine Daily Visitor :\larch 9, 1925.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
ARCHIE P. McDONALD
At its Spring, 1966, meeting in Commerce. the Board of Directors of
the East Texas Historical Association authorized the announcement of
an annual Essay Contest to be sponsored by the East Texas Historical
Journal. The conlest will be primaril)· oriented to students in the
secondary schools of East Texas, but essays on historical topics dealing
with East Texas wilt be accepted from all interested parties. ~lernbers
of the association who are teachers are especially urged to encourage
their students to compete in this contest. The rules are simple and the
object is obvious: to encourage by competition an appreciation for and
a participation in the writing of East Te.xns histoT}-. In order to be
considered lor the first round of competition, all essays must be in
the office of the chainnan of the judges committee on or before July 1,
1967. They should be neaU}· typed, no longer than ten pages, and I.-
adequately documented ror accuracy. Entries cannot be returned unless
a stamped, addressed envelope is provided; they should be mailed to
East Texas Essay Contest. c/o Archie P. ;\lcDonald, Box 6223, SFA
St3tion, Stephen F. Austin State College, Nacogdoches, Te.xas 75961.
The winner will be announced at the Fall meeting of the Association,
1967, and the winning essay may be published in the Spring issue of
the East Texas Hislon'cal Journal. All ent.ries will be considered for
publication.
An interesting new book on Texas' Spanish period has recently been
published by the' Texian Press of Waco. Six MisRions 0/ Texas, under
the general editorship of Donnan H. Winfrey, SLate Librarian, is
a colorful and interesting volume dealing with the founding, daily life,
and e\'entunl demise of the six Spanish missions most associated with
Texas history. :vir. Winfrey coordjnated siJC strong writers of South-
western lore to produce this handsome companion volume to the Heroes
of Texas, and he follows a format similar to that e..'(cellent book. In
order of arrangement, they are Lon Tinkle, "The Alamo"; Joe B. Frantz,
"La Bahia"; Joseph W. Schmitz, "Concepcion"; Dorman H. Winfrey,
"San Francisco de Espada"; James ?l1. Dar, "San Jose"; and Ben
Proctor, "San Juan Capistrano." There is also an introduction by
Go'·.rnor John Connally and a preface by Texas State Historical Com-
missioner and former GO\'ernor, Price Daniel. Each has written indi-
\ridually about his particular Mission with Iiltle effort to eliminate
duplication. At first glance this might seem unnecessary, but when it
is remembered that the articles will probably be read at several sittings,
the duplication will be but a gentle reminder, not a boring redundance.
All are interestingly written and contain much of "alue for the Texas
historian. Tinkle's 1f Alamo" is quite _imilar to his Tllirtl!e-n Days To
Glory in basic interpretation; Frantz, as usual, turns in a well researched
and well written piece on the volume's only mission outside the San
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Antonio complex j Schmitz's uConcepcion" is feelingly done \\;th a myriad
of detail j Winfrey does an excellent job of resurrecting the nearly lost
San Francisco de Espada and placing it into perspective; but the best
two selections are by Day and Proctor. Day's San Jose is poetically
written, a.nd is possibly the most complete of the sLx essays. But from
the strictly professional historian's view·point, Proctor's is probabl)' the
better of the six. His style is that of an accomplished writer, his inter-
pretation is restrained but finn. All authors emphasize the political and
secular role of these missions, most of which were established at least
partially as a deterrent to the feared French invasions from the
Mississippi River Valley. All, however, give full credit and attention
to the religious material.
Again, as with the volume on Heroes. the real heroes are the portraits
of the missions which accompany each article. Painted by Mr. Granville
Bruce, they are the special gift to the state of Texas by sponsors Mr.
and Mrs. John B. and Verie McFadin Godfrey of Austin. The book
is available by mail at the Te.xian Press, Box 1684, Waco Texas, at $10.
Reproductions of the paintings are available at $2 per set.
One of the outstanding publications of the 1)3st year is the Saga
0/ Texas, a six·volume history of Texas published by the Steck-Vaughn
Company of Austin, Texas. The Saga was under the general editorship
or Seymour V. Connor. Each volume contains approximately 225 pages.
They are finely illustrated by ink drawings, and most contain maps
and charts. Each volume contains an interesting department called
"Point of View" that is semi-biographical and sometimes contains con-
fessional or prejudicial viewpoints, as in t.he case of Connor, who concludes
Volume Three with the admission that he has written his book with a pro-
Texas bias, which he believes is "entirely justified by the facts" (p. 258).
The six volumes are a welcomed addition to Texas historiography.
They represent the only attempt in modern times to present the whole
panorama of Texas history, and where they have shortcomings they are
largely forgivable. Mostly they may be criticized for omitting some aspects
or for not adequately emphasizing others. But when one is attempting
to cover three hundred years in two hundred pages, something probably
has to suffer. The volumes also reveal too much reliance on printed
sources and thus repeat errors of other authors. This, happily, is not
frequent. The project is divided chronologically, and each author treats
his time period as he desires. This has produced some unevenness with one
volume being given mostly to economics and another to politics without
much attempt to integrate the remainder of the story.
Odie B. Faulk's A SIt£cess/ul Failure, 1519-1810 gives the series a
good beginning. The story of the early Spanish explorations are color-
fully told. The brushes with Indian, French, and finally American in-
vaders, as they find their way into th~ upper regions of Spanish territory,
are adequately and interestingly portrayed.
David M. Vigness's The Revolutio71lUll Decades, 1810-1836, has a shorter
period but a bigger story. Vigness weaves the connecting line that he
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sees between the revolutionary shocks of Mexico from 1810 until they
provoke the Texans themselves to revolt against the Te\"olutionary go\'-
enlments of .:\lexico. The star)' of Texas' fight for independence is
excitingly told, and Vigness follows the standard Texas interpretation
of that struggle.
Adl'entltre in Glory, 1836-1849, by Seymour V. Conner is also the
standard interpretation of the years of the Republic. As long as Con-
ner is in this period he does well. His discussion of the political ani-
mosities which existed between Sam Houston and M. B. Lamar are
lh'ely and interesting. His treatment of approaching but uncertain state-
hood is well done. His presentation of the .:\Iexican war, however, is far
from adequate and admittedly prejudicial.
Texas in Turmoil, 18~9-1875, is easily the best volume of the set.
Here, Ernest Wallace deals with the hectic 1850's, with the frontier,
and with the Civil \Var and the Reconstruction in Texas. His presenta-
tion of the Civil War is balanced, mature, and fair. He is mildly re-
visionist in his interpretation of Reconstruction. His style is excellent,
it is clear, and it is interesting. No more can be expected.
Bill)' )1. Jones', The Search for lIlat14.rity, 1875-1900, is almost wholly
given to an economic analysis of the industrial and agricultural growth
of Texas during the period. The early chapters dealing with the color-
ful lawless element of the period are more interesting, but Jones has
been well advised to place his emphasis on economics. Sometimes the
going is rough and the path is obstructed by production figures that
all seem to look alike. but this is the stuff of which our modern world
is made, and Jones handles it well.
The final volume is the composite work of Odie Faulk and Seth S.
McKay. Teras After Spindletop is the most unbalanced of all the
volumes. Although this is Texas' most important period from an eco-
nomic standpoint, economics are almost entirel)· ignored after the first
chapter, which is devoted to Spindletop. This chapter is well written,
accurate, and would have been a good model for the remainder of the
book. Instead. the remaining two hundred pages are devoted exclusively
to a political game of who's-got-the-governor's-ehair with an endless
narrative about the glories of the winners. Needless to say, there was
much going on in Texas and in the world that affected Texas which
might ha"e been included. Still, the political discussions are good; they are
merely only a part of the total picture.
In summary, the Saga 01 Teras is an admirable and useful collection
of Texas histor)·. Its breadth gave it organizational problems that were
not entirely solved, but its general worth is considerable.
Bob Bowman, a reporter with several Texas newspapers. has written
a collection of stories about gone but not forgotten towns of East Texas.
This Was East Texas, An Anthology of Ghost Towns, published by the
Free Press of Diboll, Texas, is a"ailable for $1.50. 1n the hope that a
list of towns included might appeal to the special interests of the in-
dividual readers, the following table of contents is provided:
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"Ewing a hard luck town"
"Larissa the Athens of Texas"
·':\Ianning sawmill settlement"
"Jones"i1Ie victim of a jinx"
"Oil Springs Texas first boom Town"
·'Swartwout almost a count)' seat"
.. ~ umpter the start of Trinity County"
.. Fastrill a noble logl,ring camp"
.. :'otount Sterling ... the lost metropolis"
U abinetown ... an ignoble battlefield"
"Ha.slam ... the broken backbone"
"East Hamilton ... a mystery in the forest"
"De Za\'ala a patriot's namesake"
"Cincinnati riches from the ri\'er"
UPlentitude the forgotten town"
"Los Adaes a Texas capital"
"New Binningham ... iron queen of the Southwest"
"Burning Bush ... an experiment that failed"
"Be"ilport ... child of the river"
There is also a list of "Some Other Ghosts," which contains veT}' brief
summaries of some thirty-three additional settlements. These short articles
are well written. The \'ocabulary is a little strained, but the appreciation
for the subject is ob"iously genuine.
The )'ear J966 marks the centennial anniversary of an important
e,'ent to the economic history of Texas-the successful drilling for oil.
The first accredited well was drilled in the fall of 1866 by Lyne Talia-
ferro Barret, a nath'e of Virginia but a long-time resident in or near
the settlement and town of Melrose in Nacogdoches County. Located
in the southwestern part of the county. the well produced approximately
ten barrels a day. Much is being done to commemorate this event. The
Chamber oC Commerce of Nacogdoches staged a celebration in late
September complete with a dedicatory ceremony of a monument to Barret
that was erected on the campus of Stephen F. Austin State College.
Frank X. Tolbert, newspal:ter columnist and sometimes historian, under
the sponsorship of the Texas :'oJid-Continent Oil and Gas Association,
has helped the t'entennial celebration along with a handsome sixteen-page
booklet, The Story of Lyn.e Taliaferro Barret, lVh.o Drilled Texas' First Oil
Well. Copies may be obtained from the Texas Mid-Gontinent Oil and Gas
AS6OCiation, 2929 Southland Center, Dallas, Texas 75201. There apparently
is no charge. The booklet is well researched, featuring an interview with
Barret's last survh'ing daughter just prior to her death last spring,
and interviews and manuscripts that were provided by Barret's grand-
daughters, l\lrs. Frank Shofner and !\Irs. Joseph Johnson, both of Nacog-
doches. Barret went broke in his de"elopment, but his foresight brought
much richness to the modern world.
A number of writing projects are afoot in East Texas. A case in
point is the work of Dr. Robert S . .:\laxwell in the writing the history
of the lumber industry in East Texas. There is also a project underway
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to write the histoT)" of ~1i1a.m Lodge No.2, A. F. & A. M'J located
at Nacogdoches. Readers who possess or know of pictures, diaries, let-
ters, or other pre-dollsl)' una,"aiJable sources are urged to make these
known, nnd to remember the East Texas Collection as a possible de-
pository for these items. Further. any reader who wishes to use this
column as a want·ad for historical sources or infommtion is cordially
invited to contact the Jow,."al. Those who labor in the field of East Texas
history deserve the active assistance of those who !o'"e it. Together
they can learn much about the rich past of the region.
The San Jacinto )luseum of Hislor:r Association announces the pub-
lication of A Con("isc HiNtOry of E(u'(Y Texas, 1819 to 1861, by Charles
E. Gilbert, Jr. It is illustrated by Valgene McLean with representations
of "the 30 historic flags which inspired the "aliant patriots whose
bravery and perseverance made Te.xas history and created the Republic
of Texas." It was published by the author in Houston. The cost, post-
paid, is $3.50 plus 2% State Sales Ta.", through the San Jacinto
)1useum of History Association, San Jacinto Monument, Texas 77584.
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.4. P01"truit of Pancho: The Life of a Great Texan: J. F'rank Dobie.
By Winston Bode. Austin (Pemberton Press), 1965. xiii+164 pp.
Photographs and illustrations. $6.95.
"[B]y interpreting the background of the life in Te..xas and the
whole region of the Southwest in terms of literature . . . [Dobie]
has gi"en us dignity, something solid underfoot that was not there
before, the foundation of a culture." So said the great historian Charles
W. Ramsdell. It is with this quotation that Mr. Bode closes, and in
a sense, sums up his little biography of J. Frank Dobie.
Bode calls his book a portrait; and it is more that than it is a formal
biography. Although the book deals with Dobie chronologically, it is only
roughly chronological. It is a warm, chatty, anecdotal picture of the
great writer, teacher and Te.xan. As such it captures the genuine
western, poseur, idealist, mule-stubborn, witty, intellectual, kind, gruffer,
story·telling Dobie. It is an uncritical work written by a man who
genuinely admired Dobie. II this is a fault, it is a fault easily understood
and easil:r o'·erlooked.
Bode describes Dobie as a man of principle. His critics might have
de.:icribed him as being too unbending, too inflexible and too vocal in
defense of his principles, but Dobie stood {or them even when it was
unprofitable to do so. Dobie was a man of definite ideas and opinions
on subjects ranging from politics to pedagogy to parking meters. But
freedom was his great cause.
Yet for all of Dobie's flamboyant personality, it is probably Dobie
the story-teller who is best known. His many works on the Southwest
have the wit, color and authenticity which make them not only great
stories, but captures the spirit of our section of the country. Dobie did
not write formal history or "scientific" folklore. He would not be bound
by such narrow limitations. "The Lord loveth a cheerful liar," he said.
And again: liMy custom is to try to tell a tale as the original teller
shotdd have told it." [italics added]
The author of A Portrait of Pancho has captured the essence of
the Dobie legend. One of the best summations of this book was given
by Senator Ralph Yarborough who said: "Winston Bode has written
a refreshing and authentic work. His Port?'ait of Pancho reflects the
wit. courage, and genius that made J. Frank Dobie a giant among men
and a symbol of freedom to those of us who knew and loved him."
The book is highly readable and very entertaining. It has more than a
hundred well-ehosen photographs with appropriate enptions. But most
of all it is a good story-l think Dobie would have liked that.
CARL L. DAVIS
Stephen F. Austin State College
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The CroBs Timbers: Memories of a. North Tezas Boyhood. By Edward
Everett Dale. Austin (The University of Texas Press), 1966. ix +
186 pp. Bibliography, index. $4.75.
This is a deeply moving, usually amusing but occasionally sad, account
of life on a small North Te.xas farm in the latter part of the 19th
century. The writer, a distinguished emeritus professor of history at
the University of Oklahoma and author of numerous books on the
American West, was born on a rented prairie farm in Tarrant County
in 1879. Three years later his father moved the family to a new
home in the sandy soil of the Cross Timbers, approximately fifteen
miles north of Fort Worth. For the next ten years the Dale family
lived here in a modest home on a fifty-six-ncre fann.
This nostalgic story of Dale's youth, written largely from memory,
recaptures a pattern of rural life rapidly vanishing from the American
scene. Older readers, especially those who themselves were reared on
a farm, will find much in Dale's story that is familiar-the salt pork,
molasses, mustard greens, corn bread, and potatoes that constituted the
Uvittles," plain and fancy j the rather plain farm house with the wood
stove, the dining table covered with oilcloth, the tall chairs with rawhide
seats, and big open fire-place; the "chores" of the young boy con-
sisting of gathering eggs, bringing in corn cobs for the kitchen stove,
pulling up weeds in the garden, chopping cotton, thinning corn. and
cutting sprouts; and the hunting, fishing, ball games, hide-and-seek,
horseshoes, mumble-peg, and marble games that made up the amuse-
ments of a nual folk. Especially interesting is Dale's description of
schooling in rural North Texas. Here in a two-room setting with
educational materials that would be considered quite c.rode today, Dale
and his classmates learned not only their three R's of reading, writing,
and arithmetic but seemingly a good deal more as well.
In 1892 Dale's father, who had previously moved to California in
1850, to Pike's Peak in 1859, to Nebraska shortly after the Ch'il War,
and finally to Te.'Cas, decided once again that the time had come to
push on and the little family moved westward to a new home in
Greer County (then in Te.xas). Thus the Cross Timber years ended for
the family, but obviously the memory is still very fresh in Professor
Dale's mind.
This is an excellent book. Well written, handsomely illustrated by
John Biggers, and attractively designed by the publishers, The Cross
Tifnbers is a significant contribution to American social history.
RALPH A. WOOSTER
Lamar State College of Technology
Julian Sidney Devereu% and His Monte Verdi Plantation. By Donnan
H. Winfrey. Waco (TeJ<ian Press). 1962. 162 pp. Illustrations, maps,
and index. $6.95.
This is a story of the Devereux family who came to Texas in 1841,
and of their Monte Verdi plantation. Julian Sidney Devereux was born
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in Georgia on July 23, 1805, and after his mother's death, moved
in 1817 with his father to Alabama. By 1839, Julian had become a
plantation operator and had some financial success. But like many other
men who came to Te."{as, Julian had e.xperienced financial reverses and
marital problems in Alabama and must have decided the best way out was
to change his allegiance to the Republic of Te.''CBS.
In his move to Te.xas, Devereux bought thirty-three slaves and the
equipment necessary for establishing a plantation in Montgomery
County. After receiving a divorce from his first wife and experiencing the
birth of an illegitimate son, who, incidentally, was named for him,
Julian Devereux married Sarah Ann Landrum who was sixteen years old,
twenty years younger than her husband. The Devereux's were not happy,
at Terrebonne, their Montgomery County plantation, because of the climate
and chose to move to southwestern Rusk County. In Rusk County
Julian eatablished another plantation which be named Monte Verdi. Julian
soon became a leading citizen of Rusk County. He was progressive and
energetic, and became one of the ninety largest slave owners in Texas.
He favored anne.'(ation of Te.xas, navigation of the Sabine, the e.x-
pansions of industry, the development of railroads, and the establish-
ment of schools. He was a friend to the leading men of Rusk County and
knew most of the outstanding state leaders.
The history of MOllte Verdi is an informative story of a large slave
plantation. It depicts the hardships and the pleasures of a culture
that disappeared with the Civil War; of the relations of a kind master
to his slaves, and tells something of the life of a slave. As Julian
Devereux became prosperous, Monte Verdi became the center of a
community which depended on Monte Verdi for medicine, material to
bury the dead, and for all types of advice.
Julinn Devereu..'X was elected county commissioner with the largest
vote ever given a commissioner in the county. He was elected also to
the legislature and served one term without particular distinction, per-
haps because of illness. Before he left for Austin to serve in the legis-
lation he started the construction of his mansion. Devereux returned. from
Austin in January, 1856, a very ill man. Monte Verdi was only partially
completed, but Julian spent the last three months of his life in his
new home and died May 1, 1856, at the age of fifty. Sarah Devereu..x
completed the mansion, but the problems of the Civil War and recon-
struction, droughts, low prices for cotton, and an unfortunate second
marriage caused her to lose most of her property. At her death her
estate was valued at $600.
Julian Devereux and Hu Monte Verdi Plantation is an interesting and
scholarly production. Dr. Winfrey, however, implies on page 109 that
the people of Te.xss voted to locate the state capital in Austin in 1860.
ThL election was held in 1872.
C. K. CHAMBERLAIN
Stephen F. Austin State College
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The American Presidency: Leadership, Partisanship. and Popularity.
By Stuart Gerry Brown. New York (The )lacmiJlan Company). 1966.
viii + 279 pp. Notes nnd lnde.x. $5.95, cloth i $2.50, paperback.
The American Presidency has been a fertile field for continuous scholar-
ship. The early 1960's witnessed the publication of the greatest quantity
of material on the subject to date; however, no matter what the quan·
tity the topic remains unexhausted, and each occupant of the \Vhite
House challenges the student of the political process to delve deeper
for a fuller understanding of the office. Stuart Gerry Brown's new
approach to the study of the Presidency u ••• is an essay, or series
of related essays, on the connections between presidential popularity
and presidential leadership." The author's stated purpose is u. . • to
illuminate the process of presidential leadership from the perspective
of presidential popularity." (p.v)
The book is divided into five chapters, a section on notes and references,
and an inde-x. Chapter One is an introduction to the subject of presi-
dential popularity in which ty,'o types are identified-partisan and un-
partisan. Brown writes that partisan popularity is sustained by \-igorous
action on the part of the President while unpartisan popularity is
sustained largely by inaction. Although popular presidents have a means
of accomplishment at their disposal, they cannot be expected to use
that popularit)T to achieve objectives contra!")" to the source of their
popularity. One interesting hypothesis in the introductory chapter is
that u. • . the practical usefulness of a President's popularit)T as ::l
means to leadership seems to vary in proportion to i relevance to
the purposes for which it might be used." (p. 3) Brown fails to support
this hypothesis with empirical e\;dence.
In the second chapter, the popular presidents are identified by the
author as those who were able to sustain popular support at the polls.
The fact is emphasized at this point that all popular presidents have
been successful leaders. Thus Presidents Harding, Coolidge, and Grant
though elected by huge popular majorities are removed from con~idera­
tion in this book.
The last three chapters contain the bulk of the essay. Tn these
chapters the author presents case studies of the leadership pro\;ded
by popular presidents in three selected a.reas----<:onstitutional issues, do-
mestic polic)', and foreign policy. ~ot all of the popular presidents
are considered in each of the three fields; however, all but Washinrton
are considered in at least t\"o of the three. The president..'i 8elected
other than Washington are Jefferson, Monroe, Jackson, Polk, Theodore
Roosevelt, Fra.nklin D. Roosevelt, Eisenhower, and Lyndon B. Johnson.
Basically, thjs book is a compilation of case histories of the ability
of presidents popular at the polls to exert leadership in the political
process in which they found themselves after election day. Admittedly,
there was no attempt by the author to show a one-to-one correlation
between presidential leadership and presidential popularity, but such
an effort would have been welcomed. As history this book contributes
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no new information, but it does approach an old subject from a new
direction that may encourage empiricists to procede further.
CllARLES W. SIl\IPSON
Stephen F. Austin State College
Kalita's People. By Aline Rothe. Waco (Texian Press), 1963 xx + 141 pp.
Illustrations, footnotes, appendix, bibliography, index. $5.95.
This is the first complete histoTy in one volume of the last distinct
lndian tribe in Te.xas, the Alabama-Coushatta tribe.
The colorful history of this tribe is traced through 422 years, from
the time they were first recorded in history in 1541 during the siege
by Hernando De Soto of their province in the territory now known as
the State of Alabama, named for the valiant tribe bravely resisting Ute
invasion of their homeland by Spanish troops. The Alabama, with the
Mobile IndiansJ fought De Soto's army in one of the largest Indian
battles that ever occurred in the area now known as the United States.
This battle is vh;dly described in the book.
In addition to the history of the tribe, there is much other interesting
information in the book: legends and customs of the tribe, accounts
of their famous Chief Kalita, the work of devoted missionaries, the
development of tribal education. and of the friendship between the tribe
and their Hwhite brothers" in Texas during the last one hundred and
fifty years.
Documented evidence of long research in recording this story of the
Alabama-Coushatta Indians of Texas gives it authenticity. A project
of the Polk CountyJ Texas, Historical Survey Committee for the proposed
Polk County Public Library-Museum, this book is a significant addition
to the history of American Indians.
!(alita's People is well researched, well written and wiJI be wel-
comed by collectors of Indian lore and history and libraries containing
Texana and Indian sections. It is an attractively arranged and printed
book using a heavy grade of paper with running headings and is double·
leaded for easy reacling. The endsheets contain an interesting pictorial
map of Polk County.
COLONEL HAROLD B. SlMPSON
Hill College
The Rise of Cavitalis",. Edited by David S. Landes. New York (The Mac-
millan Co.), 1966. 150 pp. $1.50.
This collection of nine essays by distinguished western economists and
historians along with an introduction by the editor comprises another
in the uMain Themes in European History" series appearing under the
general eclitorship of Professor Bruce Mazlish. The collection centers
around a general thesis, Le., capitalism rose and flourished when and
where relative free rein was given to individuals and individual effort 3S
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opposed to conditions where collective units and collective action were
the rule.
In support of the thesis, the British historian Christopher Hill demon-
strates that the Ucentral theological attitude" of protestantism which
emphasized to artisans and small merchants that they should follow
the dictates of their own hearts as their standard of conduct. The Swiss
historian Rudolph Braum shows that the Scottish wool industry de-
veloped because the organic unity of the th.ree-field system broke down
leaving the Highlanders free to develop the individualized cottage industry
system. ~eil McKendrick, British biographer of Josia Wedgwood, argues
that Wedgwood's success came because he conceived the notion of training
highly skilled worJonen as individual artisans. FinaUy, Professor Ale.'X"-
ander Gerschenkron. American economist, develops the notion that the
degree of speed and the character of industrial development in any non-
industrial nation depended as much on the individualistic philosophy
and psychology of its people as it did upon the technology developed and the
natural industrial potential of the area.
According to editor Landes, the cessation of foreign invasion nnd
incursion in the tenth century, the overall growth in population, the
colonization and conquest of vast areas, and the rise of Protestantism
all contributed to the rise of ccmnnercial capitalism, that is, a capitalism
dominated by commercial activity. The advent of a series of industrial
revolutions of several distinct types beginning in the late Bronze Age
and continuing into the Twentieth Century transformed the original
commercial capitalism into industrial capitalism, that is, a capitalism
dominated by industrial production and distribution. When an adequate
supply of capital became available niter the development of the partner-
ship, the joint-stock company, and the corporation, a third form of
capitalism emerged, finance capitalism. While most seem to accept the
first two forms as authentic, some debate still surrounds the third.
A consensus concerning the rate of speed with which capitalism rises
is another feature of the coJ1ection. The rate of growth, most agree, is
affected by such factors as technological innovations, distribution of popu-
lation, degree of competition, nationalism, and imperialism. The tendency,
increasingly evident since World War I, for governments to intervene
in the economic processes of the nations has led to n final (or most
recent) type of capitalism, mixed capitaliam.
The editor's conclusion seems warranted from the evidence presented
by his essayists: "Capitalism has a flexibility today that it did not have
a century ago. As a result, it is also less monolithic, less unifonn. There
has never been a purely capitalistic economy; hut today more than ever
there is a wide range of mixed systems, combining various degrees of
private enterprise and state intervention."
Like all such compilations of essays, The Rise of Capitalism is uneven.
The introduction by Landes is well written, a concise readable summation
of the major ideas presented by the various writers in the collection
and an excellent introduction to the history of capitalism in the western
world. The collection also contains a good sun-ey of uProtestantism and
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the Rise of Capitalism" by Rill and of Ulndustrial Growth and Indus-
trial Revolutions" by Coleman. The other essays, though worth reading,
suffer by comparison.
The total impact of the work may be summarized as especially val-
uable to economic historians, intellectual historians and students of the
history of political philosophy; and useful for all economists, historians
and political scientists. It would be improved substantially by the in-
clusion of even a modest index.
J. E. ERICSON
Stephen F. Austin State College
Bay City and Matagorda Co.mty: A History. By Junann J. Stieghorst.
Austin (Pemberton Press), 1965. $7.50.
BlLY City a.nd IIfa.tagorda County: A History is an interesting and
valuable contrihution to the local history of Bay City and Matagorda
County. While the author deserves the major credit for this contribu-
tion to local history, she generously acknowledges that the research
was carried out by the Junior Service League of Bay City.
The merit of this volume is determined not only by the careful ~
search of the author, but by the fact that the true history of the State
of Texas-and certainly the history of the Gulf Coast-<:annot be
written until the several histories of the Gulf Coast counties and cities
are written.
No researcher, however diligent, can do alI the work. The historian
must depend upon the semi-professional scholar oftentimes to do the
real spadework and to draw the outlines from which he or she, re-
searching in the larger frame, may be able to delineate the complete
historical picture. This, then, is the renl value of Bay City and Matagcwoo
County: A History. This work gives the historian concerned with the
wbole Guif Coast or the State of Texas much detailed material to employ
in drawing the total picture.
This study is a true history I beginning as a survey of the early
Spanish and French explorers, continuing on with the great days of the
Republic, statehood and the Wax Between the States.
There are, as well, interesting chapters on Matagorda County dealing
with the nineteenth century, the early twentieth century, and the first
World Wax period. One of the best chapters narrates the hardships
experienced by the area during the depression period of the 1930's.
The commercial impact of oil and sulphur industries upon the region
is noted by the author as she sketches the uremarkable progress" of
Bay City and Matagorda County.
U a reviewer we.re to cite the most valuable contributions of Stieg-
horst's work to local Texas history, these achievements would include
the inde.x, which is excellentj the footnote citations which are invalu-
able for local history; and the colorful anecdotes of local historical
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events which give the reader an impression of what Matagorda County
was like during the periods covered by this interesting book.
EARL W. FORNELL
Lamar State College of Technology
Comparative Political Institutions. By Robert C. Fried. New York (The
11aemillan Companr). 1966. 152 pp. $3.50.
There are se"eral interesting ways of comparing political institutions.
\Ve can compare the institutions of a particular political system with
each other at a given time, compare the political institutions of one
country with those of another, or compare similar political institutions
-political parties or interest groups or legisJatures-irom several dif-
ferent political systems. Different aspects of these institutions can be
compared: their origins; their internal structure and patterns of de-
cision making; their goals and valuesj their strategies and tactics; their
share of power in the political systems in which they operate. It is
with this last-mentioned aspect of the political institutions-their relative
power-that this book is concerned.
In se"en chapters dealing witli executh-es, legislatures, courts, bu-
reaucracies, the military, political parties and electorates, the author
suggests some of the reasons why these institutions are powerful in
some countries and weak in others. In brief, the argument is that every
political institution has certain potential resources or handicaps in the
struggle to win, maintain or e.xpand its share of power in the political
system. Each of the chapters is divided into three parts: first, there
is a consideration of the potential sources of power of that institution
(called potential resources); second, there is a consideration of the
potential weaknesses of that institution (potential handicaps); third,
there is a ranking of examples of that type of institution into classes
of power. These classes of institutional power are, in descending order
of magnitude, totalitarian, dictatorial, oligarchy, strong, independent,
weak, captive-ceremonial-nil. No attempt is made to determine the pl'oper
strength of each type of institution (are our political parties too strong
or too weak? etc.) but merely to objectivel)' :lnd systematically measure
the relative power of the institutions. According to the author, "The
political scientist can attempt to detennine the impact of the institutional
power on the distribution of satisfactions, but he cannot role on who
shol1ld be satisfied."
In the main, the author succeeds in his pu-rpose. Although the thorough-
ness of the discussion varies with the topic under consideration, the
bulk of the book is of real value to the serious student of political
science. The most enlightening chapters are the two dealing with "The
Military" and "Electorates." These chapters are "alunble for their
analysis of the role of the institutions in the political process and for
the abundance of current examples used to substantiate the author's
thesis. These and other portions of the book are valuable not only to the
student of comparative gove.rnment but also for those looking for new
insight into politic:ll parties, bureaucracies and the like.
Mr. Fried's present."\tion seems to be weakened by a certain amount
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J. DA\'ID Cox
Stephen F. Austin State College
of une\·enness. Each institution is analyzed by considering twelve
"rubrics": (1) infonnation; (2) expertise; (3) social power; (4) popu-
laril~"; (5) legitimac)"; (6) leadership skills; (7) organization; (8) vio-
lence; (9) rules; (10) economic power; (11) manpower; and (12) office.
Consideration of the various rubrics varies in quality and in length,
and it soon becomes evident that to analyze each institution in this
manner is a most. tedious and unmanageable process. The length of the
considerations \'aries from a one-sentence e\'aluation, as on the case of
the I)olential resources of the court in regard to manpower (IlCourts
are po~sibly strongest when there are enough judges to carry the case
load.") to a two-and-one-half-page discussion of the potential use of in-
formation by the executive. Likewise, the author tends to elaborate at
some length on political institutions in western countries while making
relatively few references to political institutions in the Asian, African,
and Latin American countries. In his rather systematic examination of
the potential executh'e handicaps, he completely omits a discussion of
the lack of economic I)O\\'er by the executi\'e--a rather substantial handi-
cap it would seem.
The book is furthC'r weakened by an occasional lack of clarity and
by a lack of evidence to substantiate several of the author's assumptions.
For example, he contends that "capth'e assemblies may be the most
common t)'pe in the world today," ret supports this assertion by giving
only one current example-the upreme Soviet. Likewise, he fails to
adequately distinguish between certain of his institutional classes, for
example, between "totalitarian executiyes," "dictatorial executives/' and
"oligarchic e.'\ecuth"es." He lists Benito )Iussolini as an example of a
totalitarian executi\"e and ~Iarshal Petain as an example of a dictatorial
executh'e, ret attributes to both men "irlually complete control over all
aspects of national life. He contends that the dictatorial executive "may,
in fact, be the predominate form in the world today" yet concludes later
in the book that "it would appear that most strong executives in the
world today share their power with bureaucrats, the military, party
leader, and the heads of powerful interest groups" (the oligarchic
executive) .
A major disappointment of the book seems to be its abrupt ending
with no attempt to evaluate the material. One might have expected
some theoretical anal)'sis tying the chapters together, but this is missing.
A final chapter to this effect would have added to the value of the book.
DCSI)ite the shortcomings of the book, its systematic analysis of the
political institutions makes it a useful addition to the literature of com-
parative political institutions.
Jefferson on tile Bayou: Glllmorous CllltuTal Old City 01 Stent·1I'heelers
lind WagQn Trains. By Rebecca ~1. Cameron and Ruth Lester.
.:\Iarshall (The Demmer Co.), 1966. Paperback. 32 pp. Numbered
edition. 5.00, other editions $2.00.
From the "Dawning of Bayou History" to the "Pilgrimage" story,
with many interest·compelling and thought-provoking pictures sand-
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wiched in among the pages of JeJ!cTlion on the Bayou, the be:1Utifully
written saga of the medallion city, by Rebecca Cameron and Ruth Lester,
s indeed a fascinating narration. The colorful history of Jefferson,
coupled with the restoration of many lo\'ely old houses and other build-
ings make a perfect setting (or the annual Jefferson Historical Pil-
grimage sponsored by the Jessie Allen Wise Garden Club.
....
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MRS. C. K. CHAMBERLAIN
Nacogdoches, Texas
J~""~~!J!J !l. ~!: ~~'Y!l!J
Glm.crcU: C tun! Old City ef Stern-wheelers ud W~gllnT~
""REBECCA M. CAMERON
-'
RUTH G. LESTER
Numbered editions are from one to one hundred. Jefferson on the BayolL
may be purchased from Mrs. Dan Lester, Post Office Drawer N, Jef·
ferson, Texas.
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EQ.8t Texa:'l Rit.'f'Tboat Era and Jts Decline. By Edna McDaniel White.
Beaumont (Labelle Printing and Engraving Co.), 1966. $2.50.
The stal~'('coach played a larKe part in the lives of early Texas, but
the rh'er ~lenmerg were just :lR important. They carried passengers
and merchandise up and down the larger Texas ri"ers that emptied into
the Gulf of :\Iexico alonR" the coa~tline from the abine to the Rio Grande.
The Texas riverhoats hn.\"c been mentioned man)" times in literature
and historr of the !'late, but Edna :\lcDaniel White's East TezCUl RivcT-
boat Era find lt~ Decline. just released, is the first organized history
of East Texas stcamboating in its varied aspects.
The rivers of East Texas, including Buffalo Bayou, the Trinity and
Red Rivers, were deeper and less dependent on Oood waters to float
the riverboats than those rivers to the southwest so it was natural
for East Texas to hold the center of the stage in Mrs. White's history,
yet she has not neglected to include the interesting and important rote
the shallow-draft steamers played on navigable rivers in other parts
of Texas.
Historic boats, their masters, the towns they served-now ghosls--
the rivers they traveled, the bridges, ferries and hazards of their work
and lhe history ther helped to make are all a part of this compact but
comprehensive volume.
Years of careful research went into checking the authenticity of the
material in this book which is put together with smooth w-riling without
needless embellishment. This trait makes East Texa.s Riverboat easy to
read, and the wealth of narrative incidents packed into it gives it. sustained
interest.
lnetuded in the book are the original East Te.xas muster rolls of the
Texas Revolution. Mrs. White says, "These list some names not on other
published lists. Some were on leave, perhaps to get their families to
safety ahead of Santa Anna's al)proaching anny. (This section may
be of interest to students of genealogy.)"
Also included in the book is the copy of the "ery rare 1 35 map of
Texas which shows the early land grants, the well known Camino Real,
and the nol-sD-well-known La Bahia Road which Stephen F. Austin
took with his first settlers when he turned south to Washington-on-the-
Brazos, Other roads were shown, as well as the location of Indian tribes
in Texas at that lime.
Mrs. White, an ex-teacher, and a native of Sabine County whose
ancestors had an active part in the steamboat era, has added a good
and much-needed reference work to Texas history. She does not claim
to have mined out the lode of material on her subject. Much remains
undiscovered, but she hopes some day to enlarge her book with addi-
tional material on the East Texas rh·erboats.
Illustrations in the book are done by the author, and the silk-screen
cover design is the work of Mrs, Myrtle Kerr's commercial art students
at Lamar State College of Technology who comprise the staff of Blotter
Press. RUTH GARRISON SCURLOCK
Director
Lamar Writer's Workshop
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